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Eurostat hat die Aufgabe, den Informa
tionsbedarf der Kommission und aller am 
Aufbau des Binnenmarktes Beteiligten 
mit Hilfe des europaischen statistischen 
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Um der Öffentlichkeit die große Menge an 
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versehenen weißen Einband. 

Veröffentlichungen wenden sich an eine 
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abgestellte und kommentierte Informa
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Für einen breiteren Benutzerkreis gibt 
Eurostat Jahrbücher und periodische 
Veröffentlichungen heraus. Diese enthal
ten statistische Ergebnisse für eine erste 
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suchungen. Diese Veröffentlichungen 
werden in gedruckter Form und In Daten
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European statistical system to meet the 
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To ensure that the vast quantity of ac
cessible data is made widely available, 
and to help each user make proper use of 
this information, Eurostat has set up two 
main categories of document: statistical 
documents and publications. 

The statistical document is aimed at spe
cialists and provides the most complete 
sets of data: reference data where the 
methodology is well-established, stand
ardized, uniform and scientific. These 
data are presented in great detail. The 
statistical document is intended for ex
perts who are capable of using their own 
means to seek out what they require. The 
information is provided on paper and/or 
on diskette, magnetic tape, CD-ROM. The 
white cover sheet bears a stylized motif 
which distinguishes the statistical docu
ment from other publications. 

The publications proper tend to be com
piled for a well-defined and targeted 
public, such as educational circles or 
political and administrative decision
makers. The information in these docu
ments is selected, sorted and annotated 
to suit the target public. In this instance, 
therefore, Eurostat works in an advisory 
capacity. 

Where the readership is wider and less 
well-defined, Eurostat provides the infor
mation required for an initial analysis, 
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studies. These publications are available 
on paper or in videotext databases. 

To help the user focus his research, 
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yearbooks, short-term trends or method
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statistical data. 
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Pour établir, évaluer ou apprécier les dif
férentes politiques communautaires, la 
Commission européenne a besoin d'infor
mations. 

Eurostat a pour mission, à travers le sys
tème statistique européen, de répondre 
aux besoins de la Commission et de l'en
semble des personnes impliquées dans 
le développement du marché unique. 

Pour mettre à la disposition de tous l'im
portante quantité de données accessibles 
et faire en sorte que chacun puisse 
s'orienter correctement dans cet ensem
ble, deux grandes catégories de docu
ments ont été créées: les documents 
statistiques et les publications. 

Le document statistique s'adresse aux 
spécialistes. Il fournit les données les plus 
complètes: données de référence où la 
méthodologie est bien connue, standar
disée, normalisée et scientifique. Ces 
données sont présentées à un niveau très 
détaillé. Le document statistique est des
tiné aux experts capables de rechercher, 
par leurs propres moyens, les données 
requises. Les informations sont alors 
disponibles sur papier et/ou sur disquette, 
bande magnétique, CD-ROM. La couver
ture blanche ornée d'un graphisme stylisé 
démarque le document statistique des 
autres publications. 

Les publications proprement dites peu
vent, elles, être réalisées pour un public 
bien déterminé, ciblé, par exemple 
l'enseignement ou les décideurs politi
ques ou administratifs. Des informations 
sélectionnées, triées et commentées en 
fonction de ce public lui sont apportées. 
Eurostat joue, dès lors, le rôle de conseil
ler. 

Dans le cas d'un public plus large, moins 
défini, Eurostat procure des éléments 
nécessaires à une première analyse, les 
annuaires et les périodiques, dans les
quels figurent les renseignements adé
quats pour approfondir l'étude. Ces 
publications sont présentées sur papier 
ou dans des banques de données de type 
vidéotex. 

Pour aider l'utilisateur à s'orienter dans 
ses recherches, Eurostat a créé les 
thèmes, c'est-à-dire une classification 
par sujet. Les documents statistiques et 
les publications sont répertoriés par 
série — par exemple, annuaire, conjonc
ture, méthodologie — afin de faciliter 
l'accès aux informations statistiques. 
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Foreword 

Tourism is an activity which has enjoyed steady growth over a long 

period of time. It contributes to reinforcing economic and social 

cohesion in the Union as well as the European identity and people's 

mutual understanding. Its importance will grow still more in the coming 

years, offering some of the best prospects for creating new jobs. 

Despite the evident success of Europe as the driving force for tourism, 

there are no grounds for complacency. Strengthening the 

competitiveness of Europe as a tourist destination and successfully 

matching tourists' needs with tourism supply without damaging the 

various local assets are the new challenges to be faced. 

As a basic tool of this modernisation process, reliable and comparable 

statistical information help us to identify trends and changes. This 

knowledge enables businesses, professional organisations and public 

authorities to better plan their strategies. 

By providing a great deal of essential information about the current state 

of Europe's tourist industry, this publication is intended to contribute to 

achieving these goals. 

Christos Papoutsis 

Commissioner 

YvesThibaiMt de 

Commissioner 

¡ilguy 
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Introduction 

s 

This publication is a result of the joint efforts of Eurostat, the Statistical 

Office of the European Communities, and Directorate General ΧΧΠΙ of 

the European Commission, responsible for enterprise policy, trade, 

tourism and cooperatives, which have been undertaken over a period of 

several years, with a view to improving the knowledge of the tourism 

sector. 

The first edition of "Tourism in Europe" was published in 1990. This 

new edition, by going into more detail and trying to take a wider 

approach, has benefitted from the fruitful co-operation developed 

between the European Union, member States and EFTA countries. 

Despite the current lack of harmonised statistical data on tourism, an 

attempt is made to present the relevant elements of Europe's tourism 

structure and to outline recent trends. 

A major step towards the qualitative improvement and integration of the 

tourism statistical information system at European level will be the 

development of adequate Community measures as set out in the 

Directive proposed by the European Commission to the Council. 

By providing the means for a better understanding of the tourism 

industry and its market, it is hoped to make a useful contribution to the 

work of all decision-makers and researchers interested in this field. 

--- Heirrricn von Moltke J^lbk'fc í 

Director General < ^ Directop General 
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Technical Note 

In Part I the EU and EFTA countries are looked at globally. An extensive 
chapter focuses on analysing very recent trends and developments in tourism, 
offering the latest and in some cases still provisional data. The three following 
chapters provide structural information on tourism supply, tourism demand and 
the impact of tourism. 

In Part. II the individual EU/EFTA countries are dealt with. The objective is to 
present an analysis focusing on issues and characteristics specific to the 
respective countries. These chapters were written in very close co-operation 
with the Member States. 

The data used in the country specific chapters are to a huge extent based on the 
Eurostat information system "TOUR". Data contributions by the Member 
States are up to now provided on a voluntary basis. 

Numerous additional sources were used in order to supplement the "TOUR" 
information system. For the country specific chapters (Part II) the final data 
selection and control was carried out by the respective National Statistical 
Institutes. For the general chapters (Part I) the principal sources for all tables 
and graphics are indicated. 

The terminology specific to tourism used in this publication is fully in line with 
the definitions developed by the World Tourism Organisation and the Eurostat 
Methodology on Tourism Statistics. 

A fundamental definition is that of the term "Tourism" which - according to 
the World Tourism Organisation - comprises the activities of persons travelling 
to and staying in places outside their usual, environment for not more than one 
consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes. 

In relation to a given country the following forms of tourism can be 
distinguished: 
* Domestic tourism, involving residents of the given country travelling only 
within this country; 
* Inbound tourism, involving non-residents travelling in the given country; 
* Outbound tourism, involving residents travelling in another country. 

m 
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The three basic forms of tourism can be combined in various ways to derive the 
following categories of tourism: 
* Internal tourism, which comprises domestic tourism and inbound tourism; 
* National tourism, which comprises domestic tourism and outbound tourism; 
* International tourism, which consists of inbound tourism and outbound 

tourism. 

Also very important are the definitions of tourist accommodation 
establishments. 

"Tourist accommodation" is any facility that, regularly or occasionally 
provides overnight accommodation for visitors. 

"Collective accommodation establishments" are establishments which provide 
overnight lodging for the traveller in a room or some other unit. The number of 
places it provides must be greater than a specified minimum amount for groups 
of persons exceeding a single family unit and all the places in the establishment 
must come under a common commercial-type management, even if it is not-
profit-making. 

"Hotels and similar establishments" are collective accommodation 
establishments typified as being arranged, in rooms, in numbers exceeding a 
specified minimum, and as providing certain services including room services 
and. daily bed-making and cleaning of the sanitary facilities. 

"Supplementary accommodation and specialised establishments" are the 
remaining types of tourist accommodation belonging to the division of 
collective accommodation establishments. Such establishments are intended for 
tourists, may be non-profit-making, coming under a common management, 
providing minimum common 'services (not necessarily room service), and not 
necessarily being arranged rooms but perhaps in dwelling-type units, 
campsites or collective dormitories and often engaging in some activity besides 
accommodation, such as health care, social welfare or transport. 

Balance of Payments data eue in line with the definitions in the Balance of 
Payments Manual by the International Monetary Fund. The "Balance of 
Payments" is defined as the record of a countries international transactions 
with the rest of the world (or, in other words, transactions of its residents with 
non-residents). Data in this publication mainly focus on transactions 
concerning "Travel". "Travel" covers goods and services acquired from an 
economy by non-resident travellers during their stay on the territory of that 
economy and for their own use. 

χ m 
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As this publication was prepared in 1994 and is based on data from the late 
1980s and early 1990s, the reference base for the presentation of data is the 
European Union and the EFTA as defined until 31 December 1994 (EU with 
12 Member States, EFTA with 7 Member States). 

Monetary figures are in most cases presented in ECU. Data have been 
calculated according to the respective average annual exchange rates. 

For further information by Eurostat on Tourism-Statistics please refer to the following 
publications: 

Tourism. - Annual Statistics: Eurostat, Theme 7 - Services and Transport, 
Series C - Accounts Surveys and Statistics 

Tourism - Monthly Statistics: Eurostat, Theme 7 - Services and Transport, 
Series Β - Short Tenn Trends 
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TOURISM IN EUROPE - RECENT TRENDS 

1. OVERVIEW 

1.1 Scenario 
Inkeeping with worldwide economic 
growth, 1994 was a favourable pe
riod for the EU, which registered a 
recovery in growth equal to a 2.6% 
increase of the GDP. The growth was 
particularly due to an increment by 
around 10% of the exports destined 
to non European countries. Conse
quently, investments that had de
creased in 1993, also made a recov
ery in 1994. The only negative note is 
the unemployment rate, which still 
shows no sign of improvement and, 
on the contrary, has increased slightly 
in respect to 1993. 

Nineteen ninety-three closed with an 
overall negative situation for Euro
pean and EU economies, together 

showing a decline of 0.4 per cent of 
GDP (in real terms), a drop not oc
curring since the time of the first oil 
crisis. This recession has affected the 
entire continent except for the UK 
and some smaller countries. How
ever, recession hit the UK earlier 
(1991-92), when the rest of Europe 
had not yet been affected. 
The 1993 decline of GDP represents 
the peak in a complex period of crisis 
which started in 1990, not due to 
outside factors, as was that of the 70s 
and early 80s, butforinternal reasons, 
which - aside from the differences in 
individual national situations and the 
extent to which these are influenced 
by external factors - all derive in 
principle from the need to redress 
public spending and recover com
petitiveness with respect to other 
major world economies. The result
ing severe budget policies, moderate 

wages and income growth, restruc
turing of economic activities and high 
interest rates have therefore led eve
rywhere to a slow down of domestic 
demand and economic activity. This 
has even been true for many of those 
countries whose currencies were 
strongly devalued after the summer 
of 92, and which enjoyed notable 
increases in the nominal value of their 
exports. 
Developing country economies, and 
international finance movements in 
general, have continued to be strongly 
affected by the costs of German 
reunification and its consequences, 
notably on lending rates (exceptional 
costs in terms of global amount and in 
terms of historical events which gen
erated them). Nevertheless, this enor
mous financial effort is now begin
ning to show signs of positive results 
which go beyond a national context. 

EU: GDP TRENDS AND FORECAST (%) J 

-0.4 
- 1 _¿aEEE -M^síi^sí!íííff!S!S!ffíísísi^{SSstfi(ff0-:-.- <ΪΪΧίΜΪΪ{Μ0;ϊΖ!ΜΜΪβΜ33ψ 
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Source: European Commission 
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TOURISM IN EUROPE - RECENT TRENDS 

EU: FORECAST GDP AND PRIVATE CONSUMPTION (%) i 

GDP 

Private consumption 

-0.4 

Source: European Commission 

In 1993 recession was preceded by a 
currency storm that dealt a near-fatal 
blow to the EMS and put a risk the 
solidarity of the European Union it
self, forming the occasion to make 
significant adjustments to European 
exchange rates. Nonetheless, the 
countries that gained economic ad
vantage through devaluation did not 
manageto turn it into concretegrowth 
to any great extent; the nominal in
crease in exports did not have a cor
responding development in real terms, 
given the generally weak demand 
from other European states. 

1.2 Private consumption 
expenditure 

Private household final consumption 
expenditure is particularly important 
to the analysis of the dynamics of the 
tourism sector within the aggregate 
demand. 

In 1994 there was an increaseof 1.5% 
in private consumption. This upturn 

in respect to 1993 also appears to be 
confirmed for the following years in 
that forecasts indicate an increase of 
2.0% for 1995 and 2.5% for 1996. 
However in both cases the increase 
remains below similar predictions for 
the changes in GDP. 

These recent forecasts of an increase 
are higher than previous ones, since 
the economic upsurge in European 
countries is more intense than the 
expectations formulated. However 
the growth differential in consump
tion with respect to GDP will not be 
mitigated if it also varies more than 
1994 summer forecasts predicted. 

Therefore, in the final analysis the 
following can be stated: private con
sumption expenditure is increasing at 
a rate that is less than the overall 
economy and is destined to continue 
to do so for the next few years. 
This is obviously no good news for 
the tourism sector, neither for actual 
data nor for forecasts. 

According to figures provided by the 
European Commission', in 1993 pri
vate consumption fell by 0.1%; this is 
a weighted average of very diverse 
trends (which themselves are due to 
some obvious cyclical lags and to 
national specificities). Even when it is 
of positive sign, in no case is it an 
appreciable amount, except in the 
United Kingdom, for the reasons al
ready mentioned, and in some smaller 
countries. 

Concerning 1993 the economic con
sequences for the tourism sector of 
this trend in the aggregate private 
consumption are certainly not, nor 
could they have been, of a positive 
sign. On the basis of the information 
available for 1993, the value added of 
the sector presents, net of inflation, 
increases of 1-2 percentage points 
(the Netherlands and France) and 
vice versa, negative changes in Italy 
(over 2 points) and in Finland (for a 

1) C0M(94) 615 final, Brussels, 13.12.1994 
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TOURISM IN EUROPE - RECENT TRENDS 

good 12 points). Even wider losses 
are found in occupational levels (in 
France, Italy, Finland, Switzerland) 
and these are often greater than in the 
value added, a sign that in some 
countries the cyclical difficulties grew 
wider due to a reorganization ofbusi-
ness in order to recover productivity 
and profitability margins, as always 
happens when the market restricts. 
Finally the effective activity of the 
sector, measured by nights spent in 
tourist establishments, has been re
duced. 
At the root, the unsatisfactory eco
nomic results are evidently due to a 
net reduction of the real activity of the 
sector; an extension of the available 
dataalso indicates that thevalue added 
and the occupation levels have suf

fered wider and more general losses 
beyond those of the countries cited 
above. 
In terms of nights a decrease on the 
order of 1.8% has taken place in 
sector activity; this is more attribut
able to the EU area (-2%) than to the 
EFTA area which is, instead, sub
stantially stable. 

The situation in 1994 nevertheless 
shows a distinct improvement. The 
increase in private consumption 
means an increase in the buying power 
of families for luxuries with a positive 
effect on tourism. Although a break
down of figures is not yet available, 
according to the WTO in Europe in 
1994 a rise of 1.9% over 1993 was 
recorded (compared to 0.9% of the 

previous year) in terms of interna
tional arrivals and 0.6% (compared 
to -4.8%) in terms of receipts 

1.3 Price levels and currency 
changes 

Even without establishing statistical 
correlations, international tourism, 
especially that for pleasure, may be 
considered, all other factors held equal, 
to be dependent to a large measure on 
the relative levels of prices, which in 
turn are determined by exchange rate 
relationships between the different 
national currencies and, in the short 
term, by inflation rate differentials. 
The drastic realignment of European 
currency exchange rates during the 
summer of 1992, a fact already al-

] TREND AND FORECAST OF TOTAL DOMESTIC DEMAND IN THE EU COUNTRIES (%) 

-5,6 

Belgium 

Netherlands 
-0.5 WS 

-0.1 
-0.8 

United Kingdom 

| | | | | | | | | g 

^ 6 . 9 

95(f) 
mmm 94 

93 

6.2 
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f: forecast 
Source: European Commission 
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Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 
UK 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

Exchange 

Belgium 

-
1.00 

0.98 

1.12 

1.15 

1.00 

1.08 

1.19 

1.00 

0.98 

1.10 
1.08 

1.06 

0.99 

0.98 

1.19 

1.24 

rate trends 1992-1993: 

Denmark 

1.00 

-
0.98 

1.12 

1.15 

1.00 

1.08 

1.19 

1.00 

0.98 

1.11 
1.08 

1.06 

0.99 

0.98 

1.19 

1.25 

Germany 

1.02 

1.02 

-
1.14 

1.17 

1.01 

1.10 

1.21 

1.02 

1.00 

1.13 
1.10 

1.08 

1.00 

1.00 

1.21 

1.27 

relative 

Greece 

0.90 

0.90 

0.88 

-
1.03 

0.89 

0.97 

1.06 

0.90 

0.88 

0.99 
0.97 

0.95 

0.88 

0.88 

1.06 

1.11 

changes in competitivene 

Spain 

0.87 

0.87 

0.85 

0.97 

-
0.86 

0.94 

1.03 

0.87 

0.85 

0.96 
0.94 

0.92 

0.86 

0.85 

1.03 

1.08 

France 

1.00 

1.00 

0.99 

1.12 

1.16 

-
1.09 

1.19 

1.00 

0.99 

1.11 
1.09 

1.07 

0.99 

0.99 

1.19 

1.25 

SS* 

Ireland 

0.92 

0.92 

0.91 

1.03 

1.07 

0.92 

-
1.10 

0.92 

0.91 

1.02 
1.00 

0.98 

0.91 

0.91 

1.10 

1.15 

Italy 

0.84 

0.84 

0.83 

0.94 

0.97 

0.84 
0.91 

-
0.84 

0.83 

0.93 
0.91 

0.89 

0.83 

0.83 

1.00 

1.05 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 
UK 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

Luxembourg 

1.00 

1.00 

0.98 

1.12 

1.15 

1.00 

1.08 

1.19 

-
0.98 

1.10 
1.08 

1.06 

0.99 

0.98 

1.19 

1.24 

Netherlands 

1.02 

1.02 
1.00 

1.14 

1.17 

1.01 

1.10 

1.21 

1.02 

-
1.12 
1.10 

1.08 

1.00 

1.00 

1.21 

1.27 

Portugal 

0.91 

0.90 

0.89 

1.01 

1.04 

0.-90 

0.98 

1.08 

0.91 

0.89 

-
0.98 

0.96 
0.89 

0.89 

1.07 

1.13 

U.K. 

0.92 

0.92 

0.91 

1.03 

1.06 

0.92 

1.00 

1.10 

0.92 

0.91 

1.02 

-

0.98 

0.91 

0.91 

1.09 

1.15 

Norway 

0.94 

0.94 

0.92 

1.05 

1.09 

0.94 

1.02 

1.12 

0.94 

0.92 

1.04 
1.02 

-
0.93 

0.92 

1.12 

1.17 

Austria 

1.02 

1.01 

1.00 

1.13 

1.17 

1.01 

1.10 

1.21 

1.02 

1.00 

1.12 
1.10 

1.08 

-
1.00 

1.20 

1.26 

Switzerland 

1.02 

1.02 

1.00 

1.14 

1.17 

1.01 

1.10 

1.21 

1.02 

1.00 

1.12 
1.10 

1.08 

1.00 
-

1.21 

1.27 

Finland 

0.84 

0.84 

0.83 

0.94 

0.97 

0.84 

0.91 

1.00 

0.84 

0.83 

0.93 

0.91 

0.90 

0.83 

0.83 
-

1.05 

Sweden 

0.80 

0.80 

0.79 

0.90 

0.93 

0.80 

0.87 

0.96 

0.80 

0.79 

0.89 

0.87 

0.85 

0.79 

0.79 

0.95 

-
*) Variations in competitiveness among European countries' currencies have been calculated as follows: 

variation 1993/1992 of the exchange rate of a national currency In respect to the ECU divided by the variation 1993/1992 of the exchange rates of each of 
the other national currencies in respect to the ECU 

Source: elaborations based on average annual values of trends In national currencies 

HZ 'Δ eurostat 



TOURISM IN EUROPE - RECENT TRENDS 

luded to previously, profoundly 

changed the relative prices (in na

tional currencies of the different coun

tries) for European citizens with the 

aim of moving from one country to 

another for tourism purposes. 

Asisknown,theyears 1993 and 1994 

were characterized by a profound 

change in currency exchange ratio 

within the EU countries. This has 

evidently had a considerable influ

ence on the prices of products and 

services offered to tourists and, as a 

consequence, on international tour

ism. 

The general trend has been the 

strengthening of strong currencies 

within Europe, the DM, HFL, SFR, 

which mainly coincide with the more 

substantial markets of origin of the 

tourist flow. The UKL recorded up 

and down trends. 

Devaluation mainly occurred in 

Southern European countries 

(Greece, Spain, Italy andPortugal) as 

well as in the S candinavian countries : 

the first, therefore especially ben

efited from the considerable increase 

of the tourist flow in a North/South 

direction, thereby increasing the de

mand for Mediterranean shores. 

The above described trends, even 

though less accentuated, continued 

during 1994 (the exception being the 

recovery of the FMK and the stability 

oftheESCandFF). 

On the basis of the average exchange 

rates of national currencies with re

spect to the ECU in 1992 and in 1993, 

the changes for each country with 

respect to all the others have been 

calculated. The results, shown in the 

table, evidence the relative variations 

of price competitiveness for all move

ments from one country towards all 

of the others; a Danish citizen who 

travels to the United Kingdom or 

Ireland between 1992 and 1993 will 

find it to be more economical by 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

Empi 

1992 

n.a. 

96 081 

951 000 

n.a. 

n.a. 

762 500 

n.a. 

976 700 

n.a. 

182 500 

185 000 

1 205 000 

14 112 

136 543 

72 184 

63 000 

n.a. 

oyment and value added 

Employment 

1993 

n.a. 

n.a. 

952 000 

n.a. 

n.a. 

754 200 

n.a. 

974 500 

n.a. 

195 000 

197 000 

n.a. 

n.a. 

137 963 

70 767 

59 000 

n.a. 

92/93 (%) 





0.1 





1.1 



0.2 



6.8 

6.5 





1.0 

2.0 

6.3 



in the tourism sector 

Value 

1992 

n.a. 

9 615 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

226 428 

n.a. 

46 351 

n.a. 

16 756 

n.a. 

24 114 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

7 '-:■} 

' ? ? ?'s 

added at factor cost
1 

1993 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

235 877 

n.a. 

47 363 

n.a. 

17 327 

n.a. 

 5 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

71120 

u.a. 

92/93 (%) 
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Consumption 
deflationary 

factor 

2.8 

1.5 

4.0 

14.0 

5.1 

2.1 

1..9 

4.® 

.·' 5 

2.1 

© J 

3.5 

(¡
!
5' 

3.® 

2.® 

17 

©.H 

(1) At current prices in national currency 

Source: elaboration based on Eurostat data 
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TOURISM IN EUROPE - RECENT TRENDS 

BLEU 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

The tourism account balance (in 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kir 

EUR 121 

Finland 

Sweden 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerlar 

gdom 

d 

Credits 

3 136 

2 869 

8 546 

2 460 

17 103 

19 397 

1 245 

17 678 

4010 

2 841 

10 466 

89 748 

1 017 

2 363 

1 831 

11 304 

5 966 

1992 
Debits 

5 109 

2 867 

28 287 

911 

4 261 

10 609 

1 037 

13 903 

7 356 

891 

15 134 

90 353 

1 864 

5 196 

3 119 

6 487 

4 735 

Balance 

-1 973 

2 

-19 741 

1 549 

12 842 

8 788 

208 

3 775 

-3 346 

1 950 

-4 668 

-605 

-847 

-2 833 

-1 288 

4817 

1 231 

billions of ECU) 

Credits 

3 479 

2 599 

8 974 

n.a. 

16 516 

19 922 

1 607 

18 840 

3 990 

3 568 

11 025 

92 904 

1 059 

n.a. 

1 580 

11 487 

5 997 

1993 
Debits 

5 439 

2 738 

32 041 

n.a. 

4 021 

10919 

n.a. 

12 005 

7 669 

1 574 

14 588 

92 884 

1 382 

n.a. 

3 044 

6 997 

4 971 

Balance 

-1 960 

-139 

-23 067 

-
12 495 

9 003 

-
6 835 

-3 679 

1 994 

-3 563 

20 

-323 

-
-1 464 

4 490 

1 026 

(1) Estimate 

Source: Eurostat 

approximately 8% due to changes in 
the exchange rate; such being the 
revaluation of the Danish kroner with 
respect to the currencies of the other 
two countries. He will not find there 
to be any difference when travelling 
to Belgium orto Luxembourg and he 
will find it to be more expensive by 
2% when travelling to the Nether
lands or to Germany, and so on. 
Some countries, as can be seen, have 
gained in competitiveness with re
spect to many others (United King
dom, Ireland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, 

Greece, Finland, Sweden and Nor
way); the others have lost this advan
tage. The first group includes those 
countries potentially able to attract 
greater flows of tourists and at the 
same time keep their own citizens, 
due to the greater expense involved 
when travelling to countries of the 
second group and vice versa. 
In the short term, these changes in 
exchange rate relationships may be 
modified positively or negatively by 
inflation rate differentials. A graph 
summarizes this and positions the 

individual countries on the basis of 
their exchange rate variation with 
respect to the ECU and on the basis 
of the difference between the domes
tic inflation rate and the EU average. 
Four groups of European countries 
are evidenced: those of central Eu
rope (Germany, the Netherlands, 
Denmark, etc.), those of the south 
(Italy, Greece, Portugal, Spain) those 
of the north (Sweden, Finland, Nor
way) and the United Kingdom-Ire
land duo. These last three groups 
include, therefore, those countries 
that should have attracted the major
ity oftourists from the first group, and 
that should have kept their own citi
zens at home due to discouragement 
from travelling abroad by unfavour
able exchange rate relationships. 

The importance of also taking the 
inflation rate into consideration is 
underscored bythepositionofGreece. 
A close to 15% increase in domestic 
prices, approximately 11 points higher 
than the EU average, has completely 
reabsorbed the competitive advan
tage deriving from a less than 10% 
devaluation. The same thing, in part, 
has taken place for Portugal, while 
almost all the other countries that 
have greatly devalued their currency 
have had inflation differentials (with 
respect to countries that have not 
devalued) that have permitted them 
to maintain, to a large degree, the 
margins acquired through the depre
ciation of the national currency. 
Among the EFTA countries, while 
Finland, Norway and Sweden have 
combined a strong devaluation with a 
low increase in prices thereby gaining 
in competitiveness, Switzerland and 
Austria have not substantially modi
fied their positions with respect to the 

10 E 
eurostat 



TOURISM IN EUROPE - RECENT TRENDS 

central European countries and have 
maintained nearly constant exchange 
rates and analogous variations in 
prices. 
This may explain the strong increase 
in the presence of tourists in the first 
group of countries, to the detriment 
of the second, when one considers 
the Central-European flows of tour
ists that do not end up in the seaside 
resorts of the Mediterranean coun
tries. 
AmongtheMediterranean countries, 
for example, only Spain seems to 
have benefited by the devaluation, 
and in a much more modest manner 

so has Greece, while Italy has suf
fered a slight reduction in the foreign 
tourism presence both in hotels and in 
supplementaryaccommodations. The 
price advantage has instead favoured 
Finland and Norway, whose flows of 
foreign tourists are not however of a 
great absolute importance. The ex
change rate penalty has been felt in 
Austria and Switzerland, as in almost 
all the central European countries, 
where notable reductions in the hotel 
tourism presence have been regis
tered. 
During the course of 1993 these 
changes in competitiveness havecom-

bined with the recession of the major 
continental economies described 
above and have thereby penalized the 
foreign component as was shown by 
the tourism presence data. 
Strictly speaking, the explanatory 
model based on exchange rates and 
inflation rate differentials seems to 
work although it is distorted by cycli
cal components; it is predictable that 
the relative repositioning of each coun
try with respect to the rest in terms of 
foreign flows of tourists is noticeable 
in 1994 due to the improvement in the 
economic climate. 
Apart from real flows measured in 
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Nominal exchange rate changes 1992-1993 (%) 

Source: elaboration based on annual value of currencies and Eurostat data 
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"nights", those countries that have 
devalued generally have improved 
their tourism account balance by an 
increase in monetary receipts and/or 
by a decrease in payments; the con
trary is obviously true for the other 
cases. 
As examples of these two opposing 
situations, Germany and Italy maybe 
considered. The first has worsened 
its negative position in the tourism 
account balance from 4.6 to 5.1% 
(elaborations based on the average of 
credits and debits), due, above all to 
the debits caption (it passes from 28 
to 32 trillion ECU) which is not 
compensated for by the slight in
crease of credit flows; Italy, on the 
other hand, has improved its position 
(from 0.4 to 0.7%), due to an increase 
in the credit caption (from 17.6 to 
18.8 trillion ECU), but above all be
cause of the decrease in the debit 
caption(from 13,9to 12trillionECU). 
Although it has not suffered a reduc
tion in the foreign tourist presence, 
Italy has increased the monetary value 
of receipts because of the devalua
tion. At the same time, Italian tourist 
flows have been restrained (more 
than the numbers of monetary value 

indicate) from venturing abroad be
cause of the devaluation and the re
sultant decrease in purchasing power. 
Finally, considering the countries in 
aggregate terms, the position of the 
tourist account balance cancels the 
domestic balances of opposite sign, 
and expresses therefore the result of 
exchange movements with the rest of 
the world. In this way, one can ob
serve that in all of the EU countries 
the balance of currency movements 
went from -605 billion ECU in ' 92 to 
+20 billion ECU in '93 since the 
increase in the credits caption (+3.5 %) 
is higher than the increase in the debits 
caption (+2.8%). This is a result of 
both the decreasing propensity ofEU 
citizens to travel abroad and the in
creasing flows coming from those 
non-European countries (in particu
lar the United States) already enjoy
ing an economic upsurge. 

The group of EFTA countries, ex
cluding Sweden (for which datais not 
available), instead, has worsened its 
position (although still structurally 
positive) and has fallen from +3 913 
to +3 729 billion ECU. 
This is due to the sum of the less 

positive balance of Austria and Swit
zerland (-410 billion ECU) and of the 
less negative balance of Finland and 
Norway (which has improved by 348 
billion ECU); trends that are com
pletely in line with the preceding analy
sis of the relative changes of competi
tiveness which have shifted the flows 
of tourists, which are most likely 
Central-European, from one group 
of countries to another. 
Therefore, 1993 was certainly a diffi
cult year for the tourism sector in 
most of the countries because of the 
slumping state of the continental 
economies. From the first available 
data, changes in exchange rate rela
tionships have affected the flows of 
tourists in 1994. The devaluation has 
left practically unchanged the relative 
positions within some big groups of 
countries which are homogenous also 
in terms of attractions and environ
mental characteristics; in these cases 
the relative positions will be deter
mined by the reciprocal inflation rate 
differentials and on the capacity to 
improve the supply both from the 
receptive point of view and from the 
environmental one. 

12 HZ 'Δ eurostat 
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DEMAND 

2.1 Europe and the 

international tourism 

market 

For years Europe has been primary 

tourist destination worldwide. Still 

today, it covers nearly 60% of the 

market in terms ofinternational arriv

als. 

However, it is now clear that this 

market share is undergoing a process 

of erosion, and that competition from 

developing areas is growing steadily. 

Europe's share ofthe world market in 

terms of arrivals passed from 72.5% 

in 1960 to 59.6% in 1994 (it was 

59.3% in 1993X Most ofthe gain 

went to the Far Eastern and Pacific 

regions, whose quota grew from 1% 

to 14.1%. The American continent, 

as well as Europe, has also lost out, 

with its share shrinking from 24.1 

to 20.5%. 

It is also relevant to note that this 

erosion ofthe European share took 

place at a much faster rate in the 

period 19901994 than in the preced

ing decade 198090. While in the 

nineteeneighties the market share 

diminished at 0.3% annually, the lat

ter fouryear period saw it fall off at a 

yearly average of 0.75%. Europe is 

having to face international competi

tion which, although in the past may 

have been somewhat restricted, now 

promises much more aggression for 

the future. 

1994 appears to have been a more 

favourable year for Europe. Accord

ing to WTO data the market share in 

terms of international arrivals has 

improved slightly compared to 1993 

(59.6% compared to 59.3%). 

The most worrying aspect can be 

seen from a market analysis in terms 

of receipts. Up until 1990 the share in 

receipts was declining at a slower 

pace than the arrivals, demonstrating 

that tourist spending in Europe was 

increasing more than proportionally 

with respect to other areas. How

ever, in the period 9094 European 

tourism share decreased more in terms 

of receipts than of arrivals (6.1%), 

meaning that tourists in Europe in

creased their spending capacities less 

than proportionally to those in other 

areas. 

This last phenomenon is indicative of 

the new situation thatEuropean tour

ism is now having to face: the greater 

spending capacity that international 

tourists have always shown in Eu

rope, with respect to other areas, has, 

in recent years, no longer been borne 

out by the facts. The problem for 

European tourism is that of improv

ing the quality of what it offers and of 

increased selectivity in its interna

tional demand, creating incentive for 

longer stays in the country of destina

tion. 
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2.2 Europe at regional level 

From analysis ofthe latest trends in 

European states and regions, the fol

lowing points emerge: 

1. The trend for nights accom

modation for international tourists is 

reasonably stable in EU countries, 

with a slight increase of 0.8% for the 

period 9093. Confronted with a pro

portionally larger increase in arrivals, 

it is reasonable to conclude that aver

age stay time has fallen, a phenom

enon that is tending to characterise aü 

countries, which can be attributed to 

the increasing number of vacations 

taken and the growth in short trips. 

A 3.45% increase from 91 to 92 is 

seen to be followed by a 2.1% de

crease from 92 to 93, the year in 

which the symptoms ofthe interna

tional economic crisis were felt more. 

2. Although the situation for EU 

countries is stable, significant differ

ence, includingthosein annual trends, 

are observed for other parts of Eu

rope. 

Eastern and Central Europe, follow

ing strongly negative trends (32% 

from 90 to 92), show a reversal in 

tendency (+18.5%) for the succes

sive year, which would appear to 

mark a decisive development of tour

ism in those countries. The EFTA 

regions show an overall increase of 

2.2%, while for the remaining areas 

(OtherEurope), the dataare strongly 

affected by the crisis in exYugosla

vian states. 

3. Trends in international hotel 

EUROPEAN AREAS TRENDS 
(International tourist nights in hotels and similar establishments) I 

E.U. 

1993 

' Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia 

** Croatia, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Israel, Malta, Monaco, San Marino, Slovenia, Turkey, F.R. Yugoslavia 

Source: WTO 

tourism for single countries show the 

following situation: 

Countries in the Scandinavia area 

show very significant average annual 

growth rates for the period 9093, 

with 1993 being a particularly posi

tive year for Norway (a 6.72% in

crease on 1992), Sweden (+7.27%) 

and Finland (+16.53%). It is likely 

that these countries have enjoyed a 

positive influence from the onset of 

tourism from exSoviet bloc coun

tries, particularly from Baltic states. 

Denmark shows stability over the 

same period, with a falloff in 93, 

probably due to the revaluation of 

local currency with respect to many 

other European currencies. 

Germany is showing negative ten

dencies, strongly affected by the re

valuation ofthe Deutschmark. Tour

ist nights have fallen off at an annual 

average of 5.7% in the period 9093, 

and dropped 9.4% in 1993. The UK 

too, shows a negative trend for the 

same period, although slightly less 

serious, at an annual average of 

2.2%. 

A strongly positive trend can be seen 

for Spain (an average 7% increase 

over the above threeyear period), 

and Ireland (+4.8%). With 15.1% of 

the entire market, Spain is consolidat

ing its leading position in European 

tourism. Ireland, although only hav

ing a marginal role (1.75%) in the 

European tourism market, seems to 

be gathering the fruit of an incisive 

promotional policy enacted in recent 

years. France too, shows a consist

ently positive trend (3.2% average 

over the threeyears period), despite 

revaluation ofthe FF. against many 

14 HZ 'Δ 
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INTERNATIONAL ARRIVALS 
IN EUROPEAN MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES 
(as % of total arrivals in Mediterranean countries) 

100 

1990 

Source: WTO 

European currencies (especially the 
Pound, Lira and Peseta). 

Trends for Greece show stability over 
the period in question, while Italy 
suffered a slight decline (1.2%) the 
last year; the tendency for Portugal 
was decidedly negative in the period, 
with a fall in international hotel tour
ists of over 8%> in '93 with respect to 
'92. 

2.3 Mediterranean area 

SincetheMediterranean area receives 
the highest tourist concentration in 
Europe, the four European countries 
in the Mediterranean group (Greece, 
Spain, France and Italy) merit special 
attention in terms of tourism policies 
implemented. 
Tourist demand in the Mediterranean 
has the following characteristics: 

great concentration along the 
coast; 
strongly affected by season; 

- largely concentrated injust 3 coun
tries (France, Spain and Italy). 

The four European Mediterranean 
countries have always held a very 
large share ofthe tourism market for 
the entire basin, and this trend is 
continuing, with 85% of tourists go
ing there. Nevertheless, this share is in 
considerable decline, which began to 
show significantly from 1985, when 
political and military conflict in the 
area started to diminish. 
The future of tourism in the Mediter
ranean will therefore probably in
volve a strong increase in competi
tion from non-European countries, 
for many of which overall economic 
development will be closely linked 
with the growth of tourism. This 
applies to both those countries al
ready operating in the world tourism 
market (Turkey, Tunisia, Morocco, 
Egypt), and to those that have yet to 
organise their offers (for example 
Syria, Lebanon and the Palestinian 
area). 

Mediterranean countries on the European market 
(non-resident tourist nights) 

Spain 

France 

Italy 

Greece 

Total 

N°(O00) 

64 627 

55 934 

66 012 

35 012 

221 585 

EU+EFTA 457 215 

1990 

European 
market share1 

% 

14.1 

12.2 

14.4 

7.6 

48.4 

1993 

European 
market share1 

Ν°(Ό00) % 

82 872 

61 298 

62 650 

36 475 

243 295 

469 695 

17.6 

13.1 

13.3 

7.8 

51.8 

(1) on EU+EFTA countries 

Source: WTO and Euroslat 
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The four European countries in the 

Mediterranean area show, within the 

European panorama, overall growth 

in the threeyear period 9093. The 

growth trend for Spain and France, 

stability for Greece and slight decline 

for Italy, overall represent an increase 

in market shares for the Mediterra

nean group within Europe as a whole, 

currently holding 52% (among EC + 

EFTA countries) in terms of nights. 

However, the future is uncertain, and 

closely linked with the policies on 

tourism, implemented together and 

independently, by these countries. 

Matters central to tourism policies 

will include: 

 sea and coastal environment pro

tection; 

 decongestion of coast in favour of 

inland tourism areas; 

 quality in accommodation and serv

ices; 

management cost control. 

The future role ofEuropean Mediter

ranean countries in terms of interna

tional tourism will depend on policies 

for improved quality and segmenta

tion of the supply, while market shares 

will tend to be measured more in 

terms of receipts than of arrivals. 

MnnmriTmiiT.i imiVin ■: ■ \, yr,.-\\teJr&ww?&:
r
^l^:t.-<~ü~^-<Cs^'A 

2.4 Tourism and exchange rates 

In 1993 tourist movements were sig

nificantly influenced by the variations 

in currency exchange rates after Sep

tember 1992. Exchange rate fluctua

tions were felt even more in the 1994 

tourist season (not yet fully docu

mented), not only because rates be

tween certain countries widened even 

further, but also because there was 

enough time for tourists to consider 

the new competitive conditions and 

change their holiday plans for the 

summer. 

The chart here shows variations in 

international tourist movements for 

different countries, in function of 

changes in exchange rate between 

individual currencies and the ECU. 

Although it is clear that this situation 

cannot faithfully represent the com

petitiveness of each country for inter

national tourism, which depends on 

exchange rates between single coun

tries, it provides a reliable reference 

indicator, at least showing competi

tion with respect to the European 

market as a whole, which still remains 

the most consistent of markets for 

each country. 

The chart would appear to fully inter

pret the phenomena which occurred 

in 1993, which can be summarised as 

follows: 

1) Nearly all countries whose 

currencies were devalued against the 

ECU show higher nights quotas for 

international tourists, sometimes with 

considerable increases (quadrant Io). 

2) Nearly all countries whose 

% change 
1993/92 

international 
tourist nights 

12 

10 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

NATIONAL CURRENCY/ ECU EXCHANGE RATES AND TOURIST FLOWS 
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TOURISTS IN EUROPE (EU+EFTA) 
(Nights 1993) 

mil. 
J 

565 residents 
non residents 

462 

Hotels and similar 
establishments 

Supplementary 
accommodations 

Source: Eurostat and WTO 

currencies were revalued against the 
ECU show a decrease in tourist nights. 
The largest fall-off is for Germany, 
whose currency lays at the origin of 
the new exchange-rates. (Quadrant 
IIIo). 
3) Only three exceptions can be 
seen. Italy, and more negatively, Por
tugal show declines in tourist move
ments despite more competitive ex
change rates fortheir currencies. Both 
countries show substantial recovery 
in 1994, however. The opposite, posi
tive trend is seen for France, thus 
confirming its leading position in the 
world tourism market. Increased com
petitiveness with respect to Ameri
can tourism may have contributed to 
this situation. 

The chart largely substantiates the 
correlation between economic com
petitiveness and tourist movements. 

The correspondence between eco
nomic competition and tourist flows 
is therefore substantially confirmed. 

2 The estimate procedure is rendered necessary 
by the scarcity of some official data or by the 
diverse source of some of the data. It must be 
remembered that the information relating to 

2.5 International demand and 
domestic demand 

The overall European demand, in 
terms of nights spent by tourists in 
accommodation establishments ofthe 
commercial circuit, is estimated for 
1993 to be around one billion and 
seven hundred fifty2. Of this, 59% is 
attributable to domestic tourism, the 
remainder to international tourism. 
On the basis ofthe available informa
tion, the flows of tourists in supple
mentary accommodations can be 
quantified as 41% ofthe total; this 
share increases to 64% if reference is 
made to residents alone. Hotel tour-

supplementary accommodation often is not ho
mogeneous. It is reasonable therefore to maintain 
that the real number is higher. 

DOMESTIC TOURISM IN HOTELS 
(% on total tourist nights) ] 

Luxembourg 

Austria 

Greece 

Belgium 

United Kingdom 

Portugal 

Spain 

Switzerland 

Netherland 

Denmark 

France 

Italy 

Norway 

Finland 

Sweden 

Germany 

% 

m ι 

20 40 60 80 100 

Source: elaboration from Eurostat data 
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ism, a more likely destination for the 
international tourist, is characterized 
by a greater balance between the two : 
in fact in this case residents represent 
55% ofthe total. We observe also 
that, while the relationships cited for 
supplementary accommodations are 
substantially equal both for European 
Union and EFTA countries, in the 
case of hotels in EFTA countries a 
decisively higher share has been reg
istered for non-resident tourists. 

The relationship between domestic 
tourism and international tourism is 
subject to various factors: the prox
imity to international markets, the 
availabilityofalargepoolofdomestic 
demand, the development of a tour
ism policy, and the economic and 
cultural level of the population on 
which the propensity to international 
travel depends. All contribute to de-
terminethefrequencyofintemational 
tourism. 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherland 

Portugal 

United Kingdorr 

EU 12 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

EFTA 

TOTAL 

Nights spent by tourists in all types of 
accommodations 

Resident 

12 253 

13 830 

276 382 

12 537 

68 512 

153187 

n.a. 

169 039 

373 

38 991 

13 458 

157 900 2 

916 462 

11 941 

24 306 

38 142 

9 738 

26 000 2 

110 127 

1 026 589 

1993 ('000) 

Non-resident 

11 681 

10 453 

34 694 

37 108 

88 132 

110 909 1 

9 475 

82 594 

2 537 

17 178 

17 831 

180 100 

602 692 

6 882 

70 494 

36 729 

2 929 

6 060 

123 094 

725 786 

Total 

23 934 

24 283 

311 076 

49 645 

156 644 

264 096 

-
251 633 

2 910 

56 169 

31 289 

338 000 2 

1 519 154 

18 823 

94 800 

74 871 

12 667 

32 060 2 

233 221 

1 752 375 

(1) Campings only (except Ile de France) 
(2) Estimate 

Source: Eurostat - WTO 

Among the countries in which the 
greatest frequency of domestic tour
ism in hotels is found (because ofthe 
fragmentary nature ofthe data it is 
advisable to take into consideration 
only the most organized system of 
accommodations, that is the hotel 
system) we find in first place Ger
many (84.5%) followed by agroup of 
three Scandinavian countries. The 
geographic and climatic conditions 
of these countries explain the lower 
frequency of international tourism. 
The situation in Italy is, however, 
different (65% domestic hotel tour
ism); it is only recently that the tour
ism demand has begun to consider 
international destinations. 
In last place we find countries of small 
size (Austria and Belgium, for exam
ple) where it is easier to cross the 
borders, and countries where the 
domestic demand for tourism is still 
rather low (Greece and Portugal). 

2.6 Development 
from 1992 to 1993 

As has been observed, during 1993 
the overall demand for tourism in EU 
and EFTA countries has suffered a 
reduction in terms of nights (-1.8%). 
The decrease is slightly less for tour
ists who have chosen hotels (-1.6%) 
as compared to those who have cho
sen supplementary accommodations 
(-2.0%); similarly the difference is 
slightly less for international tourists 
(-1.6%) as compared to domestic 
tourists (-1.9%). However, in the 
case of hotel tourism, the reduction 
has been confirmed for domestic tour
ists only (-3.0%) while for interna
tional tourists there has been no 
change. This phenomenon is explained 
by the fact that domestic demand (in 
which vacation tourism has the great-

is m 
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Nights spent by tourists by type of accommodation 
1993 (Ό00) 

EU 12 

EFTA 

TOTAL 

Hotels and similar establishments 

residents 

505 857 

58 975 

564 832 

non-residents 

377 534 

92 161 

469 695 

Total 

883 391 

151 136 

1 034 527 

Supplementary accommodatior 

residents non-residents 

410 605 1 225 158 2 

51 152 30 933 

461 757 256 091 

s 
Total 

635 763 

82 085 

717 848 

(1) Concerning France: campings only (except île de France) 
(2) Estimate 

Source: Eurostat - WTO 

est weight) is more sensitive to eco
nomic crises as compared to interna
tional demand. 
The countries which have felt the 
greatest decline in demand are Bel
gium (-13.3%), Portugal (-7.2%), 
and Denmark (-5.47%>). However, 
the countries that have greatly in
creased their overall flows, besides 
Luxembourg (8.9%) whose role in 
the tourism market is of a particular 
nature, are the following: Sweden 
(8.5%), Finland (6.7%) and Spain 
(6.3%). The Scandinavian countries 
have therefore registered high per
formances both on the foreign and 
domestic markets. This latter fact is 
probably due to a shift from flows that 
were once towards international des
tinations to national destinations. As 
a result con
sumption has 
contracted due 
to the eco
nomic crisis 
andthe respec
tive currencies 
have been de
valued. 
D o m e s t i c 
tourism also 
seems to show 
a close corre

lation with the devaluation of the 
currency, even though it is less obvi
ous than in the case of foreign tour
ism, since it is also more sensitive to 
other phenomena. As was already 
shown for international flows, the 
graph relates national currency vari
ations with respect to the ECU, the 
average ofEuropean currencies, and 
the 1992/1993 variation of nights 
among resident tourists. It is apparent 
that the economic law is substantially 
confirmed; the revaluation ofthe cur
rency results in a decrease in domestic 
nights due to the propensity of tour
ists in one country to look for more 
economical solutions abroad (par
ticularly in those countries that have 
witnessed an inverse monetary varia
tion), while the devaluation results in 

an increase in domestic demand as a 
response to the decreased purchasing 
power abroad. 
As was seen previously in the case of 
international flows, two countries 
diverge from the rule: Italy and Por
tugal. Added to these are the United 
Kingdom and Luxembourg, the lat
ter of which however, due to its 
particular characteristics, is subject 
to different variables. 
In the light ofthe considerations de
veloped up to this point and on the 
basis of the analysis of the 1993 
tourism trends, the following conclu
sions may be drawn: 

1) the European Union has wit
nessed the effect of the economic 
crisis which has been manifested in an 

Nights spent by tourists. Variation 1993/1992 (%) 

Hotels and similar establishments Supplementary accommodations 

residents non-residents Total residents non-resident Total 

EU 12 

EFTA 

TOTAL 

-3.37 

0.68 

-2.96 

0.51 

-2.06 

0.00 

-1.75 

-1.01 

-1.64 

-1.11 

2.67 

-0.71 

1 -4.83 

-0.27 

-4.30 

-2.46 

1.54 

-2.02 

(1) Concerning France: campings only (except île de France) 
(2) Estimate 

Source: Eurostat - WTO 
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N I G H T S IN T O T A L A C C O M M O D A T I O N S 
(% var iat ion 1993/92) 1 
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overall decrease in tourist activities in 
terms of nights, and even more so in 
monetary terms; 
2) the Scandinavian countries 
seem to have reacted positively to the 
effects of the crisis and seem to be 
gathering at the present time the fruits 
both ofthe opening ofEastern Euro
pean markets to exchange and of a 
more incisive tourism policy; 
3) among the countries in a domi
nant position, only Spain is continu
ing along its strong overall growth 
trend, showing that it knows how to 
derive profit from the devaluation of 
its currency by increasing its own 
domestic (3.7%) and international 
(8.6%) flows. 
4) Italy and Portugal are in a criti
cal position with regard to the evolu
tion of the market. For these two 
countries difficulties of a structural 
nature have emerged since an in
crease in flows has not accompanied 
their improved economic competi
tiveness. 

2.7 Utilization of hotels and 
similar establishments 

The less than brilliant trend of 1993 
tourist activities is evidenced also by 
the utilization levels of hotels and 
similar establishments. In almost all 
the countries in fact, a decrease in the 
use ofbeds in such establishments has 
been registered when considering ei
ther the gross usage or the net usage 
(that is excludingthe periods in which 
the hotels are closed). Only Portugal 
is an exception; its negative year was 
preceded by another negative year of 
similar magnitude. It canbe observed 
in fact that from 1990 to 1993 the 
gross usage rate has fallen from 37% 
to 3 4% although a slight recovery has 
taken place during the last year. 

The comparison between the usage 
levels of the different countries is 
highly variable; among the countries 
with a low gross usage rate are those 
which receive most visitors in the 
summer months because either the 
main resource is the sea and the coast 
(Italy and Greece), or because the 
climate is a determinant factor (Swe
den and Finland). Particularly high 
gross usage rates are registered in 
Spain, Switzerland and Denmark ( in 
this case however it must be remem
bered that only those hotels with over 
40 beds have been surveyed). 
The net usage rate expresses the ca
pacity to utilize more fully establish
ments during the periods in which 
they are open for business. Inthis case 
the highest levels coincide with coun
tries that have the best performances 
in the international tourist market 
(France and Spain above all). The 
situation however, seems to be criti
cal in Belgium, a country that presents 
a very low net usage rate. 

2.8 Particular countries aspects 

Netherlands 
In 199.3 Dutch tourism registered an 
obvious decline in foreign tourism (-
8.6%) and, on the other hand, an 
increase in domestic tourism. The 
arrivals of foreign tourists, over 50% 
of whom come from Germany and 
theUnited Kingdom, have decreased 
more than the nights which indicates 
nevertheless that foreign tourists tend 
to stay longer in the Netherlands. This 
constant tendency of the last few 
years is the fruit of a tourism policy 
that offers alternatives to the basic 
visit to Amsterdam, through new 
initiatives justifying a lengthening of 
the stay and through a diverse prod
uct supply. 

The first months of 1994 indicate that 
the arrivals trend is recovering. 
The vacation rate (at least 4 nights) of 
the Dutch is one of the highest in 
Europe (70.3% in 1992). 

United Kingdom 
In the United Kingdom a decrease 
has been registered above all in do
mestic tourism; in fact, in this case 
both nights and arrivals have de
creased. On the other hand, however, 
international arrivals have increased, 
but the average length-of-stay has 
decreased (from 3.8 days to 3.3). 
All the same, however, overall tourist 

Hotel and similar establishments: 
net utilization of bed-places in % 

(1990-1993) 

Belgium 

Denmark* 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain* 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdf 

Norway 

Austria* 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

1990 

31 

35 

39 

60 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

41 

n.a. 

39 

51 

)m 46 

35 

n.a. 

45 

36 

n.a. 

Met utilization 

1991 

29 

36 

40 

56 

n.a. 

n.a. 

47 

42 

n.a. 

38 

52 

41 

36 

n.a. 

45 

32 

31 

1992 

29 

38 

39 

62 

36 

60 

47 

41 

n.a. 

38 

46 

38 

36 

34 

43 

30 

27 

1993 

28 

36 

37 

57 

37 

56 

n.a. 

40 

n.a. 

34 

48 

39 

37 

33 

42 

33 

27 

" gross rate 

Source: Eurostat 
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expenses have increased; in 1993 the 
average daily expenses of a UK resi
dent tourist were UK £ 33.06, ap
proximately 24% more than in 1992. 
In addition the overall expenses of 
overseas visitors increased by 16.5% 
(in 1992 the average daily expenses 
were UK £41.9.) 

Approximately 50% ofthe visitors to 
the UK come from the European 
Union (France and Germany above 
all) and the other 5 0% from the rest of 
the world. 
Scotland is the region experiencing 
the least reduction of flows; while 
nights have decreased slightly a con
siderable increase in trips has been 
registered. 

France 
The tourism sector in France repre
sents almost 12% of GDP. It does not 
appear that the growth trend will 
slow and even in 1993, although an 
overall reduction in nights has been 
registered, an increase in flows com
ing from abroad has taken piace. 

The economic significance of tour
ism in France amounted to 1,737 
billion French francs in 1993 (ap
proximately 262 billion ECU); since 
1989 it has grown at an average 
annual rate of 4.4%. The tourism 
account balance in 1993 was positive 
by approximately 9 billion ECU. 
In 1992 the average vacation rate of 
the French reached 60%; 20% ofthe 
French spend their vacations abroad, 
a level that seems to be rather stable. 
Eighty-two percent of foreign tour
ists come from the European Union. 
The country of origin with the great
est number of touri st visitors to France 
is Germany with almost a 22% share. 

Italy 
In 1994, there was a 6,2% increase in 
Italian tourist flow in terms of tourist 
presence, mainly due to the devalua
tion ofthe LIT, the entity of which 
nevertheless was considerable. 
Instead, in 1993, inspite of a strong 
devaluation of the LIT, especially 
compared to the DM, from which 

NETHERLANDS 

Non-resident tourists: average length of stay I 
3.10 
304 

days 

2.90 

-2.70 

1988 

country the greatest amount of inter
national tourist flow originates, there 
was no increase in tourist presence. 
In other words: the increase of inter
national tourism in Italy was not on 
the whole proportional to the com
petitive advantage obtained, which 
evidences some problems of a struc
tural nature regarding Italian tour
ism. In particular two relevant phe
nomena give this evidence: 

1) the substantial stability of in
ternational flows ofthe past several 
years (except for 1993) as compared 
to the consistent increases of all the 
major countries (during the period 
1985-1992 the average rate of in
crease of international arrivals was 
0.62%, the lowest in the world!); 
2) the growing demand for for
eign tourism on the part of Italians 
who thereby detract domestic de
mand from the tourist system (the 
growth rate ofthe expenses of Ital
ians abroad in the period 1985-1992 
was32.8%,thehighestintheworld!). 
Not even 1993, a year particularly 

favourable to the economic situ
ation of the country, brought 
about positive signals; these are, 
however, expected for 1994. The 
first signs indicate, in fact, that the 
1994 growth forecast will be 
around 3%. This is attributable to 
5% for foreign tourism and to 
less than 2% for domestic tour
ism. 
The fact remains that the tourist 
system must rediscover the con-
ditionsfor competition. This proc
ess implies reorganization is nec
essary in order to bring about a 
greater efficiency in the entire 
supply system. 
Finally, it must be pointed out 

Source: CBS 
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that in 1992 a vacation rate equal to 
54.9% was registered, alevel slightly 
less than the preceding year (55.3%). 

Portugal 
1993 will be remembered as one of 
the worst years for Portuguese tour
ism. In some regions, such as the 
Algarve, the major tourist area ofthe 
country, the drop in hotel occupation 
was very significant causingthewhole 
system of businesses which operate 
in the sector to experience elements 
of crisis. In this country, as well, the 
fruits of competitive advantage have 
not been gathered. 
It is difficult to indicate clearly what 
the causes of this are since they are in 
all likelihood of a diverse nature. 
Above all, the country, given its greater 
structural weakness, has felt the in
ternational economic crisis much more 
heavily than others, which has there
fore impacted the domestic demand. 
In second place, the country has prob
ably begun to feel the effects ofthe 
heretofore disorganized development 
of the tourism industry, which has 
been founded more upon the growth 
of the building industry than on an 
organic development of services. As 

a result the overall quality level ofthe 
services industry has begun to show 
itself as lacking. Finally, an overall 
strategy in the country seems to be 
missing since there is no full agree
ment between the various decision 
making centres in which policy is 
made. 

1994 indicates a positive trend is 
underway although its size is still not 
quantifiable. 

Germany 
In Germany the tourist industry rep
resents approximately 5% of GDP; 
occupation is estimated at approxi
mately 2 million. 
As is known, the country represents 
the biggest and strongest outbound 
tourist market not only at the Euro
pean level, but at the world level. It is 
not surprising then that the balance 
presents a significant deficit which 
reached its peak in 1993 with 43 
billion DM. 77% ofthe receipts are in 
Europe (the Netherlands, Austria and 
France are the countries with the 
highest shares). Foreign visitors have 
consistently declined since 1991; all 
the same the decrease has been noted 

in the old Lander since with the new, 
even in the last year, an increase 
(10%) has been registered. How
ever, the new Lander represent in 
terms of bed nights only 10% ofthe 
tourist flows, which are almost en
tirely domestic. Even the length-of-
stay tends to be shorter. In 1993 that 
of domestic tourists was 3.6 days, 
while that of foreigners was 2.3 days. 

Spain 
In 1993 Spain has consolidated its 
leading position in the European 
market. 
In fact, it has fully drawn gains from 
the competitive advantages derived 
from the devaluation of Peseta with 
respect to the main north-Europe 
national currencies. 
Balearic Islands are the favourite des
tination of foreign tourists (28.1%), 
Valencian region (18.9%) and 
Cataluna (18.4%) follow. 
Domestic tourism trend is increasing, 
too. 
In the first half of 1994, the rate of 
departure for vacation purpose of 
Spaniards was 52.5%. But only the 
6.7% of them prefers an overseas 
destination. 
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3 SUPPLY 

3.1 Introduction 

In Europe the offering to tourists 

consists of establishments that are 

very different in terms of size and in 

services offered; accommodation fa

cilities include hotels and similar es

tablishments and supplementary ac

commodation establishments; cater

ing establishments for the dispensa

tion of food and beverages include 

restaurants, coffeebars and public

houses; travel agencies include sub

stantially, in addition to tourist agen

cies, touroperators. This paper briefly 

analyzes the structural changes that 

have taken place during the last four 

years, and in particular with respect 

to the receptive establishments most 

closely involved in the provision of 

services to tourists and travellers (ho

tels, similar and supplementary ac

commodations). 

3.2 Tourist accommodation 

establishments 

With the term tourist accommoda

tion establishments is intended the 

pool of receptive facilities used by 

tourists and travellers. Thus, it in

cludes not only hotels and similar 

establishments but also the socalled 

supplementary accommodation es

tablishments such as campsites, tour

ist villages, holiday dwellings, group 

tourism accommodations and spe

cialized accommodations. While for 

hotels and similar establishments the 

existing yearly statistics are fairly com

plete and cover all the European coun

tries, for supplementary accommo

dation establishments information is 

gathered in a much more ircegular 

and less exhaustive manner. The com

parison over time of the whole of In 1993 the number of accomm 

accommodation establishment data tion establishments present ir 

necessarily reflects this state and there European Union was approxim 

fore must be taken with due caution. 377 000 and more than 128 0( 

Number of tourist accommodation establishments, 19891 £ 

Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece
 2 

Spain
 3 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom
 5 

EUR 12 

Norway
 6 

Austria ■ 

Switzerland
 7 

Finland 

Sweden 

EFTA 

TOTAL 

1989 

3 485 

1 022 

47 985
 1 

6 868 

110 598 

88 049 

928 

61 853 

538 

3 138 

1 908 

39 714 

366 086 

1 897 

22 921 

100 803 

1 394 

3 080 

130 095 

496 181 

1993 

2 746 

1 097 

50 958 

7 839 

133 913 

85 233 

2 826 

53 421
 4 

541 

3 159 

2 003 

33414 

377 052 

1 957 

21 656 

100 126 

1609 

3 075
8 

128 423 

505 475 

% variatior 

21. : 

?.: 

6.1 

14/ 

2' 

3.: 

n. c 

13.É 

Ο.ί 

-07 

4.E 

-15.£ 

3.C 

3.1 

-5. E 

-0.7 

15.4 

-0.2 

-1.2 

1.9 

(1 ) Excluding campings and tourist villages 
(2) Excluding holidays dwellings and group tourism accommodations 
(3) Excluding tourist villages, groups tourism accommodations and specialized accommodations 
(4) Figureon supplementary accommodations refers to 1992 
(5) Hotels and similar establishments only 
(6) Concerning supplementary accommodations the only figure available refers to campings 
(7) Excluding holiday dwellings, group tourism accommodations and specialized accommodations 
(8) Datum refers to 1992. 
(9) The analysis ofthe available data suggests that it could have been a different criterion for data colle 

over the period 

Source: Eurostat 
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the EFTA countries. Comparing this 

data with that of 1989, one finds there 

is a moderate increase (+1.9%) in the 

number of establishments present in 

European territory taken overall 

(EU+EFTA); however while the 

European Union has experienced a 

rather limited increase (+3%), EFTA 

has suffered a slight decrease (1.3%). 

The countries that have shown the 

strongest increases are, in the EU, 

Spain (+21% due in large part to the 

increase in campsites and holiday 

dwellings) and Greece (+14.1 %, due 

Bedplaces in tourist accommodation establishments, 

Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

EUR 11
 6 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

EFTA 

TOTAL 

19891993 

1989 

570 196 

287 460 

1 801 035 

510 676 

1 724 810 

4 066 268 

48 103 

3 178 035 

28 208 

782 407 

437 376 

971 021
 4 

14 377 387 

118 199 

747 138 

1 143 739 

107 428
 3 

215 408 

2 331 912 

16 709 299 

1993 

607 291 

351 734
 1 

2 606 072 

590 969
 2 

2 030 684 

4 686 812 

60 849
 3 

3 306 977 " 

n.a. 

795 236 

475 594 

876 150
 5 

16 388 368 

136 163 

740 855 

1 101 299 

145 860 

227 828
 5 

2 352 005 

18 740 373 

% var 'ation 

6.5 

22.3 

44.7 

15.7 

17.7 

15.3 

26.5 

4.0 



1.6 

8.7 

9.7 

14 

12.2 

0.8 

3.7 

35.7 

5.8 

0.9 

12.1 

(1) Concerning supplementary accommodation the available figure refers to campings only 

(2) Bedplaces in supplementary accommodation refer to 1992 

(3) Hotels and similar establishments and campings and tourist villages only 

(4) Hotels and similar establishments only 

(5) Datum refers to 1992 

(6) Excluding Luxembourg 

Sorce: Eurostat 

almost entirely to the increase in ho

tels and similar establishments) fol

lowed by Denmark (+7.3%) and by 

Germany (+6.1%), and, for EFTA, 

Finland3 (+15.4%). Belgium, the 

United Kingdom and Italy have in

stead suffered the greatest decreases; 

these are respectively 21.2%, 15.9%, 

and 13.6%. 

Overall in 1993 the number ofbeds in 

the EU was circa 16.4 million and in 

EFTA 2.3 million; this is an increase 

over 1989 of 14% and 0.9% respec

tively. In the EU the most lively 

increase in the sector's receptive sup

ply took place in Germany (+44.7%), 

followed by Ireland (+26.5%) and by 

Denmark (+22.3%). In the EFTA 

countries Finland registered an in

crease of 35.7% in available beds, 

followed by Norway with an increase 

of 12.2%. 

O **(»w.itijí.w"*í «WKfKwj ■ ■ ν si warwGi-ΐΠΜϊ (Miw t*w¿?.. Wí>« 

3.3 Hotels and similar 
establishments in 
1989 and 1993 

In 1993 the number of hotels and 
similar establishments amounted to 
more than 15 0 000 units in the coun
tries ofthe EU and more than 29 000 
in EFTA countries. A comparison of 
this data with that of 1989 confirms 
the overall declining trend of last few 
years in the number of establishments 
present in European territory; the 
reduction amounts to 4.9% in the EU 
and 5.1 % in EFTA. This overall trend 
reflects only partially that which has 
occurred in the individual countries 
belonging to the two European eco
nomic areas. In fact, within the EU, a 
group of countries may be identified 

3 In 1993 Finland proceeded to revise its statis

tics. Consequently, data relating tothatyearare 

not fully compatible with those concerning pre

vious years. 
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for which there has been a rather large 
reduction in units (15.7% in the United 
Kingdom, 13.6% in Italy and 10% in 
Belgium), a more numerous group in 
which the changes have been more 
contained both in terms of decreases 
and in terms of increases (Germany -
3.2%, Spain - 1 % and France +2%, 
Luxembourg +1.2%) and a group 
where a substantial growth in the 
number of establishments has taken 
place (Denmark +8.5%, Greece 
+14.6%, Ireland +11.3% and the 
Netherlands +9.9%). In the EFTA 
countries the same differences in 
trends can also be noted with two 
countries exhibiting strong growth 
(Finland+18%, andNorway+7.5%) 
and two others notably declining 
(Austria -6.5% and Switzerland -
7.2%). 
The differences among the countries 
are not easy to interpret since they 
depend on the characteristics ofthe 
tourism system of each (in the first 
place is establishment size) and on the 
policies ofthe most recent years. The 
growth in the number of establish
ments, in fact, must be evaluated on 
the basis of a wider time frame than 
that usually considered for cyclical 
trends .Thus the growth in the number 
of hotels in Ireland, Finland, Den
mark, Norway and Greece seems to 
reflect the overall development of 
tourism in these countries, which are 
to be considered as emerging on the 
market. The decline in the number of 
hotels in countries where the devel
opment of tourism is "mature" such 
as the United Kingdom, Italy, Bel
gium, Austria and Switzerland seems 
to reflect a rationalization in the tour
ism offering, characterized by an ex
pulsion ofthe lesser entities. 
Thenumberofbedsin 1993 amounted 

to 7.4 million in the EU and to 1.3 
million in EFTA countries with an 
increase when compared to 1989 of 
respectively 9.8% and 4.4%. In the 
EU the most spectacular growth in 
the receptive offering took place in 
France where the number of available 

beds grew by 30% with respect to 
1989. Among the other countries 
there are at least four in which the 
increase in the number of beds is 
around 20% (Greece, +17.9%, Ire
land+20%, theNetherlands+21.8% 
and Portugal +18%). The only de-

Number of hotels and similar establishments, 

Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 1 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 2 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

EUR 12 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 3 

Sweden 

EFTA 

TOTAL 

1989 

2 105 

531 

37 873 

6 555 

9 883 

20 239 

865 

36 423 

399 

1 544 

1 701 

39 714 

157 832 

1 101 

19 992 

6 895 

1 031 

1 712 

30 731 

188 563 

1993 

1 888 

576 

36 646 

7 510 

9 734 

20 654 

963 

34 870 

404 

1 698 

1 777 

33 414 4 

1 501 134 

1 184 

18 693 

6 309 

1 217 

1 744 4 

29 147 

179 281 

1989-1993 

% variation 

-10.3 

8.5 

-3.2 

14.6 

-1.0 

2.0 

11.3 

-4.3 

1.2 

9.9 

4.5 

-15.7 

-4.9 

7.5 

-6.5 

-7.2 

18 

1.9 

-5.1 

-4.9 

(1) Statistics cover only establishments with at least 40 bed-places 
(2) Statistics cover only establishments with at least 20 bed-places 
(3) In 1993 there was a revision of statistics in Finland (therefore 1993 data are not fully comparable with data 

on previous years) 
(4) Data refer to 1992 

Source: Eurostat 
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crease, of a somewhat significant 

magnitude, was measured in the 

United Kingdom (9.8%). As far as 

the EFTA countries are concerned, 

Finland has registered a noteworthy 

increase in the number of available 

beds (+46.3%); this number, is, how

ever, difficult to interpret since in 

1993 Finland revised its statistics and 

as a consequence the data ofthat year 

are not fully compatible with those 

concerning the previous years. The 

other EFTA countries have reported 

highly variable increases from 16.9% 

in Norway to 2.6% in Switzerland. 

The only country that has measured a 

slight divergence, (.9%) was Aus

tria. 

In spite ofthe changes that have taken 

place during the last four years, the 

big countries remain obviously at the 

top of the chart as far as receptive 

capacity is concerned both in terms of 

the number of hotels and similar es

tablishments and in terms of the 

number of available beds. 

With respect to 1989, in 1993 Ger

many andltaly, in spite ofthe variances 

measured inboth countries, surpassed 

the United Kingdom in terms ofthe 

number of establishments. Together 

with France, these countries consti

tute 83.6% ofthe total hotels present 

intheEUrin 1989 it was 85%). In the 

EFTA area Austria alone represents 

64% ofthe hotels and similar estab

lishments of the territory (as in 1989). 

As far as the number of beds are 

concerned, the three big countries 

which represented 58.3% of the EU 

total, that is Germany, France and 

Italy, confirm their position with 

59.8% in 1993. Italy wentfrom24.7% 

in 1989 to 23% in 1993, Germany 

confirmed 17.7% and France (the 

country with the highest increase 

Bedplaces in 

Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg
 1 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

EUR 12 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

EFTA ' ■ 

TOTAL 

hotels and similar establishments, 

1989 

92 543 

85 014 

1 191 000 

423 790 

918 649 

1 082 138 

45 097 

1 678 910 

14 554 

109 195 

168 437 

971 021 

6 780 348 

105 286 

656 936 

277 519 

83 973 

153 286 

1 277 356 

8 057 704 

1993 

108 205 

97 034 

1 322 963 

499 606 

1 009 241 

1 410 706 

54 111 

1 720 637 

15112 

133 030 

198 862 

876 150 ~ 

7 445 567 

123 136 

651 003 

270 409 

122 890 

166 197 ~ 

1 333 635 

8 779 202 

19891993 

% variation 

16.9 

14.1 

11.1 

17.9 

9.9 

30.4 

20 

2.5 

3.8 

21.8 

18 

9.8 

9.8 

16.9 

0.9 

2.6 

46.3 

8.2 

4.4 

9 

(1) Estimate on the basis of: (a) the number of bedrooms for 1989 and 1991 and (b) the average value of 

beds per rooms (1.84) as reported by Eurostat, "Tourism in Europe  Supply" 

(2) Data refer to 1992 

Source: Eurostat 

+30.4%)wentfrom 15.9%to 18.9%. 

In the EFTA area Austria, which 

represented 51.4% ofthe beds in 

1989, in spite ofthe slight decline that 

was measured and the spectacular 

increase in Finland, has confirmed its 

first place position with 48.8% ofthe 

available beds. 

3.4 Variation in the structure of 

hotels and similar 

establishments 

In relative terms, that is when com

paring the absolute numbers with the 

population ofthe various countries, 

with a 1993 European average of 

m 
eurostat 
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2 162 beds for each 100 000 inhabit

ants ( 1974 in 1989), the country with 

the highest receptive density contin

ued to be Greece with 4 865 beds for 

each 100 000 inhabitants (they were 

4 238 in 1989), followed by Luxem

bourg with 3 875 beds (they were 

3 830 in 1989), by Italy with 3 013 

beds (2 916 in 1989) and by Spain 

with2588beds(2362inl989).Inthe 

EFTA area the country with the high

est receptive density was again Aus

tria with 8314bedsforevery 100 000 

inhabitants (they were 8 576 in 1989), 

followed by Switzerland with 4 054 

beds (4 161 in 1989). 

The most interesting information is 

that relating to the average number of 

beds by receptive structure which 

gives information on the average size 

of the hotels and related establish

ments in a given country. In the EU 

the average number of beds per hotel 

and similar establishments in 1993 

was 49.6 (it was 42.9 in 1989). The 

country with the highest average was 

Denmark with 168.5 beds per hotel, 

but one must remember that the offi

cial statistics are based only on sur

veys of hotels and similar establish

ments with more than 40 beds, fol

lowed by Portugal ( 111.9) and Spain 

(103.7). Other countries greatly over 

the average are the Netherlands 

(78.3), France (68.3) and Greece 

(66.5). Particularly restrained are the 

average sizes of hotels in the United 

Kingdom(26.2). In 1993 intheEFTA 

area the average size was 45.7 beds 

per hotel (it was 41.6 in 1989). Those 

with size very much over the average 

are Norway (104) Finland ( 101 ) and 

Sweden (95.3), countries that are 

emerging on the tourist market, and 

more contained in Austria (3 8.4) and 

Switzerland (42.9), countries with a 

consolidated development. 

The numbers cited above aptly sum

marizethetourismsupply"model" of 

the different countries. Those with 

the most recently developed tourism, 

such as the Scandinavian countries, 

Portugal, Greece or Spain, have me

dium to large sized establishments 

which indicates the prevalence of 

hotel chains or large sized businesses. 

BEDPLACES OF HOTELS AND SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS PER 100 000 INHABITANTS, 1993 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

EUR 12 

EFTA 
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Ρ
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18314 

14054 

12443 

M928 

12162 

14116 

Source: elaboration from Eurostat data 
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Vice versa, in countries with an older 

tourism tradition, the family run busi

ness seems to dominate; these are 

characterized by small size and con

tribute to lower the average size. 

It is evident that in almost all coun

tries the trend is toward an increase in 

the average size; this is necessary to 

obtain economies of scale and to 

permit more efficient management of 

the structures. All seventeen coun

tries in fact have measured a positive 

change in the average size of the 

typical hotel structure, a change that 

was approximately 15.6% for the 

entire EU and 9.8% overallfor EFTA 

Within the EU, France again is in first 

place with an increase in the average 

number of beds per hotel of 27.7% 

followed by Belgium (+22%), by 

Germany (+15%) and by Portugal 

(+13%). In the EFTA countries, Fin

land, again, has had the greatest in

crease in the average number of beds 

per structure (+24.1%) followed by 

Austria (+17%), while the other coun

tries are left far behind. 

This phenomenon is common to all 

the countries ofEurope and indicates 

an increase at the European level of 

the average size of receptive struc

tures. The explanation depends on 

whether the result is dueto a decrease 

in the number of receptive structures 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF BEDPLACES PER ESTABLISHMENT, 19891993 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
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Source: elaboration from Eurostat data 

accompanied by an increase in the 

number ofbeds orto an increase both 

in the number of structures and in the 

number ofbeds, with the latter of a 

greater entity. 

In the first case the phenomenon may 

be explained by the effect of an inter

nal reorganization ofthe tourism sup

ply which tends to expel from the 

system the small sized, marginal and 

not very profitable structures, a struc

tural reorganization that has taken 

place above all in countries with con

solidated tourism. This may be the 

case for example of Belgium, Ger

many, Spain, Italy and Switzerland. 

Austria and the United Kingdom are 

instead the only two countries in 

which a reduction in both establish

ments and in the number ofbeds has 

taken place. In the United Kingdom 

in particular the phenomenon is of 

large proportions and must be con

sidered in light ofthe strong tendency 

underway to expel the minor players 

from the market (i.e. "bed and break

fast"). 

In the second instance the phenom

enon described results from the over

all development of supply in the tour

ism sector where newly constructed 

hotels and similar establishments are 

built on a larger scale with respect to 

those already existing. This is the case 

in Denmark (note: here, however, 

only hotels with more than 40 beds 

are surveyed), Greece, Ireland, the 

Netherlands, Portugal, Finland and 

Norway. 

France is a case unto itself. Although 

tourism here is considered to be con

solidated, France has demonstrated a 

trend that is, in part, similar to those 

countries where tourism is emerging. 

While there is a modest increase in the 

number of structures (+2%) growth 
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VARIATION OF THE NUMBER OF HOTELS AND SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS (1993/89) 
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Source: elaboration from Eurostat data 

is very significant with respect to the 

number of available beds (+30.4%), 

indeed, the increase in the average 

number ofbeds per structurels 27.7%. 
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3.5 Campsites and tourist 

villages 

In 1993 campsites and tourist vil

lages amounted to approximately 17 

750 units in eleven EU countries 

(excluding the United Kingdom for 

which the most recent information 

datesfroml988)andmorethan3 000 

in EFTA countries. 

The country with the greatest number 

of establishments ofthis typeisFrance, 

which in 1993, had approximately 

53% of the total campsites and tourist 

villages in the EU, followed by Italy 

with 13.2% and Spain with 5.8% 

(given that reference is made to camp

sites only). With respect to 1989 the 

two countries that have developed 

this type of structures the most are 

Spain with an increase of 16.3% and 

Portugal with an increase of 12.5%. 

The other countries that have had a 

relatively important expansion in the 

presence of campsites and tourist 

villages in national territory are Den

mark (+8.5%) and Greece (+5.7%). 

The only country in the EU that has 

shown a consistent retrenchment is 

Belgium (14.9%). 

In the EFTA area there are contrast

ing trends. Positive changes of a rather 

significant amount were registered in 

Finland (+8%) and Austria (+6.6%) 

and negative changes in the rest ofthe 

area(from4.7%in Sweden to 2.9% 

in Norway). 

As far as beds are concerned, these 

amounted to approximately 6.6 mil

lion in 1993 in the EU (excluding the 

United Kingdom) and to approxi

mately 260,000 in Switzerland and 

Finland (the only two EFTA coun

tries for which it has been possible to 

obtain data). The country with the 

greatest number ofbeds in campsites 

and tourist villages is again France 

which in 1993 holds 45.9% of all 

those available in the EU. Italy fol

lows at a big distance with 19%. 

From the available data it seems that 

Denmark registered the most signifi

cant increase (+3 7%) in the receptive 

offering ofthe sector since 1989. This 

ratio must be taken with due caution 

since numbers on which it is based 

come from different sources; moreo

verthe 1989 data is an estimate. With 
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respect to 1989 Spain has increased 
the number ofbeds available in camp
sites by approximately 28% . In
creases of a certain significance have 
taken place in France (+11.8%), in 

Luxembourg (+9.9%) and in Italy 
(+7.3%). As far as EFTA countries 
are concerned, the most relevant 
number when compared with 1989, 
is the decrease of 12% in the number 

Number of 

Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 1 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

EUR 9 6 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

EFTA 

TOTAL 

campings and tourist villages, 

1989 

739 

390 

29 

297 

S93 

9 287 

7 2 

2 258 

127 

1 027 

152 

4 231 4 

15 170 

796 

497 

643 

363 

756 

3 055 

18 225 

1993 

629 

423 

2 207 

314 

1 039 

9 390 

124 

2 341 3 

123 

989 

171 

n.a. 

15 419 

* 773 

530 

613 

392 5 

725 3 

3 033 

18 452 

1989-1993 

% variation 

-14.9 

8.5 

n.c.7 

5.7 

16.3 

1.1 
7 

n.c. 

3.7 

-3.1 

-3.7 

12.5 

-

1.6 

-2.9 

6.6 

-4.7 

8 

-4.1 

-0.7 

1.2 

(1) Campings only 
(2) Datum refers to 1987 
(3) Data refer to 1992 
(4) Datum refers to 1988. 
(5) Not fully comparable with figures concerning previous years 
(6) Excluding Germany, Ireland and the United Kingdom. 
(7) The analysis ofthe available data suggests that it could have been a change in 

the criterion of data collection over the period analysed 

Source: Eurostat 

of available beds in camp-sites and 
tourist villages in Switzerland. 
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3.6 Other supplementary 

accommodation 

establishments 

Other supplementary accommoda

tion establishments include holiday 

dwellings, group tourism accommo

dations and specialized accommoda

tions. Not all the countries making up 

the EU and EFTA gather data on 

these type of tourist facilities, or they 

gather only partial data that refers to 

one or two of the categories, or 

gather the data in different ways. As 

a consequence the available informa

tion is only partially comparable. 

In 1993 other supplementary accom

modation establishments amounted 

to approximately 208 000 units in the 

EU countries (excluding the United 

Kingdom for which the latest avail

able data is from 1988) with an in

crease of 7.8% with respect to 1989. 

In the EFTA group (excluding Nor

way and Finland) such enterprises 

have reached almost 100 000 units 

and have remained substantially sta

ble with respect to the previous four 

years. 

The most relevant increases have 

taken place in Ireland (239%) where 

the units in 1987 were only 46, in 

Belgium (43.5%), in Spain (23.3%) 

and in Germany (20%). Italy had, 

instead, the highest decrease in per

cent terms with respect to 1989 at 

30% and the Netherlands, too, expe

rienced a somewhat significant de

crease: 10%. IntheEFTAarea, where 

Switzerland alone represents 98.8% 

ofthe entire total of other supplemen

tary accommodation establishments 

surveyed, the number of units main

tained levels similar to those of 1989. 
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The number ofbeds in 1993 amounted 
to approximately 2 million in the EU 
(excludingthe United Kingdom) with 
an increase of 10% with respect to 
1989 and more than 740 000 in EFTA 
(excluding Norway andFinland) with 
an overall reduction of approximately 
0.5%. 

In the EU the most substantial in
crease in the receptive capacity took 
place in Ireland where the available 
beds have increased with respect to 
1986 by 196%. Among the countries 
there are at least three that have 
registered considerable increases; 

Bed 

Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

EUR9 2 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

EFTA 

TOTAL 

-places in campings and tourist villages, 
1989 - 1993 

1989 

378 383 

185 785 

23 850 

78 145 

470 358 

2 716 276 

534 

1 180 603 

12 037 

499 889 

256 985 

n.a. 

5 778 461 

n.a. 

n.a. 

270 000 

23 455 

n.a. 

-

-

1993 

364 969 

254 700 

602 490 

82 742 1 

602 370 

3 038 211 

6 738 

1 266 969 1 

13 228 

485 757 

267 415 

n.a. 

6 011 756 

n.a. 

n.a. 

237 600 

22 970 

n.a. 

-

-

% variation 

3.5 

37 

n.c.3 

5.9 

28 

11.8 

n.c.3 

7.3 

9.9 

-2.8 

4 

-

4 

-

• 

-12 

-2.1 

-

-

-

(1) Data refer to 1992 
(2) Excluding Germany, Ireland and the United Kingdom 
(3) The analysis of the available data suggests that it could have been a change In 

the criterion of data collection over the period 

Source: Eurostat 

Belgium with an increase of 35%, 
Spain with almost 25% and Greece 
with almost 16%. The rest ofthe EU 
maintains rather stable levels with the 
exception of Portugal with a reduc
tion of 22% and France with a de
crease of 11.2%. 

3.7 Restaurants, cafés, bars and 
travel agencies 

Restaurants, cafes and bars are not 
set up to be used solely by tourists but 
serve at the same time both residents 
and travellers; their activities there
fore do not belong entirely to the 
tourism sector but rather only par
tially, whenever they are used by a 
tourist or a traveller. Obviously their 
importance as tourist facilities is pro
portionately related to the amount of 
tourist business that occurs in the 
areas in which they are located. 
Due to the lack of data for 1993, it is 
not possible to completely compare 
the situation with 1989. Neverthe
less, some indication, even if partial in 
nature, ofthe direction ofthe struc
tural trends ofthe last four years may 
be drawn from the available data. 
Restaurants and restaurant-bars have 
increased in almost all the countries 
that have furnished data; consider
able increases have been measured in 
Portugal (67.5%), Austria (53.3%), 
Finland (28%), the Netherlands 
(15%), and to a lesser degree, Lux
embourg (6%), France (5.4%), Nor-
way(3.9%), andltaly(2%). Theonly 
decrease in this area has taken place 
in Denmark (-34%). 
The number of coffee-bars and public 
houses has registered a very large 
increase in Portugal (73%), a re
strained increase in Norway (1.2%); 
an almost unvaried position in Italy, a 
slight drop in Luxembourg (-1.1%) 
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and in the Netherlands (2.8%) and a ing tourism, has grown in all the tria (102.7%), followed by Portugal 
more marked reduction in France countries for which data is available, (21.4%), by Italy (20.8%), by France 
(7.5%). except for Norway which has suf- (14.2%),byTheNetherlands(10.8%) 
The number oftravel agencies, whose feredadrop of 14.2%. Thestrongest and by Finland (4%). 
activities are strictly linked to outgo- increase has been registered by Aus-

Number of restaurants and bar restaurants, 

Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

EUR 12 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

EFTA 

1989 

16 922 

13 266 

90 328 

19 948 

49 167 

71 223 

1 876 ~ 

90 049 

453 

18 798 

3 016 

101 839 

-

4 341 

18 715 2 

6 058 

5 9744 

12 165 

-

1993 

n.a. 

8 7531 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

75 091 1 

n.a. 

91 831 1 

480 3 

21 613 1 

4 751 1 

n.a. 

-

4511 1 

28 505 3 

n.a. 

7 6521 

n.a. 

-

1989-1993 

% variation 

-

-34 

-

-

-

5.4 

-

2 

6 

15 

57.5 

-

-

3.9 

53.5 

-

28 

-

-

(1) Data referto 1992 
(2) Data referto 1988 
(3) Data refer to 1991 
(4) Datum refers to 1990 

Source: Eurostat 
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Number of coffee-bars and 
pubi 

Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

UK 

EUR 12 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

EFTA 

ic houses, 

1989 

36 711 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

11 228 

64 451 

6 478 2 

140 469 

1 410 

16 350 

5 263 

n.a. 

-

983 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

-

1989-1993 

1993 
va 

n.a. 

4 791 1 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

59 588 1 

n.a. 

140 401 1 

1 394 3 

16 808 1 

9 129 1 

n.a. 

-

995 1 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

-

% 
riation 

-

-

-

-

-

-7.5 

-

-0.05 

-1.1 

2.8 

7.3 

-

-

1.2 

-

-

-

-

-

(1) Data referto 1992 
(2) Datum refers to 1988 
(3) Datum refers to 1991 

Source: Eurostat 

Number of travel agencies, 1989-1993 

Country 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

UK 

EUR 12 

Norway 

Austria 

Switzerland 

Finland 

Sweden 

EFTA 

1989 

873 

461 

6 271 

3 038 

2 064 

2 250 

294 2 

4 500 

65 

2 200 

425 

6 9373 

-

698 4 

780 2 

409 

4184 

862 

-

1993 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

n.a. 

2 5691 

n.a. 

5 4361 

n.a. 

2 4381 

516 

n.a. 

-

5991 

1 595 5 

n.a. 

4351 

n.a. 

-

% 
variation 

-

-

-

-

-

14.2 

-

20.8 

-

10.8 

21.4 

-

-

-14.2 

102.7 

-

4 

-

-

(1) Data referto 1992 
(2) Data referto 1988 
(3) Datum refers to 1987 
(4) Data referto 1990 
(5) Datum refers to 1991 

Source: Eurostat 
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TOURISM IN EUROPE - SUPPLY 

1. Tourism in general 

Tourism is part of the massive 
phenomenon of personal mobility 
which has emerged during the 
second half of the 20th century 
and developed rapidly, especially 
in Europe, with the approach of 
the 21st century. Tourism is the 
aspect of that mobility which in
volves the temporary movement 
of people outside their usual 
environment for purposes of lei
sure and vacation, for profes
sional reasons (business travel, 
assignments paid at the place of 
departure, attendance at meetings 
and conferences, study) or for 
other reasons (visiting friends 
and relatives, pilgrimages, health 
reasons, sporting events, etc.). 

This kind of movement transfers, 
along with the individuals in
volved, part of their income from 
the areas where it is generated to 
those where it is used or spent. 
This explains the economic as 
well as the social significance of 
tourism as a catalyst for the re
distribution of resources. 

In order to accommodate the 
flows of national, Community 
and international tourists, the 
countries of the European Union 
(EU) and the European Free 
Trade Area (EFTA) provide a 
wide range of resources and fa
culties for the movement of peo
ple away from their usual place 
of residence. 

These resources and facilities 
come under the name of 
"tourism-related services". The 
variety of such services within 
the Community is based on four 

definite assets: 
natural and environmental 
attractions; 
cultural heritage; 
service infrastructure; 
organisation of tourist 
facilities. 

The first two of these assets are 
non-renewable and non-negotia
ble. The third asset comprises the 
public infrastructure which serves 
the local population but which is 
also used by visitors. The final 
asset includes economic activities 
which are specifically geared to
wards providing facilities, serv
ices and goods which are used 
primarily but not solely by tour
ists: in other words, the tourist 
industry. 

All these assets are well repre
sented throughout Europe. 

The variety and splendour of the 
natural environment make it one 
of Europe's primary tourist re
sources. It provides a tremen
dous range of attractions: cli
mate, . natural phenomena, sea, 
mountains, forests, countryside, 
rivers, lakes, towns and villages, 
landscape, etc. They provide a 
constant backdrop to the daily 
life of both residents and visitors, 
and yet they are readily accessi
ble. They are a great tourist at
traction but this may bring in its 
wake a number of problems. Par
ticular problems emerged in the 
early 1990s and affected not only 
local residents but also the qual
ity of tourism in the European 
Community. 

Europe's cultural heritage (hist
ory, art, folklore, civic and relig

ious architecture, etc.) is re
nowned for its wealth and variety 
in every part of the Community. 

Since the cultural heritage rep
resents the main appeal of 
Europe to overseas tourists, the 
exploitation of the continent's 
cultural attractions for tourism 
purposes is highly developed. In 
certain circumstances and at 
certain peak times of tourist in
flux, this even threatens the very 
existence of the attractions which 
make up this heritage. The cul
tural heritage of the Community 
and EFTA countries may suffer 
from the problems of how it 
should be protected while still 
used for tourism. 

In addition to the splendour of 
Europe's cultural attractions, they 
are also fairly well spread 
throughout the Community and 
EFTA countries. The various 
countries and regions are very 
different from each other, al
though none can be said to out
shine the others. 

Europe's third main asset is its 
general public infrastructure. 
During his visit, every traveller 
obviously has certain needs, 
many of which he has in common 
with local residents: transport, 
communications, shops, banks, 
postal services, telephones, 
medical and welfare services, in
formation, entertainment, per
sonal safety and security, etc. 
The sectors which operate in re
sponse to these needs and re
quirements offer services indis
criminately to residents and visi
tors, and there is often no way of 
determining the type of user. The 
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proportion of the output of these 

sectors which is used by visitors 

depends on the place, the period 

and the particular situation. 

This means that the whole range 

of touristrelated services can be 

defined only vaguely, since such 

services extend to cover many 

sectors of economic activity. It 

is therefore difficult to arrive at a 

comprehensive analysis (in 

quantitative terms) of the impact 

of tourism on the economy. 

In comparison with other tourist 

areas of the world, public infra

structure in the Community and 

EFTA countries can be judged 

very favourably. Services for the 

benefit of individuals originated 

in the countries of the European 

Community and the standard is 

still high, even though other parts 

of the world are fast catching up 

or moving ahead. 

However, the quality of tourist

related services varies greatly in 

the different countries of Europe. 

The fourth group of assets con

cerns specific tourismrelated 

services. The structure of tourist 

facilities is the one which is most 

directly linked to demand in this 

sector and a large proportion of 

output is geared to satisfying this 

demand. Since these are com

modities which can be traded on 

the market, it is this group of as

sets which is commonly referred 

to simply as the "supply side" of 

the tourism sector. 

Tourism activities usually show a 

keen awareness of problems in 

this sector, whereas in the areas 

referred to earlier  in spite of 

their extreme importance for 

tourism  the focus on such 

problems is often reduced with 

the difficulty of determining the 

extent of actual tourist demand 

or use. 

There are certain traditional 

branches which are covered by 

the sector of tourismrelated ac

tivities. The sector is known as 

HORECAAdV, an acronym 

which is formed from the initials 

of the French definition 

"Hôtellerie, Restauration, Cafe

teria et Agences de Voyages". 

The sector comprises : 

hotels and other accom

modation facilities (camp 

sites, tourist villages, 

holiday homes, youth 

hostels, etc.) ; 

catering establishments 

for the dispensation of 

food and beverages: res

taurants and similar food 

outlets, bars, cafés, etc. ; 

travel agencies: tour op

. erators, travel retailers, 

etc. 

The sector is sometimes extended 

to include other related activities 

such as dance halls, discotheques, 

casinos, swimming pools, etc. 

Γ, .y,.. ,·■·.·..·.. ■■ ■ ν , , , ι , , ■. ■, ■■■.■.·. ν ί 

2. Tourism supply 

The European Union had, in 
1991, at least 1350 000 estab
lishments in the sector of activi
ties specifically geared to tour
ism. This huge number consisted 
of 354 000 suppliers of accom
modation, 485 000 restaurants, 
more than 30 000 travel agencies 
and an unknown number - but 
equal at least to the number of 
restaurants - of cafés and bars. 

There were also 123 000 suppli

ers of accommodation, 48 000 

restaurants, 3 600 travel agencies 

and, again, an unknown but con

siderable number of cafés and 

bars in the EFTA countries. In 

total, therefore, the EU and 

EFTA countries have about 2 

million establishments catering 

mainly for tourists and travellers. 

With few exceptions, the various 

activities in the tourism sector 

are carried out by small (or even 

micro) and mediumsized enter

prises. They differ from each 

other in type, size and the actual 

extent of their tourismrelated 

activities. 

:■:■:■:■: 1 

2.1 Tourist accommodation 

Suppliers of accommodation are 

those most closely involved in 

the provision of services to tour

ists and travellers. Accommoda

tion covers various types of es

tablishment which vary greatly 

according to the type of service 

provided. 
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TOURIST ACCOMMODATION - TOTAL (*) (**) 
1A. Number of establishments 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
United Kingdom 
EUR 12 
Austria 
Finland 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
EFTA 
Total EU/EFTA 

1989 

3.485 
1.022 

47.985 
6.868 

110598 
29.329 

928 
67.295 

535 
3.138 
1.908 

62336 
335.427 

22.921 
1535 
1.105 
3.080 

100.803 
129.444 
464.871 

1990 

3.416 
1.032 

47.559 
7.045 

128.037 
29.586 

905 
61.653 

539 
3.130 
1.973 

62.413 
347588 

22.294 
1570 
1.135 
3.109 

100.611 
128.719 
476307 

1991 

3.196 
1.048 

50.979 
7.337 

133552 
30.204 

940 
58.470 

537 
3.099 
2.010 

62.413 
353.785 

22.199 
1564 
1.168 
3.237 

100.410 
128578 
482363 

(*) The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics. 
(**) cp. also notes only on tables 2A, 3A, 4A 

Source: Eurostat 

TOURIST ACCOMMODATION - TOTAL (*) (**) 
IB. Number of bed-places 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
United Kingdom 
EUR 12 
Austria (1) 
Finland (2) 
Norway (2) 
Sweden (1) 
Switzerland 
EFTA (3) 
Total EU/EFTA 

1989 

570.196 
287.460 

1.801.035 
510.676 

1.724.810 
3.755.013 

48.103 
3.190.140 

2S.20S 
782.407 
437.376 

2.717.872 
15.853.296 

747.138 
92.100 

105.286 
215.408 

1.143.739 
2.902.877 

18.756.173 

1990 

563.663 
290.226 

1.816.103 
525.18C 

1.885.715 
3.777.191 

48.183 
3.178.06; 

28.254 
778.957 
450.981 

2.744.564 
16.087.082 

740.620 
97.400 

112.660 
218.660 

1.139.720 
2.928.856 

19.015.938 

1991 

530.692 
290.851 

2.043.086 
550.145 

1.950.881 
4.025.988 

51.326 
3.256.177 

29.267 
785.000 
464.859 

2.744.564 
16.722.830 

744.414 
97.400 

116.926 
225.342 

1.133.909 
2.941.851 

19.664.681 

(*) The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics 
(**) cp. also tables 1C, 2B, 3B 
1) Camping and tourist villages not included 
2) Camping and tourist villages and other supplementary accommodation 

establishments not included 
3) Including estimations on camping and tourist villages in the EFTA countries 

Source: Eurostat 
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HOTELS AND SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS^) 
2A. Number of establishments 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France (2) 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
United Kingdom 
EUR 12 
Austria 
Finland 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
EFTA 
Total EU/EFTA 

1989 

2.148 
531 

37.873 
6.555 
9.883 

20.762 
865 

37.162 
399 

1.544 
1.701 

39.714 
158537 

19.992 
1.172 
1.105 
1.712 
6.903 

30.884 
189.421 

1990 

2.123 
539 

37.423, 
6.713 
9.436 

20.4/9 
842 

36.423 
400 

1.546 
1.758 

39.769 
157.391 

19.406 
1.216 
1.135 
1.710 
6.735 

30.202 
187.593 

1991 

1.957 
545 

38.393 
6.991 
9.603 

20.728 
877 

35.792 
398 

1.531 
1.785 

(1) 39.769 
158.369 

19.257 
(2) 1.216 

1.168 
1.828 
6.749 

30.218 
188.587 

J 

(*) The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics 
1) Data for 1990 
2) Including only data for classified hotels. 

Source: Eurostat 

HOTELS AND SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS^) 
2B. Number of bed-places 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France (2) 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg (3) 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
United Kingdom 
EUR 12 
Austria 
Finland 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
EFTA 
Total EU/EFTA 

1989 

92.543 
85.014 

1.191.000 
423.790 
918.649 

1.082.138 
45.097 

1.670.451 
14.810 

109.195 
168.437 
971.021 

6.772.145 
656.936 

92.100 
105.286 
153.642 
277.519 

1.285.483 
8.057.628 

1990 

93.710 
88.468 

1.200.181 
438.355 
929.533 

1.104.316 
45.177 

1.678.910 
14.782 

111.329 
179.337 
993.454 

6.877.552 
650.559 

97.400 
112.660 
158.372 
276.150 

1.295.141 
8.172.693 

1991 

86.472 
92.524 

1.311.318 
459.297 
972.808 

1.134.902 
48.320 

1.708.033 
15.094 

112.583 
188.501 

(1) 993.454 
7.123306 

654.127 
(1) 97.400 

116.926 
165.662 
274.019 

1308.134 
8.431.440 

(*) The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics 
1) Data for 1990 
2) Including data only for classified hotels. 
3) Estimation on the basis of an average of 1.84 beds per room, calculated on 

the basis of countries presenting a full set of data. 

Source: Eurostat 

2.1.1 Hotels and similar 
establishments 

Hotels and similar establishments 
are collective accommodation 
establishments typified by being 
arranged in rooms, in numbers 
exceeding a specific rránimum, 
and by providing common serv
ices including room service. 

There were more than 158 000 
hotels and other establishments 
which fitted this description in 
the Community in 1991, offering 
a total of 7 123 000 beds. The 
data does not include hotels in 
France which have not been 
given national approval, and it 
must be assumed that the final 
figure is an under-estimation. 

There has been no increase in the 
number of hotels and similar es
tablishments in recent years; in
deed, the number has gone down. 
Between 1989 and 1991 the fig
ure fell by 168. The main reason 
for this drop is the elimination of 
tiny marginal establishments. The 
result is that the total capacity of 
hotels and similar establishments 
is steadily moving up. The 
number of rooms increased by 
4.5% in the 1989-91 period, 
while the number of available 
beds went up by 5.2%. The av
erage size of hotels and similar 
establishments went up from 43 
to 45 beds in the same period. 

In addition to increasing capac
ity, establishments in the hotel 
trade have also improved the 
services they offer. Particularly in 
recent years, hotels in Europe 
have upgraded not only their 
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HOTELS AND SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS^) 

2C. Number of bedrooms 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France (1) 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

EUR 12 

Austria 

Finland 

Norway 

Sweden* 
Switzerland 

EFTA 

Total EU/EFTA 

1989 

24.092 

224.478 

491.056 

541.069 

22.801 

922.084 

7.910 

75.105 

1990 

35.607 

232.764 

497.788 

552353 

22.815 

926.106 

7.895 

79.411 

1991 

37.056 

243.950 

521.564 

567.45/ 

24.117 

939.181 

8.062 

82.575 

(*) The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics. 

The symbol "..." indicates the nonavailability of data. 

1) Including only data for classified hotels. 

Source: Eurostat 

HOTELS AND SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS 

Average number of bedplaces per establ ishment I 
150 

■9 α 

c χι 

Source: Eurostat, calculations 

rooms but also general non

accommodation facilities (confer

ence and meeting rooms, 

restaurants and bars, etc.) and 

other guest services (domestic 

and international communica

tions, etc.). 

It is now more common for ho

tels to offer a wide range of 

services in addition to the simple 

provision of accommodation. 

When it comes to the distribution 

of hotels and similar establish

ments throughout the Union, the 

figures naturally indicate that ca

pacity in terms of the number of 

beds is greatest in the larger 

Member States. In relative terms, 

however, in relation to popula

tion and to the Union average of 

49 establishments and 2 193 beds 

per 100 000 inhabitants, the 

countries which are at the top of 

the Union list are Greece (70 es

tablishments and 4 587 beds) and 

Luxembourg (108 establishments 

and 4 036 beds), followed by 

Italy (2 970 beds), Spain (2 490) 

and Germany (2 143). France, 

with 2 031 hotel beds per 

100 000 inhabitants, is penalised 

by the lack of data on nonap

proved establishments. 

The average size of hotels and 

similar establishments also varies 

considerably within the Com

munity. Small, traditional estab

lishments offering a more indi

vidual service are common, es

pecially in the United Kingdom, 

with an average of 25 beds per 

establishment, Germany (34) and 

Luxembourg (38). Hotels of a 

larger average size are found in 

Denmark (170 beds per estab

lishment), Portugal (106) and 

Spain (101), where the recent 

boom in package tourism has led 

to the construction of large ho

tels.In 1991 there were also 

30 000 hotels and similar estab

lishments in the EFTA countries. 

Here, too, there has been no in

crease in the number of estab

lishments, with a slight reduction 

in number until 1990, but the 

number of hotel beds increased 

by 2.5% between 1989 and 1991. 

m 
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The EFTA country with most 
hotels is Austria, which had more 
than 19 000 in 1991. For the 
most part they are small 
establishments - and indeed 
among the countries considered 
Austria has the smallest estab
lishments on average - providing 
a total of 654 000 beds. On the 
other hand, capacity is the high
est in Europe, with 8 613 beds 
per 100 000 inhabitants. 

Capacity in Norway, Finland and 
Sweden is more in line with the 
Community average, although 
the average size of establishments 
is larger (100, 80 and 91 beds per 
establishment in the three coun
tries respectively). Hotels in 
Switzerland are roughly the same 
size as those in the Community 
(with an average of 45 beds per 
establishment), but they are so 
numerous that the country has 
4 107 beds per 100 000 inhabi
tants. 

In total, therefore, there were 
almost 189 000 establishments 
with 8 430 000 beds in the coun
tries considered. 

The sector usually consists of 
small undertakings, but the recent 
development of chain hotels 
(especially in the United King
dom, France and Spain) indicates 
a definite trend towards amalga
mation and consolidation. 

Amalgamation takes the form of 
large hotel groups. At the begin
ning of the 1990s ten large com
panies owned approximately 2% 
of approved hotels with 8% of 
the beds in the Community. 

RELATIVE INTENSITY OF TOURISTIC SUPPLY 
Number of hote ls and similar es tabl i shments 

per 1 0 0 OOO inhabitants 1 9 8 9 / 1 9 9 1 i 
•jj I 3 iso 
9 E E 

5 0 -

Estimation: Belgium, France, Finland 

Source: Eurostat, calculations 

The importance of these compa
nies is a result both of the 
economies of scale they achieve 
and, to a greater extent, of their 
ability to operate with sophisti
cated market-oriented systems. 

With the aim of developing this 
aspect and providing a better 
market response and greater 
economies of scale, the early 
1990s also saw the emergence of 
associations of small hotel 
groups, consortia and franchising 
arrangements. 

In 1991 approximately 7% of 
hotels, with 13% of accommoda
tion capacity, belonged to such 
groups in order to improve mar
ket awareness. 

2.1.2 Camp sites and tourist 
villages 

Camp sites and tourist villages are 
establishments (including collec
tive facilities within specific 
boundaries for tents, caravans and 
chalets) which provide a minimum 
level of services (not necessarily 
room service). The accommoda
tion unit is not a room but an area 
of land equipped with facilities. 

They have developed an essential 
role in the tourist industry in the 
Community, given that their total 
capacity is very close to the 
number of beds available in hotels 
and similar establishments. 
Compared with 7 123 000 hotel 
beds in 1991, there were 
7 130 000 places in 18 898 camp 
sites. 
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CAMPING AND TOURIST VTLLAGES(*) 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France (3) 
Ireland (2) 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
United Kingdom (1) 
EUR 12 
Austria 
Finland 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
EFTA (4) 
Total EU/EFTA (4) 

JA. Nu mber of establishments 

1989 

739 
390 

29 
297 
893 

8218 
7 

2.210 
124 

1.027 
152 

4231 
18317 

497 
363 

756 
643 

2259 
20576 

1990 

725 
392 

28 
316 
928 

8218 
7 

2.058 
127 

1.035 
157 

4231 
18222 

489 
354 

797 
635 

2275 
20.497 

1991 

701 
398 
105 
330 
954 

8527 
7 

2.299 
127 

1.051 
168 

4231 
18.898 

493 
348 

806 
625 

2.272 
21.170 

(*) The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics. 
The symbol "..." indicates the non-availability of data. 

1) Data for 1988 
2) Data for 1987 
3) Estimation on the basis ofthe average rate of bed-places in the Netherlands, 

Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg 
4) not including Norway 

Source: Eurostat 

CAMPING AND TOURIST VILLAGES(*) 
3B. Number of bed-places 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 
Denmark (3) 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France (3) 
Ireland (2) 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
United Kingdom (1) 
EUR 12 
Austria 
Finland 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
EFTA (4) 
Total EU/EFTA 

1989 

378.383 
185.785 

23.850 
78.145 

470.358 
2.451.651 

534 
1.172.769 

12.037 
499.889 
256.985 

1229.904 
6.760290 

270.000 
869206 

7.629.496 

1990 

373.237 
184.680 

23.072 
78.084 

571.278 
2.451.651 

534 
1.180.603 

12.111 
493.780 
261.085 

1229.904 
6.860.019 

266.500 
886296 

7.746315 

1991 

351.684 
180.402 

34.997 
82.107 

575.349 
2.669.862 

534 
1.227.025 

12.806 
499.804 
265.555 

1229.904 
7.130.029 

... 

265.000 
888.860 

8.018.889 

(*) The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics. 
The symbol "..." indicates the non-availability of data. 

1) Data for 1988 
2) Data for 1987 
3) Estimation on the bas is of the average rate of bed-places for the Netherlands, 

Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg 
4) Estimation on the basis of the average rate of bed-places for camping and tourist 

villages in the total EUR 12 and Switzerland 

Source: Eurostat 
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Their distribution throughout the 
Community again shows that all 
large countries, apart from 
Germany, have the highest num
ber of camp sites and the greatest 
capacity. 

In relation to the Union average 
of 2 150 places per 100 000 in
habitants, however, the countries 
which have the greatest capacity 
are France (4 778 places), 
Belgium (3 543), Denmark 
(3 517), Luxembourg (3 424) 
and the Netherlands (3 387). 

The three Mediterranean coun
tries of the Community - Italy, 
Spain and Greece, where the cli
mate ought to encourage the de
velopment of open-air tourism -
are below the Community aver
age with 2 134, 1 473 and 820 
places, respectively. 

Camp site capacity is even higher 
in Switzerland, with a total of 
266 000 places or an average of 
4 017 per 100 000 inhabitants. In 
the other EFTA countries, 
overall capacity is estimated at 
631 000 places, giving an aver
age of 2 475 places per 100 000 
inhabitants. 

There are more than 21000 
camp sites, with more than 8 mil
lion places, in the Community 
and the EFTA countries. They 
more than equal the capacity 
offered by hotels and similar es
tablishments but their share of 
the market is strictly seasonal. 

2.1.3 Other supplementary 
accommodation 
establishments 

Other supplementary accommo
dation belonging to the category 
of collective accommodation es
tablishments may be non-profit-
making. 

In the Community, this type of 
accommodation adds another 
177 000 establishments with a 
total capacity of 2 470 000 
places. These establishments are 
usually very small (14 places on 
average) and can be found mainly 
in Germany, the United King
dom, Spain and the Netherlands. 
However, the data for these 
countries also includes privately 
rented holiday accommodation. 

The available data seems to indi
cate that capacity is much smaller 
in the EFTA countries. In Austria 
and Sweden together about 
3 000 establishments provide 
nearly 150 000 places. In 
Switzerland, on the other hand, 
the extent of this type of accom
modation is much greater, with 
93 000 establishments offering 
595 000 places, but this is ac
counted for by the fact that the 
data from Switzerland includes 
privately rented accommodation 
not included in any organised 
framework. 

There are in total, therefore, al
most 273 000 other supplemen
tary accommodation establish
ments offering 3 214 000 places 
in the countries considered. 

1 1 
2.1.4 Total accommodation 

capacity 

In 1991 there were approxi
mately 354 000 accommodation 
establishments in the European 
Community (5.5% more than in 
1989), with a capacity of about 
16 723 000 places (5 139 per 
100 000 inhabitants). The coun
tries which boasted the highest 
average capacity were Luxem
bourg (7 823 per 100 000) and 
France (7 205), and these two 
were followed by Denmark 
(5 669), Italy (5 667), Greece 
(5 494), Belgium (5 347), the 
Netherlands (5 319), and so on 
down to Ireland with 1450 
places per 100 000 inhabitants. 

Capacity in the EFTA countries 
(not including Switzerland) 
added 1 808 000 places, and an
other 1134 000 in Switzerland 
brought the total capacity of the 
EU and EFTA countries to al
most 20 million places. 
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OTHER SYPPLEMENTARY ACCOMMODATION ESTABLISHMENTS (*) 

4A. Number of establishments 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany (1) 

Greece 

Spain (1) 

France 

Ireland (4) 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands (1) 

Portugal 

United Kingdom (1) 

EUR 12 

Austria 

Finland 

Norway 

Sweden 

Switzerland (1) 

EFTA (5) 

Total EU/EFTA (5) 

1989 

598 

101 

10.083 

16 

99.822 

949 

56 

27.923 

12 

567 

55 

(2) 18.391 

158573 

2.432 

612 

93.265 

96.309 

254.882 

1990 

568 

101 

10.408 

16 

117.673 

949 

56 

23.172 

12 

549 

58 

18.413 

171.975 

2.399 

602 

93.236 

96237 

268212 

1991 

538 

105 

12.481 

16 

722.995 

949 

56 

20.379 

12 

577 

57 

(3) 18.413 

176518 

2.449 

603 

93.204 

96256 

272.774 

(*) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics. 
The symbol "..." indicates the nonavailability of data. 
Including holiday dwellings which are not included in the statistics ofother 
countries 
Data for 1988 
Data for 1990 
Data for 1986 
not including Finland and Norway 

Source: Eurostat 

OTHER SUPPLEMENTARY A C C O M M O D A T I O N ESTABLISHMENTS (*) 

4B. Number of bedplaces 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 

Denmark (5) 

Germany (1) 

Greece 

Spain (1) 

France (4) 

Ireland (4) 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands (1) 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

EUR 12 

Austria 

Finland 

Norway 

Sweden 

Switzerland (1) 

EFTA (6) 

Total EU/EFTA (6) 

1989 

99.270 

16.661 

586.185 

8.741 

335.803 

221224 

2.472 

346.920 

1.361 

173323 

11.954 

(2) 516.947 

2320.861 

90.202 

61.766 

59Ö.220 

748.188 

3.069.049 

1990 

96.716 

17.078 

592.850 

8.741 

384.904 

221224 

2.472 

318.552 

1.361 

173.848 

10.559 

521206 

2349511 

90.061 

60.288 

597.070 

747.419 

3.096.930 

1991 

92.536 

77.925 

696.771 

8.741 

402.724 

221224 

2.472 

321.119 

1.361 

172.613 

10.803 

(3) 521206 

2.469.495 

90.287 

59.680 
594.890 

744.857 

3214352 

(*) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics. 
The symbol "..." indicates the nonavailability of data. 
Including holiday dwellings which are not included in the statistics of other 
countries 
Data for 1988 
Data for 1990 
Data for 1986 
Estimation on the basis ofthe average rate of bedplaces for accommodation 
establishments in Belgium and Luxembourg 
not including Finland and Norway 

Source: Eurostat 
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VM.:::.- . ..r..:::.4:i 

2.2 Restaurants and similar 

establishments 

Supply in this particular sector 

has become very varied. 

Alongside traditional restaurants 

offering a perfect blend of ambi

ence, food and service, many 

other kinds of catering establish

ment have emerged in recent 

years: fast food outlets, pizza 

parlours, selfservice restaurants, 

snack bars, sandwich bars, pubs 

and bistros, etc. Thanks to such 

establishments, eating out has be

come a widespread and less ex

pensive habit than in the past. 

The catering trade in the Com

munity depends on many small 

establishments, often familyrun, 

which play an essential role with 

the specific service they provide. 

Within the area of observation 

there were 533 000 catering es

tablishments in 1991, comprising 

485 000 in the Community, 

48 000 in the EFTA countries. 

There has been a decrease in the 

number of traditional, inde

pendentlyowned establishments 

and a boom in the number of 

wellknown chain restaurants, 

especially in the United King

dom, Germany and France. 

The structure of this sector varies 

from country to country. The 

largest number of restaurants can 

be found in the United Kingdom 

(102 000), Italy (91000) and 

Germany (90 000). But in rela

tion to population, Austria has 

the most with 246 restaurants 

and similar establishments per 

100 000 inhabitants, followed by 

Denmark (225), Greece (199) 

and Belgium (184). 

RESTAURANTS AND SIMILAR ESTABLISHMENTS (*) 

5. Number 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

EUR 12 

Austria 

Finland 

Norway 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

EFTA 

Total EU/EFTA 

1989 

16.922 

13.266 

(3) 90.328 

(3) 19.948 

49.167 

71.233 

5216 

88.713 

459 

18.798 

3.016 

101.839 

478.903 

18.715 

6.022 

4.341 

12.165 

6.058 

47301 

526204 

1990 

17.656 

12.809 

90.326 

19.948 

54.047 

(4) 71.223 

5.27<i 

90.049 

463 

19.154 

3.504 

101.893 

486288 

(5) 18.715 

6.287 

4.370 

12.840 

(4) 6.058 

48270 

534558 

1991 

18.231 

11.555 

(3) 90.326 

(3) 19.948 

51.154 

(4) 71.223 

5216 

91.102 

430 

20.120 

4.078 

101.893 

485276 

(5) 18.715 

(3) 6287 

4.370 

12.363 

(4) 6.058 

47.793 

533.069 

(*) 
1) 
2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Source: Eurostat 

The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics. 

Data for 1985 

Estimations on the basis of 1 474 per 1 000 inhabitants (average of the 

11 remaining EC countries. 

Data for 1990 

Data for 1989 

Data for 1988, including coffee bars and public houses 

RELATIVE INTENSITY OF TOURISTIC SUPPLY 

Number of restaurants 
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Estimation: Belgium, Germany, Greece, France, Ireland, Austria, Finland, 

Norway, Switzerland 

Source: Eurostat, calculations 
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COUNTRY 

Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
United Kingdom 

EUR 12 
Austria 
Finland 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 

EFTA 

Total EU/EFTA 

CAFES AND BARS 
6. Number 

1989 

36.711 

11.228 
64.451 

137.863 
-1.354 
16.350 
5.263 

... 

... 

1990 

35.995 

88.589 

6.147 

140.469 
1.341 

16.100 
43.706 

1991 

35.273 

7.566 

142.611 
1.171 

16.355 

-

Source: Eurostat 

2.3 Cafés and bars 
Even more than restaurants and 
other catering establishments, 
cafés and bars serve both resi
dents and visitors, without any 
precise distinction possible be
tween the two user categories. 

In this sector, too, the range of 
services on offer in the European 
Union and the Efta countries has 
multiplied in recent years, with 
new types of establishment 
emerging to take their place 
alongside the more traditional 
places catering to local and 
tourist needs. A feature of this 
sector nowadays is the variety of 
establishments from country to 
country and within countries. 

What they have in common is 
that they are places where people 
can meet while having a drink, or 
drink while meeting people. 

Alongside the traditional cafés 
and bars, there are now pubs, 
discos, clubs, ice cream parlours 
and other types of meeting place. 
The existence of these establish
ments helps to increase tourist 
activities in many places. 
Sometimes they are the prime 
attraction for tourists to certain 
places, and they represent a key 
element in a general restructuring 
of tourist facilities. 

In this sector, to an even greater 
extent than in those reviewed 
earlier, establishments are often 
small and family-run. There is a 
vast number of establishments, 
but the actual number is often not 
known. In the twelve Member 
States, for example, only seven 
provide data - which is often ru
dimentary - on the basis of sur
veys. 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 
Denmark (2) 
Germany 
Greece 
Spain 
France 
Ireland (2) 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
United Kingdom (1) 
EUR 12 
Austria 
Finland 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
EFTA 
Total EU/EFTA 

TRAVEL AGENCIES (*) 
7. Number 

1989 

873 
461 

(3) 6271 
(3) 3.038 

2.064 
2.250 

318 
4.500 

65 
2.002 

425 
6.937 

29204 
(5) 780 

407 
698 
862 
409 

3.156 
32360 

1990 

934 
461 

6.271 
3.038 
2.196 

(4) 2250 
318 

4.825 
64 

2.069 
456 

6.937 
29.819 

(5) 780 
418 

(4) 698 
953 

(4) 409 
3258 

33.077 

1991 

987 
461 

(3) 6271 
(3) 3.038 

2.190 
(4) 2250 

318 
5.163 

64 
2.307 

456 
6.937 

30.442 
(5) 780 
(3) 418 
(4) 698 

1.282 
(4) 409 

3587 
34.029 

The data in italics is partial, provisional or derived from other data in italics. 
Data for 1987 
Estimations on the basis of 0.089 Travel Agencies per 10 000 inhabitants 
(average of the 10 remaining EC countries) 
Data for 1990 
Data for 1989 
Data for 1988 

(*) 
D 
2) 

3) 
4) 
5) 
Source: Eurostat 
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The other five Member States are 

unable to indicate how many 

establishments there are in this 

sector. The structural organisa

tion of the sector depends on 

geographic location and the so

cial habits of the local popula

tion. The vast majority of estab

lishments in this sector are very 

small undertakings, apart from a 

few larger companies. 

2.4 Travel agencies 

Together with the increase in in

coming and outgoing tourism in 

Europe, the organisational role of 

travel agencies has increased in 

importance. The result has been 

an increase in the number of 

agencies with a better organisa

tional structure and technological 

base. 

The European Union has at least 

30 442 travel agencies. The 

figure is qualified by "at least" 

because in some countries  such 

as the United Kingdom, Ireland, 

Denmark, Germany and France 

the data is not uptodate. The 

EFTA countries have 3 587 

travel agencies. Among the 

34 000 or so travel agencies op

erating in the 17 countries con

sidered, the most common type is 

the small independent agency in

volved mainly in the retailing of 

travel services. There is also a 

limited number of larger compa

nies  operating mainly in the 

northern Member States of the 

Community  involved in arrang

ing tour and holiday packages. 

These are the tour operators who 

offer their services directly to the 

public or via the small retail 

agencies. The major companies 

are now tending to expand both 

vertically and horizontally in the 

provision of tourismrelated 

services, with investment in air

lines, hotels and transport serv

ices. 

The distribution of travel agen

cies is heavily biased towards the 

United Kingdom (6 937) and 

Germany (6 271), where there is 

a heavy demand for outgoing 

travel. These two countries are 

followed by Italy, with 5 163 

agencies in 1991, which at the 

end of the 1980s became an im

portant country for outgoing 

tourismrelated services. This led 

to a boom in the number of 

agencies offering such services. 

Greece also has a large number 

of very small agencies (more than 

3 000), although they deal mainly 

with incoming tourism. Greece, 

in fact, has the highest number of 

agencies in relation to popula

tion, with 30 per 100 000 inhabi

tants, followed by 17 in Luxem

bourg, nearly 16 in the Nether

lands, more than 12 in the United 

Kingdom and 10 in Germany. 

2.5 Other tourism related 

activities 

The tourism sector is not limited 

to the activities so far described. 

There are many others which 

ought to be mentioned, the chief 

examples being selfdrive car 

hire, ports and marinas, spas and 

ski resorts. There are also muse

ums and cultural attractions, 

conference centres, tourist infor

mation offices, and so on. Unfor

tunately, a lack of statistical in

formation in these areas means 

that a standard picture of the 

situation in the 17 countries can 

not be drawn. 

RELATIVE INTENSITY OF TOURISTIC SUPPLY 

Number of travel agenc ies 
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Estimations: Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Greece, France, Ireland, Austria, 
Finland, Norway, Switzerland 

Source: Eurostat, calculations 
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TOURISM IN EUROPE - DEMAND 

1. Introduction 

This chapter deals with the holi
day patterns of the population of 
the European Union in terms of 
holiday participation, the number 
of holidays taken and global 
destination flows. In addition the 
development of various core as
pects of holiday behaviour like 
the use of accommodation, 
means of transport, seasonality 
and expenditure are presented. 
The main focus is on holidays 
lasting four nights and more (4+ 
holidays). 
hi most of the EU-countries sur
veys are carried out collecting 
data in respondents' homes. 
Holiday surveys are related to 
domestic and outbound tourism 
generated by the population of 
the respective country. Compa
rability between surveys leaves, 
however, much to be desired, 
concerning e.g. differences in the 
sample population and available 
time series. 

Due to the lack of available data, 
chapter 2 does not present de
tailed information on the EFTA 
countries. In chapter 3 attention 
concentrates on inbound tourism 
for the EU-EFTA region using 
existing information on nights 
spent by non-residents in regis
tered accommodation. Inbound 
tourism concerns the inflow of 
visitors to a certain country 
originating from other EU-EFTA 
countries or outside the EU-
EFTA region. 
Accommodation statistics pro
vide a more precise picture than 
holiday surveys of tourism devel
opment in certain regions below 
the national level. 
Moreover, most private accom
modation used by tourists is not 
taken into consideration, thus 
underestimating the real volume 
and impact of tourism. 

The last chapter will summarise 
some of the main factors having 
an impact on tourist flows in the 
near future. 

HOLIDAY PARTICIPATION IN EU COUNTRIES 
(last available year; 4 + overnight stays) ï 

Source: National holiday surveys 

Holiday patterns of 
the EU population 

2.1 The global picture 

The total number of 4+ holidays 
yearly undertaken by EU resi
dents is estimated between 250-
300 million in 1991/1992. Holi
day participation, defined as the 
proportion of the population that 
takes at least one vacation of at 
least 4 overnight stays on a 
yearly base, amounts to 55 to 
60%. 

There are marked differences 
between holiday participation, 
the volume of holidays and the 
ratio between domestic and out
bound holiday trips. 

In France and the northern EU 
couivtries holiday participation is 
above 60%, while levels for the 
Mediterranean countries are 
significantly lower. 

Only in the Netherlands and 
France is the number of holidays 
per capita on an annual basis 
higher than 1; the lowest scores 
are found in Portugal (0.3) and 
Greece (0.45). The remaining 
EU countries rank between 0.8 
and 1. 

More pronounced are the differ
ences comparing the number of 
holidays abroad per capita, with 
relative low ratios for the UK 
(0.38) and Ireland (0.48) in the 
Northern part of the EU, France 
on the level of 0.21 and the 
Mediterranean countries far be
low the EU average. 
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FINAL CONSUMPTION, TOTAL NUMBER OF HOLIDAYS 

AND HOLIDAYS ABROAD PER CAPITA, 1991 

COUNTRY 

Nor thern EU : 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Ireland 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 

France 

Southern EU : 
Greece 
Spain 
Italy 
Portugal 

T O T A L EU 

Final 
consumption 1) 

106 
119 
124 
55 
119 
97 
99 

114 

43 
71 
103 
25 

100 

Total number 
of holidays 2) 

0.83 
0.90 
0.94 
0.85 

1.16 
0.97 

1.11 

0.45 
0.85 
0.96 
0.30 

0.94 

Number of 
holidays abroad 

0.56 
0.65 
0.68 
0.48 

0.67 
0.38 

0.21 

0.03 
0.12 
0.17 
0.03 

0.34 

1) Total EU=100, 1989 
2) Including holiday participation and holiday frequency on an annual base 

Source: Eurostat, estimations 

The latter figures are particularly 
influenced by the level and distri
bution of national income. 

Generally speaking, there is a link 
between the number of holidays 
abroad per capita and final con
sumption per capita. The position 
of Ireland with a relative high 
score on outbound tourism and 
the UK with a relative low score 
is somewhat surprising. 
The low per capita figure on 
holidays abroad for France, being 
the most extensive and diversi
fied holiday destination in 
Europe, is understandable. 

The low score for Italy (in rela
tion to final consumption) can be 
explained by the unequal dis
tribution of income reflecting the 
difference in economic per
formance between the Northern 
and Southern parts, and the fact 
that Italy itself is offering a wide 
scope of attractive holiday desti
nations. 

The amount of domestic tourism 
exceeds outbound tourism con
siderably. About 2/3 of all holi
days generated by the EU popu
lation can be classified as 
"domestic tourism"; 22% is in
ternational tourism within the EU 
region and 13% of all holidays 
are spent in destinations outside 
the EU. 

As far as cross-national tourism 
among EU countries is con
cerned, north-south flows have 
dominated since the start of mass 
tourism in Europe. 

About 70% of tourism with its 
origin and destination within the 
EU can be classified as "north-
south", i.e. directed to holiday 
destinations in France and the 
mediterranean countries. 

2.2 Main generating 
countries 

In the following we present some 
core aspects of "holiday making" 
for the period 1985-1991/1992 
(depending on the availability of 
data for recent years). It should 
be noted, that Germany and the 
United Kingdom, together gen
erate 50% of all outbound tour
ism in the EU. 

Germany 

Holiday participation of the for
mer west-German population in
creased from 57% to 66% in the 
period 1985-1991. The number 
of holidays augmented from 36 
to 46 million, indicating a grow
ing holiday-frequency1). 

In 1992, a stabilisation in the 
volume generated by the German 
population was noted. 
Almost 70% of holidays taken by 
the west-German population are 
oriented towards destinations 
outside Germany; this number re
mained stable in the period 1987-
19912). 

The main destinations are Spain, 
Italy and Austria, accounting for 
more than 50% of outbound 
tourism. Austria is loosing its 
grip on the German market, il
lustrated by a diminishing number 
of nights spent there and a de
creasing market shares. 

1) Taking into account the former east-Germany, 
58 million of 4 + holidays are registered in 
1992 for the country as a whole 

2) The proportion of holidays abroad including 
east-Germany counts for 66% of all holidays 
in 1992. 
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A strong growth (nearly 200%) 
in the number of holidays outside 
Europe can also be noticed, with 
market share rising from 7% 
(1985) to 13% (1990). 

The private car is still the most 
intensively used mode of trans
port, decreasing slightly from a 
share of 60% in 1985 to 56% in 
1991. The use of air transport 
strongly increased from 16% in 
1980 to 27% in 1991, also linked 
to the fact that more German 
holidaymakers went for destina
tions outside of Europe. The use 
of touring buses remained rela
tively stable while transport by 
train is still loosing market 
shares. 

The hotel is the main type of ac
commodation used by holiday-
makers with its share increasing 
from 26% of all trips to 32% in 
1991. Rented holiday dwelling 
picked slightly up (from 14% to 
15%) ; the use of low budget 
accommodation (e.g. private 
rooms, boarding houses) is slowing 
down. 

A growing number of vacationers 
take their main holiday outside 
the traditional period of 
July/August; 55% of all holidays 
were concentrated in these two 
months in 1986, decreasing to 
51% in 1991. 

Expenditure per person/per day 
rose from 71 DM in 1985 to 86 
DM in 1991, an increase of 21%. 
In 1991 about one third of all ex
penditure on travelling abroad by 
EU residents came from German 
residents; in the period 1985-
1991 expendi ture on international 
travel increased by 47%. 

mmmmmmmmmmmms 
United Kingdom 

The participation of UK residents 
(60%) has in recent years been 
quite stable. The total number of 
holidays rose in the period 1985-
1990 by 8% (49 million in 1985, 
53 million in 1990). 

In the same period the portion on 
holidays abroad developed from 
32% (1985) to 38% (1990), re
sulting in a growth rate of 28%. 
In 1988 approximately 30% of 
holidays abroad were directed to 
Spain, for decades the most im
portant destination abroad for 
british holidaymakers. This share 
dropped substantially to 23% in 
1990. Outbound tourism to 
France, Italy and Greece, impor
tant destinations for UK-resi
dents, has also slowed down. 

In line with the increase of long-
haul destinations, the use of air
transport in outbound tourism 
developed from 70% in 1985 to 
77% in 1989. 

The type of accommodation used 
during the holiday period is 
changing; more British used 
rented accommodation during 
holidays abroad in 1989 than in 
1985. The share of rented ac
commodation increased from 
13% to 22%. At the same time 
the proportion of hotel use de
creased from 60% to 50%. Sea
sonality remains an important is
sue in European holiday taking. 
Concentration in July/August has 
weakend with regard to domestic 
tourism but remains unchanged 
for outbound tourism. 

Expenditure per person/holiday 
increased by 26% (1985: 381£; 

1989: 480£). In terms of the bal
ance of payments, British travel
lers spent in 1991 about 55% 
more on international travel than 
in 1986. 

3. Inbound tourism for 
the EU/EFTA-region 

[|::;::;S::;::|:;::|||:|::;:|:;:g^ : ' Si|::|fS:
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3.1 Introduction 

The preceding paragraph focused 
on holidays taken by the EU 
population in terms of domestic 
and outbound tourism. 
Attention is now focused on the 
development of international 
tourism in the EU/EFTA, gener
ated from inside and outside 
EU/EFTA countries in the period 
1986-1991/1992. 
In this overview the registration 
of overnight stays in types of ac
commodation available in most 
countries is used. 
Before presenting these results, 
two preliminary remarks are es
sential: 

a. Overnight stays include shorter 
and longer holidays as well as 
business trips (in line with the 
broader concept of tourism 
demand, internationally agreed 
upon). 

b. Not all types of accommodation 
occur in the registration; this 
counts particularly for private 
accommodation. For that 
reason, the volume of interna
tional tourism may be consider
ably larger than that derived 
from registered overnight stays.-
Furthermore registration regu
lations vary widely from coun
try to country. 

m 
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3.2 The global picture 

The total number of observed 

overnightstays from interna

tional tourism within the EU 

amounts to approximately 850 

million in 1991. From the ratio 

between overnightstays by resi

dents and nonresidents the total 

number of overnightstays can be 

estimated to be about 2 billion. 

Assuming that only 60% of all 

nights are officially registered (a 

large number of nights in private 

accommodation for example are 

not counted) a more realistic 

number of 3.3 billion nights may 

be estimated. 

This is still a minimum estimation 

since it can be assumed, that the 

real number of nights exceeds 

official figures even for those 

types of accommodation, which 

form part of the statistical as

sessment. 

In developing this presentation 

distinction is made within the EU 

between the "Northern countries" 

as a main generating zone for 

tourism, France as an "inter

mediate zone" and the "southern 

countries" functioning to a large 

extent as a receiving area for 

tourism. 

Overnightstays of nonresidents 

increased in EU countries during 

the period 19861991 by 8.5%. 

Growth rates for the Northern 

EU countries and France are ap

proximately 16%, 12% respec

tively; the southern EU countries 

showed a decrease of 4%. 

DEVELOPMENT OF NIGHTS SPENT BY NONRESIDENTS 

IN EU REGIONS (Mio), 19861991 

COUNTRY 

Northern part 

France 

Southern part 

T O T A L 

1986 

224 

332 

233 

789 

1991 

260 

372 

224 

856 

variation 

in % 

16 

12 

4 

8.5 

Source: Eurostat 

NIGHTS (Mio) SPENT BY NONRESIDENTS 
IN THE EFTACOUNTRIES 1 9 8 6 / 1 9 9 1 1 
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Source: Eurostat, National Statistical Offices 

The overall market share of Por

tugal, Spain, Italy and Greece fell 

from 30 to 26%, in favour of the 

rest of the EU. 

From 1986 until 1991, tourism 

increased in all member countries 

with the exception of Spain, 

which showed a sharp decline in 

inbound tourism (14%) and Italy 

(1%). Growth percentages differ 

strongly for individual countries. 

A stagnation in inbound tourism 

can be noticed in the early nine

ties in most of the EU countries, 

expressed by falling growth fig

ures and/or a decline in number 

of nights spent. 

Taking 1990 to 1991, in most 

EU countries inbound tourism 

from longhaul areas outside 

EU/EFTA decreased. Decline is 

strongly noticed in the UK, hav

ing the biggest market share 

among visitors originating from 

countries outside EU/EFTA. 

With the exception of Sweden, 

inbound tourism for the EFTA

countries increased during the 

period 19861991. The EFTA

region depends largely on visitors 

from EUcountries. 

Germany is the most important 

generating country for the 

EFTAregion, representing ap

proximately 55% of the total 

amount of inbound tourism. 

54 
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Southern countries of 

the EU 

3.3 

The number of nights spent by 

nonresidents in the 4 southern 

countries fell during 1986 to 

1991 by 4%. Spain experienced a 

serious dropback of 13%; the 

decline in Italy was limited to less 

than 1%. The marketshare of 

Portugal, however, improved 

considerably due to a 30% 

growthrate in the number of 

nights spent by nonresidents. 

Greece noticed a modest increase 

of 3%. 

Within the southern countries 

Spain's marketshare was re

duced from 40% in 1986 to 35% 

in 1991. Portugal's marketshare 

picked up by an additional 2,6%; 

Italy and Greece added 1% each 

to their former shares. 

The Northern part of the EU 

generates about 75% of visitors 

to the southern countries, mostly 

originating in the United 

Kingdom and Germany, to some 

extend also in France. 

A dramatic decline can be ob

served in the number of british 

OVERNIGHT STAYS OF NONRESIDENT GUESTS 

IN ALL ACCOMMODATION IN FRANCE (Mio); 1986 /1991 I 
120 

100 

io 

Belgium Germany Italy Netherlands United Other Countries 

Kingd. countries in outside EU 

EU 

Source: Eurostat 

NIGHTS (Mio) SPENT BY NONRESIDENTS 

IN SOUTHERN EU COUNTRIES 1986/19911 

r/1 
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80 

■a «> 
c 

W H 

o 40

a 
3 
a 

20

Δ 

G TOTAL 1991 

PORTUGAL SPAIN ITALY GREECE 

visitors, as the following figures 

show: Spain (43%), Greece 

(30%), Italy (19%) and Portu

gal (4%). Increasing visits from 

Germany compensated to some 

degree the decline in british 

visitors, namely to: Spain 

(+10%), Portugal (+57%) and 

Greece (+40%). Nights spent by 

German visitors to Italy de

creased by 6%. 

EFTAcountries contributed with 

10% to all nights spent by non

residents in Mediterranean 

countries. The number of nights 

decreased in Spain (33%), Italy 

(9%) and Greece (7%); on the 

contrary Portugal observed a 

72% increase. 

3.4 France 

France registered the highest 

number of nonresident nights 

inside the EU (approx. 44% in 

1991), showing a growth rate of 

12% from 1986 to 1991. In 

bound tourism in France relies 

strongly on visitors from other 

EUcountries namely from: Ger

many, the United Kingdom, the 

Netherlands, Belgium and Italy. 

Those five countries generate 

above 90% of all nights spent by 

nonresidents. 

¡a 
3.5 Northern zone of the 

EU 

Inbound tourism in the northern 

countries increased by 36 million 

nights (16%) during the reference 

period; the UK received almost 

2/3 of the additional nights, 

showing a growth rate of 14%. 

Source: Eurostat 
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Unlike in the other countries, sta
tistics on inbound visitors are 
based on the International Pas
senger Survey and cover all types 
of accommodation, including 
stays with friends and relatives. 

Growth rates for inbound tour
ism are relatively high for Ireland 
(+79%) and the Netherlands 
(+36%). 

Summing up, of all the nights 
spent by non-residents almost 
50% are generated (in 1991) by 
EU-visitors, 10% by visitors 
from the EFTA-countries and 
about 40% by visitors from 
countries outside the EU/EFTA 
region. The latter are mainly con
centrated on the United Kingdom. 
Analysing inbound tourism in the 
five larger northern countries of 
the EU, it can be seen that espe
cially Germany, but also the UK 
seem to be the major places of 
origin. 

Only in the UK do visitors from 
countries outside EU/EFTA 
represent the largest part of in
coming tourists, while in the 
Netherlands, Germany, Belgium 
and Denmark non-EU/EFTA 
countries are not within the three 
top ranking places of origin. 

3.6 EFTA Countries 

Austria and Switzerland have a 
long tradition as resorts for 
summer and winter holidays. The 
importance of tourism for the 
economy of both countries is 
testified by the contribution of 
tourism to employment and the 
net account of the tourism bal
ance of payments. 

About 90% of all inbound tour
ism for the EFTA-countries is 
registered in Austria and Switzer
land. 

Austria 

The number of nights spent by 
non-resident visitors grew from 
1986 to 1991 by 17%. German 
visitors represent the most im
portant segment, with a stable 
market share of 64% of all non
residents. The Netherlands rank 
second place, but their relative 
position (9% in 1991) became 
slightly less important in the pe
riod 1986-1991. The third place 

is held by the UK, which also 
showed a falling market share in 
the recent period (4% in 1991). 

Ά 

Switzerland 

Regarding inbound tourism, 
Switzerland, it seems has reached 
a saturation point. Nights of non
residents only increased 6% 
comparing the years 1991 and 
1986. Again Germany generates 
most of the nights spent in all 
types of accommodation (market 
share 1986: 42%; 1991: 44%). 
The Netherlands rank second 
place keeping a stable market 
share of 9%. Other important 

EFTA COUNTRIES : NIGHTS SPENT IN ALL TYPES 
OF ACCOMMODATION BY VISITORS FROM 

EU, EFTA AND OTHER COUNTRIES, 1986-1991 (1986 = 100) 

COUNTRY 

Austria 
Finland 
Iceland 
Liechtenstein 
Norway 
Sweden 
Switzerland 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(D 

EU 

116 
140 
152 

* 
55 
104 

EFTA 

139 
98 
191 

* 
97 
106 

non EU/EFTA 

116 
94 
39 

* 
100 
114 

Total 

117 
110 
123 
94 
118 
79 
106 

D 
2) 
3) 
Source: 

nights in hotels 
frontiers arrivals 
reference years 1986-1992 

Eurostat, National Statistical Offices 

NIGHTS (Mio) SPENT BY NON-RESIDENTS 
IN NORTHERN EU COUNTRIES 1 9 8 6 / 1 9 9 1 

LUXEMBOURG NETHERLANDS UNfTED IQNCD.' 

* Estimates of total number of nights spent in all forms of accommodation based on International Passenger 
Survey; including stays with friends and relatives 

Source: Eurostat 
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countries of origin are: Bel
gium/Luxembourg, France, Italy 
and the UK (market share to
gether 25%, remaining stable 
from 1986 to 1991). 

3.7 Summarising tables on 
EU/EFTA inbound 
tourism 

A summary regarding the devel
opment of all origin-destination 
relations for the EU/EFTA re
gion 1986/1991 is presented in 
the annex of this chapter. 

4. The near future 

Leisure behaviour, including the 
holiday-segment, is influenced 
greatly by changes in the macro-
environment like the economic 
situation or political events but 
also by changing consumer pref
erences and marketing activities 
of entrepreneurs. 

Concerning EU/EFTA region as 
a touristic market, some main 
factors will have a significant im
pact on tourist flows in the near 
future. 

4.1 Macro economy 

As noticed before, the develop
ment of tourist regions within the 
EU depends highly on generating 
capability in the EU itself. A 
major factor will be the high rate 
of unemployment in the Union. 
Moreover, monthly surveys of 
the European Commission show, 
that consumer confidence is still 

INBOUND TOURISM IN THE NORTHERN PART OF EU; 
variation in % for the three main countries of origin 

(overnight stays 1986/1991) 

Belgium 

Netherlands 
Germany 
United Kingdom 
France 

D 
2) 
3) 
4) 

32% 
36% 
8% 

24% 

Denmark 

Germany 
Sweden/Norway 
Netherlands 

D 
2) 
3) 

19% 
37% 
5% 

Germany 

Netherlands 
USA 
United Kingdom 

D 
2) 
3) 

Netherlands 

Germany 
United Kingdom 
Belgium 

D 
2) 
3) 

28% 
82% 
25% 

United Kingdom 

Countries outside EC/EFT A 
Germany 
France 

D 
2) 
3) 

9% 
39% 
22% 

Source: Eurostat, estimations 

EU COUNTRIES : NIGHTS SPENT IN ALL TYPES OF 
ACCOMMODATION BY VISITORS FROM EU, EFTA 
AND OTHER COUNTRIES, 1986-1991 (1986 = 100) 

Northern part EU region 
Belgium 

Denmark 
Germany 

Ireland 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 

United Kingdom 1) 

France 

Southern part EU region 
Greece 
Spain 
Italy 

Portugal 

EU 

129 
118 
122 

122 
142 
124 

114 

106 
86 
93 
135 

EFTA 

132 
137 
127 

115 
122 
105 

93 
67 
91 
172 

non 
EU/EFTA 

94 
107 
113 

107 
113 
109 

107 (2) 

93 
148 
105 

Total 

123 
123 
120 
179 
125 
136 
114 

112 

104 
86 
99 
132 

1) Hotels and similar establishments 
2) non EU 

Source: Eurostat, estimations 
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falling. Main reasons for this in
clude the expected financial 
situation of households and rising 
unemployment. 

The UK and Germany are the 
main tourist generating countries 
in the EU. Recent recovery in 
UK gives grounds for a more 
positive picture of consumer 
confidence. On the contrary 
consumer confidence in Germany 
tends to be on a downswing. 

The fact that inflation has been 
falling below 4% in Europe can 
be considered as positive regard
ing price-indices for tourist serv
ices. 

Devaluations of Italian, Irish, 
British, Spanish and Portuguese 
currencies have encouraged in
bound tourism to those countries. 
It seems that positive spin-offs 
are already there regarding in
bound tourism for Spain, reflect
ing the fact that devaluations of 
the peseta lowered its value by 
20% against other European 
currencies within 8 months 
(1992, 1993). 

The recession at the beginning of 
the eighties showed only a lim
ited decrease in the volume of 
tourism, due to the fact that con
sumers have many possibilities in 
substituting rather expensive 
products. Tourism as such is in
creasingly becoming one of the 
primary goods within the frame
work of total consumption. 

One possible consequence is that 
an accelerating economic reces
sion could be an advantage for 
the growth of domestic tourism 

at the cost of outbound tourism. 
As a matter of fact, lately fewer 
Italian and Spanish residents have 
been leaving the country, while at 
the same time, domestic destina
tions have received more resident 
visitors. 

4.2 Transport 

Clearly the number of holidays to 
destinations outside Europe is 
growing at a faster rate then the 
number of holidays taken witriin 
Europe. Destinations in North 
America and South East Asia are 
more competitive since tariffs for 
air transport became less ex
pensive. 

It can be expected that over ca
pacity in air transport will con
tinue to stimulate the outflow of 
tourism from Europe in the near 
future. Air companies do not ex
pect a considerable drop in prices 
on European routes. 

Improved links to the European 
road network could help Portu
gal to increase its market share, 
while in the case of Greece an in
crease in charter air-traffic and 
further increases in airport ca
pacity are major factors in the 
further expansion of the holiday 
industry. 

The opening of the Channel Tun
nel will offer new options for 
british holiday-makers for leaving 
the country by car. At present 
some 70% of the British resi
dents fly to their holiday desti
nation. 

In the meantime ferry companies 
are in the process to introduce 
new time-saving ferryboats. 

4.3 Consumer behaviour 

Taking the level of holiday par 
ticipation regarding "4+" over 
night trips most of the northen 
countries in Europe approacl 
saturation. The market for inter 
national short breaks in the El 
seems to further increase, wit! 
specific potential for city-visits 
In the southern part of the Com 
munity, Italy and Spain have beei 
a generating market for tourisn 
to other european countries 
However, the economic situatioi 
in those countries will limit thi 
volume of outbound tourism ii 
favour of domestic holidays. 

The mobility of holiday makers ii 
terms of changing destinations 
seasonality and more active be 
haviour is increasing. Presen 
trends indicate that holiday 
makers preferences are shifting 
away from traditional product: 
offered by sun resorts to mor< 
"cultural" activities ("cultural" t< 
be understood in a broad sense). 

Increasing experience of taking 
holidays by a growing portion o 
the EU population will promot« 
more extensive decision makinj 
by the consumer. The ratio qual 
ity/prices of tourist services i 
more and more taken into ac 
count. 

Traditional holiday areas like th< 
Mediterranean, providing sun anc 
beaches as their main selling 
features, will experience stronge 
competition from comparabh 
areas and from destinations offer 
ing a more diverse tourism sup 
ply. 
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4.4 Competition 

It must be recognised that the 
growth of international tourism 
within the Union has been slow
ing down since 1990. Whereas 
more european tourists partici
pate in intercontinental travel 
conversely tourism originating 
from long-haul areas to Europe 
has decreased. Regarding the EU 
home market, tourism to Spain 
and Italy decreased; a relatively 
small increase could be noted for 
Greece. Important EU markets 
for France, like the UK and the 
Netherlands, showed recently a 
negative development. 
The slow down in the rate of in
bound tourism to the EU region 
as described, together with the 
strong expansion of tourism 
supply in the eighties, is putting 
pressure on the profitability of 
the tourist industry. This is one 
of the major reasons for the 
growth of competition in the 
European industry. The interac
tion between demand and supply 
can e.g. result in lower prices for 
travel packages and accommo
dation. Discounts for Europe's 
best hotels were offered in the 
summer season of 1993, with 
rates sometimes being cut by up 
to 50%. 
Travel agencies are facing a trend 
towards last minute bookings; 
consumers become aware of ex
isting over capacities and try to 
buy at bottom prices. 

We already mentioned the dec
line in air tariffs caused by a 
strong increase in carrier capacity 
between 1982-1990 and low oc
cupancy rates. 

To summarise, it can be ex
pected, that competition between 
destinations inside and outside 
EU/EFTA will continue. A fur
ther increase in tourism demand 
may lead to faster product de
velopment substituting traditional 
"holiday-products" by services 
for specific target groups. 

4.5 Expected shifts in 
origin-destination flows 

In- and outflow patterns 

Tourist inflow by residents of 
eastern Europe and more speci-
ficly the former east-Germany di
rected to traditional destinations 
for mass tourism in Spain, Italy 
and Austria will continue. Never
theless the economic take-off, 
which will be a condition before 
tourist flows from the east turn 
into mass tourism, will take some 
years. Decreasing air fares will 
stimulate outbound tourism from 
the EU to long-haul destinations. 
Tourism to Turkey will suffer 
due to the image of unsafety 
caused by acts of terrorism. 
Spain, Italy and Greece will 
benefit from this situation, as 
they will take over a part of the 
ex-Yugoslavia market. 
Tourism from EU/EFTA coun
tries will have a strong economic 
impact on Eastern Europe in 
countries like Poland, the Czech 
Republic, Slovakia and Hungary. 

The northern zone 

With the exception of Ireland, the 
northern countries of the Com
munity are marked by relative 

high and rising standards of liv
ing, resulting in an ongoing in
crease in the tourism volume. 
The total volume of tourism 
(domestic and inbound) from 
these countries may reach a 
saturation point. Economic un
certainty may interrupt the 
growing share of outbound tour
ism compared to domestic tour
ism in the near future. Interna
tional tourist flows within the 
northern zone increased in the 
period 1986-1991 for almost all 
origin-destination flows. 
A growth in the popularity of city 
breaks and other short holidays, 
which are strongly promoted by 
the travel industry, can be ex
pected. 
Most holidays are taken during 
the summer with France and the 
Mediterranean being the main 
destinations. According to recent 
trends, market shares for Greece 
and Portugal should accelerate at 
the expense of Italy and Spain. 
Overcrowding in the peak sea
son, with a shortage of supply 
and relative high prices, will be
come a more important factor in 
decision-making by tourists, who 
will have to calculate under 
budget constraints and will try to 
switch to low season periods or 
less expensive destinations. 

The southern zone 

It is evident that southern Com
munity countries produced in 
recent years have high growth 
rates, in terms of international 
tourism inside the EU. Italy and 
Spain, in particular, became 
promising new markets for holi
day destinations in the northern 
part of Europe. 
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A N N E X 

Nights spent by nonresidents in all types of accommodation in EU countries generated 

by EU, EFTA and other countries 

% variation 1986  1991 

countries of destination—> 

countries of origin! 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Nether lands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

Total EU 

Total EFTA 

Total countries outside 

EU/EFTA 

Total general 

BL 

Φ 

60 

36 

26 

34 

24 

39 

48 

8 

32 

134 

8 

29 

32 

Α β 

2 3 

DK 

(*) 
• 

19 

(*) 

(*) 

15 

(*) 

86 

(*) 

5 

(*) 

t l 

18 

37 

7 

2 3 

DE 

36 

4 

• 

34 

61 

24 

60 

57 

42 

13 

77 

16 
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m 
ι. Some Preliminaries 

In the last decades tourism has 
become a pervasive phenomenon 
affecting almost all parts of the 
world, despite sometimes unfa
vourable economic and political 
circumstances. Europe has al
ways represented a focal area, as 
a destination as well as an origin 
of touristic flows. An important 
step towards integration and lib
eralisation, like the creation of 
the European Economic Area 
(EEA), may give rise to some re
consideration of the overall 
situation of tourism in Europe, its 
importance in macro-economic 
terms and its trends in the imme
diate past, which are likely to 
continue. 

Legitimately, its has often been 
maintained that tourism is a 
complex, "multifaceted" topic, 
not easily defined by some clear-
cut one-dimensional criteria nor 
easily grasped by statistical tools, 
like the common surveys on 
overnight stays etc. Indeed, 
tourism is dependent on and in
terwoven with national, cultural 
and social environments. 

It thus requires an open approach 
of statistical evaluation, address
ing the immediate tourist flows 
and related economic precondi
tions and consequences as well as 
the broader framework in which 
it is embedded. A more compre
hensive even "qualitative" ap
proach is needed to understand 
Tourisms' dynamics, its motiva
tions, its economic bases and its 
consequences on societies. 

Within such an attempt of com
prehensive description the macro 
economic discussion can con
tribute only a partial view, to be 
complemented by thorough addi
tional investigation. However, 
the first purpose is simply to 
create an overall reference 
framework in order to appreciate 
the topic in the usual terms of 
basic analysis. At the same time 
there are undoubted interlinks, 
and interactions between the 
levels of standard of living 
achieved on the one hand and 
tourism on the other hand. In
creasing purchasing power is a 
main precondition of touristic 
activity of the population. Simi
larly, tourism is often used as a 
means of promoting the earning 
capacity of the population, and 
consequently economic develop
ment as a whole. All this is per
fectly true in the European con
text. Therefore, in European 
macro-economics a good deal of 
this story is reflected. 

Accordingly, a macro-economic 
discussion is attempted in the 
customary terms of GDP (Gross 
Domestic Product) and private 
consumption, related population 
figures, and in particular in the 
tourism balance of payments 
(BOP). Starting with elementary 
steps, interesting tourism related 
patterns can be observed, even 
without immediate reference to 
tourism as such. 

A strong focus is still based on 
the international flows of tour
ism, although just recently the 
importance of the residents' 
tourism in the home country has 
received major attention, and 

even the segment of excursions 
or day visits has been pointed out 
as no longer negligible1). There
fore, if these segments are not 
equally represented in the statis
tical evaluations, this seems to 
point to deficiencies in the tradi
tional reporting systems rather 
than to continued insufficient 
awareness of these substantial 
components of tourism as a 
whole. 

A fact simply resulting from the 
size of the countries may also be 
noted in this context, i.e. the im
portance of outgoing tourism 
automatically reduces in pro
portion to the increasing size of a 
country. A macro-economic dis
cussion also benefits from the 
inclusion of related indicators like 
quantities of tourism demand 
represented in flows of people 
travelling, or staying overnights 
etc. as well as certain macro-key 
indicators related to capacities 
and use of facilities. 

For statistical reasons (a lack of 
integrated reporting in the past) 
the EEA-wide information base 
varies as regards completeness 
and comparability. For this rea
son, a some-what impressionistic 
rather than a fully and equally ar
ticulated description is often the 
result. 

Cross section as well as analysis 
over time has been used, with a 
time span of about ten years 
thought to be appropriate. Fo
cusing on Europe, the relative 
situation world-wide and/or the 

!) cf. the Resolutions of the WTO's 
Ottowa-Conference on Tourism 
Statistics, 1991. 
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importance of nonEEA coun

tries is addressed only occasion

ally, i.e. when nonEuropean in

going or European outgoing 

tourism is examined. 

i^MMy'ym 

2. The Economies as a 
Whole 

In the EEA2) a number of widely 

differing countries are assembled, 

many of considerable size as re

gards territory, population and 

economic potential, others rather 

(and sometimes extremely) small. 

Substantial variation is also found 

as regards the level of economic 

development. Macro patterns of 

this kind are first outlined in 

terms of population and the fa

miliar national accounts main 

aggregates. 

The four largest countries in the 

EEA alone account for more than 

60 % of the whole population, 

when Spain is included they ac

count for more than 70 %. This 

group is clearly distinguished 

from the other smaller countries, 

the largest country of them (NL) 

only about one quarter of one of 

the larger countries (14.9 %). In 

particular all EFTA countries in 

the EEA fall within the group of 

smallsized countries. The over

all situation is reflecting a basic 

predominant structure, which is 

largely maintained in terms of 

2) In the present discussion for its 
outstanding touristic importance 
Switzerland has been taken into 
account like any of the countries 
applicant for the EEA. The 
smallest units, i.e. Iceland and 
Liechtenstein, have been omit
ted, mainly for data reasons. 

Gross Domestic Product, too. 

However, when ranked by size, a 

certain variation results within 

comparison made based on either 

population or GDP: obviously, 

this variation is due to different 

the two sets, according to th< î per capita out] )ut levels achieved. 

BASIC AGGREGATES, 1991 

COUNTRY 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Germany** 

Greece 

Spain 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

United Kingdom 

TOTAL EU 

Austria 

Finland 

Norway 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

TOTAL EFTA 

TOTAL EU/EFTA 

Population 

(Mio) 

10 

5.1 

63.2 

10.1 

39 

56.4 

3.5 

57.7 

0.4 

14.9 

9.4 

57.4 

327.1 

7.7 

5 

4.2 

8.5 

6.7 

32.1 

359.2 

GDP 

at current prices 

(Mrd ecu) 

151.5 

101.8 

1 178.2 

52.5 

387.6 

938.9 

33.9 

861.8 

7.1 

223.3 

47 

768.5 

4.752.1 

123.9 

108.2 

83.3 

179.5 

177.5 

672.5 

5 424.6 

PHFCE* 

at current prices 

(Mrd ecu) 

93.8 

54 

705.4 

37.6 

241.7 

565.7 

18.5 

531 

3.9 

129.3 

29.6 

486.9 

2 897.4 

68.7 

56.5 

42 

93 

101.3 

361.5 

3 258.9 

* Private Household Final Consumption Expenditure 

** ex  West Germany 

Source: Eurostat, OECD 
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Accordingly, on a GDP basis, 
among the larger countries 
France and Germany appear to 
be in the best position; among the 
smaller EU countries this applies 
to Belgium and Denmark, and 
within EFTA to Switzerland. 

Differences are much more pro
nounced when the comparison is 
based on a standardised measure, 
like per capita output (inhabi
tants). In this case, Denmark and 
Luxembourg improve sub
stantially, Belgium more moder
ately. Of the EFTA countries 
Switzerland, Finland and Norway 
improve. In an overall list, per 
capita output achieved in the 
EFTA countries would give most 
of them top places; even Austria 
would rank above average. The 
whole EFTA Group accounts for 
about 10 % of the EU in terms of 
population, but 13.5% in terms 
of GDP. 

With a view to tourism it may 
not seem sufficient to provide a 
uniform evaluation based on ecu 
but the differences of purchasing 
power should be taken into ac
count (purchasing power stan
dards: PPS). The result is first 
noteworthy because of a sub
stantial narrowing of the width of 
variance, as compared with the 
previous presentation (EU: factor 
3.9 vs. 2.6; EFTA: 1.6 to 1.3). 
This effect is common in 
conversions on the basis of pur
chasing power parities (PPP), 
reflecting more favourable pur
chasing parities on the home 
market. Apart from this, it seems 
noteworthy also that only a few 
changes occur, in that Luxem
bourg takes the lead, and France 

PRIVATE HOUSEHOLD FINAL CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE 
PER CAPITA (IN 1000 PURCHASING POWER PARITIES [PPS]),1991 i 
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Source: Eurostat, OECD, calculations 

improves slightly, but most ranks 

are left unchanged. In the EFTA, 

with the exception of Switzerland 

which maintains the highest stan

dard, all countries are on a simi

lar level. One might argue that 

with a view to tourism an even 

more specific indicator may be 

chosen, like private household 

final consumption expenditure 

(PHFCE, preferably expressed in 

PPS also per capita). The width 

of variation that way further 

reduces (EU: factor 2.1). 

Otherwise, even then, only a few 

changes are recognised, in that 

UK (United Kingdom) and Bel

gium improve whereas Denmark 

looses substantially3^. 

In the EFTA Switzerland keeps 

first place. Similarly to GDP per 

capita, the other EFTAcountries 

represent a largely homogeneous 

3) The case of DK is explained by 

conceptual reasons : this country covers 

relatively large segments in government 

consumption which are elsewhere 

within the scope of PHFCE. 

group in terms of real private 

consumption levels. 

On the whole, a relatively stable 

overall pattern in macro eco

nomic terms may be summarised, 

characterised by a "dual" basic 

structure of a set of large coun

tries on the one hand, and mostly 

small sized countries on the other 

hand. Standardisation allowing 

for more direct accounting of 

economic development brings a 

couple of smaller countries to the 

forefront, thanks to their high 

levels of industrialisation and 

general economic prosperity. 

However, even then relatively 

stable patterns may be summa

rised, irrespective of the kind of 

valuation or economic variable 

referred to. An above average 

group within the EU may be rec

ognised, consisting of Luxem

bourg, Germany,4) France, Den

mark, Belgium, Italy, Nether

4) In the whole exercise Germany is 

shown as within the borders of before 

1990. 
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lands and UK. All EFTA coun
tries are within the above average 
group. 

With a view to tourism a few self 
evident conclusions may tenta
tively be drawn, since the larger 
and/or the more developed 
countries are obviously the pri
mary candidates generating sub
stantial tourist flows, at least in 
absolute terms. On the basis of 
macro-economic s alone no such 
conclusion can be drawn with a 
view to destinations (although a 
probability of the larger countries 
to attract larger flows may be 
suspected). 

Obviously, however, such an 
evaluation does not tell too much 
about the relative position and 
role of tourism in the macro-eco
nomic environment, nor whether 
economies may be characterised 
as "touristical", or as a main des
tination, or as a country of origin. 

3. Touristic characters 

It is, of course, not appropriate 
here to express in detail the well 
known, specific touristic nature 
of the various European coun
tries. However, in macro-eco
nomic terms interesting features 
can be exposed, combining vari
ous macroeconomic statistics 
themselves and/or related indica
tors. Therefore an overall "macro 
typology" of the countries, is at
tempted with a view to their ca
pacity as origins of touristic 
flows as well as their actual role 
as a destination for travellers. For 
this purpose a macro indicator 
like overall guest nights spent is 

useful. It may be further broken 
down as suitable, and related to 
GDP, in order to provide addi
tional insights. 

It turns out that largely the same 
countries which are dominant 
concerning the GDP also domi
nate in terms of overall guest 
nights spent, whether by resi
dents or non-residents. Leading 
is, somewhat surprisingly, the 
UK, followed by Germany, Italy 
and France. In the EFTA only 
Austria reaches a level compara
ble to the larger EU countries, 
followed by Switzerland. Count
ing non-residents only, from the 
larger countries' group (apart 
from the UK) the "classical" 
tourism-countries remain: France, 
Italy and Spain. In the EFTA it is 
again Austria, which is top-
ranking. If the same data is linked 
to the population, tourism 
intensity is calculated (i.e. guest 
nights per inhabitant). 

This produces an outstandingly 
interesting feature. In the EU al
most all countries show inten
sities ranging from 3 1/2 to 4 1/4 
nights, the exceptions being Ire
land, Luxembourg and the UK. 
Out of the EFTA countries, 
Austria is taking a clear lead (16 
tourist nights per capita), fol
lowed by Switzerland. The out
standing tourism capacities of 
Austria are even more salient if 
one refers to non-residents only. 
However, the uniform general 
outcome mentioned before is not 
repeated here, which points to 
the effect of domestic tourism of 
residents tending to level out 
stronger discrepancies between 
countries regarding the number 

of international tourists. Some
what surprisingly, this effect ap
pears to be similar in the smaller 
as well as in the larger countries. 

Taking a more specific approach, 
nights spent in hotels and similar 
accommodation alone may be 
referred to. Apart from the UK 
(figures not completely available) 
more or less similar patterns as 
before turn out in absolute fig
ures, but much less so in terms of 
intensities, and if further broken 
down (at least on the EU part). 
Highly "touristic" countries like 
Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal 
show relatively high proportions 
for hotel guests altogether, but 
vary as far as the origin of the 
guests is concerned (high pro
portion of residents' tourism in 
Italy and Spain). 

In the EFTA the discrepancy 
between countries is less obvi
ous, but still the tourism "super 
powers" Austria and Switzerland 
are dominant over the whole 
EEA. On a somewhat lower 
scale, the earlier pattern is almost 
perfectly repeated when linked to 
non-residents. Altogether, the 
non-residents market is mainly 
shared between Spain, Italy, 
Austria and France in the first 
instance, followed by Germany, 
Switzerland and Portugal. 

Concluding on a "quasi-macro 
level" this comparison immedi
ately shows the "main receivers" 
of touristic flows. In the EU the 
"grand receivers" are largely 
identical with the large econo
mies, whereas intensities more 
specifically point to the classical 
destinations. To this overall 
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TRAVEL ACCOUNT, EXPENDITURE AND RECEIPTS PER CAPITA 
(IN ecu), 1992 

1400 

1200 

1000 

Source: Eurostat, OECD 

pattern EFTA contributes in 
addition two small but touristi-
cally extraordinarily powerful 
destinations (Austria and Swit
zerland), whether considered in 
absolute or in relative figures. 

While "nights spent" in a country 
are the most useful indicator to 
evaluate its character as a desti
nation, its role as an origin of 
tourist flows is no less interest
ing. Indicators of this kind, which 
are non-monetary, are arrivals 
and nights spent by tourists of a 
certain country. As a monetary 
indicator, travel receipts/ex
penditure are recorded in the bal
ance of payments (BOP). Nights 
spent vvithin the country of resi
dence are interesting in parallel. 
Travel expenditure abroad is 
playing the major role in Ger
many, followed by the UK, Italy 
and France. A next group is 
formed by mostly small but "fond 
of travelling" countries, like the 
Netherlands, Belgium and Lux
embourg, and Austria, Sweden 
and Switzerland. Again some 

standardisation is indicated on a 
per capita basis. A clear small 
country hierarchy on the pro
pensity of travelling abroad 
emerges, with Austria and Swit
zerland at the top (about 800 
ecus and 700 ecus per person, re
spectively), followed by Norway, 
Denmark, Sweden, Finland and 
the BLEU. In a second group the 
Netherlands, Germany, the UK 
and Ireland are found, followed 
(rather far behind) by Italy and 
France. The other countries are 
falling below the 100 ecu per 
inhabitant threshold. 

Retaming to the discussion on 
the GDP etc., an overall charac
teristic of countries as receiving 
destinations as well as origins of 
outflows may be given. This may 
be based in the first instance on 
the number of nights by a certain 
portion of GDP (e.g. 1 Mio. 
ecu). 

According to this indicator EU-
countries most heavily reliant on 
tourism are Greece, the UK and 

Portugal, followed by Luxem
bourg, Ireland, and Spain. Italy, 
France and all others form a 
group with a rather moderate 
and similar intensity in terms of 
nights per GDP unit. On the 
EFTA part Austria (the highest 
figure) and Switzerland are 
ranking first, all others show a 
lower intensity than any EU 
country. 

Tourist expenditure abroad can 
reveal the relative significance of 
the international market. If re
lated to GDP or PHFCE charac
teristic propensities and differ
ences in touristic behaviour may 
appear. Here a considerable de
gree of symmetry in ranking can 
be summarised. Overproportional 
propensities for spendings abroad 
are indicated for Denmark, 
BLEU and the Netherlands 
(exclusively small countries, as 
expected). 

Concerning expenditure abroad 
Austria, ranks top in the EFTA 
again, although the gap is not as 
pronounced as for other indica
tors. In terms of expenditure 
abroad by GDP shares, an almost 
perfect symmetry with the rank
ing by absolute level arises, the 
only exception being the UK 
(where the GDP share is rela
tively higher). The same hierar
chy is less smooth for the EFTA 
states. On the whole the higher 
shares are achieved by the 
smaller countries, which is in line 
with a priori expectations. 

Focusing on the residents' behav
iour the overall picture becomes 
complete. A group of 6 leading 
EU countries can be identified as 
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being most tourism intensive, 
both on the home market as well 
as abroad : 

• Belgium/Luxembourg 

• Denmark, 

• Germany, 

• Italy, 

• the Netherlands, 

• the United Kingdom 

Within EFTA, Austria and Swit
zerland show the highest inten
sity. Even the other countries are 
mostly beyond EU levels. 

Altogether, while based on 
macro information only, this 
cross sectional analysis has 
brought about a range of macro-
indicators on the relative impor
tance of tourism for the countries 
as well as on the relative impor
tance of countries for tourism. 
Some results certainly differed 
from those commonly expected. 
Subsequently, further aspects will 
be added in terms of macro infor
mation, mostly presented in their 
development over time. Through 
this, the interaction between 
business cycles and tourism as 
well as its own developmental 
dynamics will come into the pic
ture. 

3.1 A Decade of Tourism in 
Europe 

In the EEA the eighties have seen 
an accentuated, long lasting busi
ness cycle. Starting from almost 
zero growth at the beginning, 
real GDP-growth steadily gained 
momentum, to peak around 
1988. After this, the downswing 

started with growth rates 
smoothly decreasing. Of course, 
by countries or subgroups like 
EU or EFTA this overall pattern 
varies. The average p.a. growth 
rate (GDP, 1985 prices) was 
+ 2.3 %, falling into a range be
tween + 3.7 and 1.6 %. For the 
present purpose a broad basis of 
reference would seem more ap
propriate, enabling long term 
evaluation without being too in
fluenced by more or less inciden
tal circumstances. 

During the first half of this dec
ade the results for the EFTA, in 
terms of growth rates, were con
sistently higher, whereas after 
this the greater dynamics was on 
the part of EU. Due to its rather 
small statistical "weight", the 
overall growth pattern in the 
EEA largely resembles that of the 
EU. 

Under the premise that tourism is 
largely correlated with the 
business cycle, its average 
growth as well as its immediate 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

EU 

30.6 
36.3 
41.5 
45 

52.8 
57.8 
57.3 
60.6 
65.1 
71.4 
78.4 
81.8 

Total 
Receipts 

EFTA 

8.6 
10 

11.1 
12 

13.2 
14.1 
14.7 
15.9 
17.5 
18 

20.4 
21.6 

BOP, TRAVEL ACCOUNT 1980-1991 

EU/EFTA 

39.2 
46.3 
52.6 
57 
66 

71.9 
72 

76.5 
82.6 
89.4 
98.8 
103.4 

(in Mrd ecus) 

Total 
Expenditure 

EU 

31.4 
35.9 
41.5 
38.2 
41.9 
45.5 
50.2 
56.4 
62.9 
68.3 
73.3 
78.2 

EFTA 

6.8 
7.6 
8.2 
9.2 
10.1 
12.5 
14.1 
15.9 
18 

18.1 
20.3 
20.3 

EU/EFTA 

38.2 
43.5 
49.7 
47.4 
52 
58 

64.3 
72.3 
80.9 
86.4 
93.6 
98.5 

EU 

-0.8 
0.4 
0 

6.8 
10.9 
12.3 
7.1 
4.2 
2.2 
3.1 
5.1 
3.6 

Balance 

EFTA 

1.8 
2.4 
2.9 
2.8 
3.1 
1.6 
0.6 
0 

-0.5 
-0.1 
0.1 
1.3 

EU/EFTA 

1 
2.8 
2.9 
9.6 
14 

13.9 
7.7 
4.2 
1.7 

• 3 
5.2 
4.9 

Source: Eurostat, OECD 

1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 

BOP, Travel Account 1981-1991 
(change in receipts p.a., in %) 

EU 
18.63 
14.33 
8.43 
17.33 
9.47 
-0.87 
5.76 
7.43 
9.68 
9.8 

4.34 

EFTA 
16.28 

11 
8.11 
10 

6.82 
4.26 
8.16 
10.06 
2.86 
13.33 
5.88 

EU/EFTA 
18.11 
13.61 
8.37 
15.79 
8.94 
0.14 
6.25 
7.97 
8.23 
10.51 
4.66 

Source: Euroslat, OECD 
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development would show similar 

patterns, in particular for large 

areas in which most tourism 

flows become "internal". If it is 

true what is often stated, namely 

that tourism is more dynamic in 

relative terms, its average growth 

would be stronger. 

Probably the most suitable indi

cator on tourism activity is nights 

spent5). For a sample of EU

countries (chosen for statistical 

reasons)6^ nights of all types of 

tourists (residents and foreigners) 

in all type of accommodation 

generally shows a somewhat 

stronger than proportional growth 

of tourism in the period before 

1985, and a somewhat weaker 

outcome after. Thus, over the 

whole period 1980/1991 the 

relative extent of real expansion 

may have come closer to the 

GDP. 

In the EFTA the pattern appears 

to have been the other way 

round, with underproportional 

results throughout the first half of 

the eighties, and a more favour

able outcome in the second half 

of the decade. 

If tourist nights spent in hotels 

etc. were referred to alone, the 

results may have been weaker 

during the first half, and only 

slightly stronger but still likely 

below the GDP growth during 

the second half. EFTA patterns 

would not seem to have been 

much more dynamic, at least as 

regards Austria and Switzerland. 

5) 

6) 

Though seemingly simple, this 
indicator is still not invariably 
available. 
B, DK, GR, I, L, Ρ, E 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE GDP [TOTAL, EU/EFTA], 19801991 
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As a further central indicator 

(much better supported by avail

able data) nights spent by foreign 

tourists in all kind of accommo

dation may be addressed. In this 

case mostly overproportional 

rates result for the EU, whether 

general accommodation or hotels 

and similar establishments are 

referred to. Mostly underpropor

tional outcome in both accom

modation types is stated for the 

EFTA. 

All this seems to support the 

conclusion, that relatively high 

dynamics of tourism as compared 

with the GDP is not easily be 

proven. In parallel, a shift to

wards increasing demand for high 

level accommodation can be no

ticed. On the whole, however, 

including resident tourists visiting 

their own country the real de

velopment of tourism seems to 

have been concordant with the 

development of the GDP. 

Earning capacity of tourism is 

reflected in a current price based 

reference frame rather than in 

real terms. Usually, the generally 

available receipts on the BOP 

travel account are used as a key 

indicator. In the EU the overall 

ratio ("share in") for foreign ex

change received from tourism to 

the GDP amounted to 1.4% in 

1980, increased to 1.7 % by 1985 

but stagnated then (1990: 1.68 ). 

The degree to which countries 

rely on this type of BOP receipts 

at the beginning varied between 

less than 1 % (Germany: 0.6 %) 

up to 6%) (Portugal: 5.6%, 

Greece: 6.6 %). France and Italy 

known as highly touristic coun

tries showed only 1.2 and 1.8 %, 

respectively. The share decreased 

consistently in Greece, was more 

or less stable in Germany (around 

0.7 %) and otherwise varied or 

increased more or less signifi

cantly. Levels of 3 and more % 

are achieved in Portugal, Spain 

and Greece, and somewhat sur

prisingly, also in Ireland. The % 

share of travel receipts recorded 

for Denmark and the BLEU is 

still higher than for Italy. 

In the EFTA the overall share in 

1990 was about twice as high as 

in the EU. With a GDP ratio 

higher than 8 % Austria again is 
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EMPLOYMENT IN THE SECTOR HORECA, 199lj | 
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in the EEA in an exceptional 
position. 

In absolute figures this reference 
shows more pronounced devel
opment patterns than the previ
ous ones. However, changes in 
structural terms are more limited, 
especially in the second sub pe
riod of this decade. In most in
stances also the "share of the 
cake" of EU overall travel ex
change receipts did not change 
very much, perhaps with the ex

ception of Greece leading and 
Portugal and Spain gaining quite 
significantly. 

3.2 Tourism in the Economy 

One of the questions frequently 
asked in this context concerns 
the relative importance of 
tourism mainly in terms of GDP 
shares, but also in terms of em
ployment. However, to such 
questions there is no simple an
swer, for the very nature of 
tourism itself which is on the 
supply as well as on the demand 
side based on a branched 
composite concept far from im
mediate clearcut comprehension. 
Thus, any answers are either 
based on model type evaluations, 
depending on preliminary assump
tions often with an ambiguous 
outcome, or on approximations 
in terms of more basically de
signed statistics. This is the ap
proach referred to in this case. 

On the supply side key indicator 
groups are easily selected, being 
of utmost (although not exclu
sive) significance for tourism. 
First there is the hotel industry 
(in its widest understanding), 
plus catering (HORECA), next 
there are the wide fields of trans
portation and tour organisation, 
and last but not least, there are 
cultural entertainment, sporting 
and other recreation facilities. 
Relatively predominant positions 
may be expected for those activi
ties in the highly touristic coun
tries, which would become more 
pronounced the closer the re
gional demarcation coincides 
with touristic areas. However, 
even in macroterms such differ
ences can be retracted if descrip
tive data are at hand (which is 
not always the case, yet). 
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In a highly touristic country like 
Spain the number of persons 
employed in the HORECA sector 
accounts of the overall popula
tion for e.g. 2.0 %, as compared 
to 1.5 % in Germany. 

In Austria it is 2.4 %. More 
specifically, if related to the oc
cupied population, the HORECA 
share varies between 6 % (Spain) 
and 2 % (DK), giving a first indi
cation of the employment poten
tial of the tourism industry. The 
latter evaluation is paralleled by 
the value added share of 
HORECA, which similarly ranges 
from between as little as 1 % and 
more than 6 %. Again, the larger 
traditional tourist countries (France, 
Italy) show rather moderate 
outcomes whereas Spain and 
other, smaller touristic countries 
rank highest. Concerning EFTA 
the ratios are around 3.5% in 
Austria and Switzerland, and 
much smaller in the other (non-
touristic) countries. 

Unfortunately, similar EEA-wide 
macro evaluations for the other 
sections closely related to tour
ism are for reasons of data not 
feasible7). 

Concerning international tourism, 
more directly relevant in
formation which shows the im
portance of this tourism segment 
is available. The NA provide for 
information on receipts of private 
households; in the BOP one may 
find an even broader scope 

V) Special studies of this type are 
underway under the auspices of 
the OECD (cp. Manual on 
Tourism Economic Accounts ; 
OECD; Paris 1991). 

(including business travel)8). In 
the EU the PHFCE portion of 
touristic demand comes up to 4 
or more percent of the final na
tional consumption (or GDP) in 
the smaller touristic countries, 
and is around 2 % in all others. 
Within EFTA, Austria shows the 
highest percentage throughout 
(8.2 %), followed by Switzerland 
(6.6 %), whereas all other 
countries show low figures. This 
is an overall evaluation, giving 
only an approximation on the 
amount of GDP generated by 
foreign tourism, first because im
portant indicators are included in 
other types of consumption, and 
on the other hand because of the 
non-consideration of indirect ef
fects. Relative importance as a 
source of demand becomes even 
more obvious, when the ratio is 
related to the PHFCE. The result 
for the EU is, that foreign tour
ism easily reaches a size of 5 to 
6 % and may account for up to 
8 % of national household con
sumption. In the EFTA, Austria 
and Switzerland show even more 
dramatic shares, with a ration of 
about 15 %, respectively 12 % of 
the PHCE. 

The relative importance of such 
demand shares becomes even 
more plausible on regional level. 

It is well known that tourism has 
strong seasonality patterns. The 
portion of final demand may be 
immense in the peak season, and 
go through deep slumps during 
the low season. 

8) Excluding the transport 
subaccount, which is often not 
presented separately. 

Generally speaking it may be 
concluded, that resüicted by the 
current availability of macro-in
formation on tourism, some im
portant illustrations can be given. 
This is, however, still a far from 
complete and conclusive presen
tation. Considerable progress is 
being achieved in Europe with 
regard to current reporting sys
tems, further developments 
which now underway are to be 
encouraged in order to achieve a 
really comprehensive description 
of scope, multiple effects, re
gional and temporary impact etc. 
in economic terms. 

3.3 Factors Working on the 
European Tourism 
Market 

There are many factors working 
on the European tourism market 
not covered by macro-indicators. 
However, some of these features 
may still be tentatively broached, 
namely price levels, "quality", the 
inflow from extra-European ori
gins and the net BOP balance. 

3.3.1 Price levels 

As well known, price levels have 
developed in the European Union 
quite differently, but most of the 
main tourism countries have ex
perienced overproportional price 
increases, with only France being 
close to the average (basis: Con
sumer Price Index 1991 and 
1980)9). This does not mean that 

9) Generally the price levels of 
specific tourist uses like hotel & 
restaurant expenditure is above 
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tourism is cocausal for such a 
development, which is strikingly 
demonstrated by Austria and 
Switzerland, both remaining far 
below the overall averages. Ex
cessive price levels must con
tinuously (or from time to time) 
be adjusted to avoid undesirable 
effects on foreign markets. This 
situation is reflected in the ecu 
exchange rates, which went 
through a strong upward adjust
ment in Greece and Portugal and 
a moderate upward adjustment in 
Spain, Italy, France and the UK. 
Though, there were two 
countries in the EU, which ad
justed downward (F and NL). In 
the EFTA, downward adjust
ments were more frequent than 
upward adjustments and even the 
latter were rather moderate. 

Within the framework of the In
ternational Comparison Project 
(ICP; or European Comparison 
Programme: ECP) a new tool has 
been developed to compare price 
levels between countries. The 
aim is to confine purchasing 
power parity (PPP - the informa
tion related to the market di
rectly) and the exchange rate 
(ecu base; related to the cur-
rency(ies) to be exchanged). That 
way one may have an idea10) 
about the relative purchasing 
power (dis)advantage a tourist 
faces spending a certain amount 
either at home or abroad. In rela
tion with partner countries the 

average CPI, but standardisation 
of the latter subindices is still 
poor. 

10) Unfortunately, a specific tourism 
PPP is not available so that e.g. 
the overall or the PHFC PPP 
may be used. 

PRICE LEVELS (1991) ACCORDING TO THE 
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price level related to the ecu is 

giving some information11). Par

ticularly high price levels are 

found in the Scandinavian 

countries and in Switzerland, 

whereas elsewhere values come 

close to the average (i.e. the ecu 

exchange rate). Price levels be

low this are found in Greece and 

Portugal only. 

Π) If ecu based figures of two 
countries are related to each 
other, the ecu denominator falls 
away, resulting in the direct 
ratio of the relative price levels 
of the countries. 

3.3.2 Accommodation quality 

In a broad sense factors of qual

ity are linked to tourist motiva

tion, and therefore none of them 

are easily understood in statistical 

terms, e.g. attractions of land

scape, cultural heritage, social 

climate etc. One particular fea

ture of tourist decision making is 

the quality of hotel accommoda

tion. In NonEEA countries the 

so called star classification sys

tem is well established, though 

not easily comparable between 

countries. However, some con

clusions can still be drawn, which 

may be interesting enough and 

presumably representative for the 

whole area12) . A clear "macro

shift" can be shown from lower 

to higher ranks. This shift is 

directed towards the medium 

class, whether measured in terms 

of establishments or bed places. 

In principle, this tendency to

wards higher quality should re

sult in higher "per unit yields" 

and seem to signal the right way. 

12) Figures are available for GR, E, 
F, IRL, I, P, and A. 
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3.3.3 Extra EEA origin 

The European tourism market is 

comprised of tourists on holidays 

in their own country, in another 

EEA country, and tourists from 

other regions of the world. 

Travelling patterns for nonEEA

residents are quite different from 

average nonresidents as a whole 

(among which nonEEA resi

dents still account for one 

fourth). The UK alone attracts 

more than half (53%) of the non

EEAtravellers. Relative attrac

tiveness of a country like France 

is similar within and outside the 

EEA. Significant lower attrac

tiveness turns out for Spain and 

Italy; the level of attractiveness 

for Germany is quite similar. In 

the EFTA, Switzerland and Swe

den show a relatively high level 

of attractiveness. Taking the 

group as a whole, OECD over

seas travellers are most important 

(about 2/3 of the total). Overseas 

travellers in the EU seem to be 

about equally distributed between 

users of hotels and other accom

modation facilities, whereas in 

the EFTA hotels are the pre

ferred accommodation type13). 

The economically interesting 

question who, on the average, 

13) No appropriate data available 
for the UK. 
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are the big spenders, brings us to 

the next section. 

3.3.4 Net balance in travel 

Travel abroad affects the BOP of 

the countries in general, and in 

certain cases quite significantly. 

For economic policies the net re

sult of credits (receipts) and deb

its (expenditure) is crucial. 

In most cases this situation is 

rather clearcut, vs. either a 

"chronical" surplus or deficit. In 

the EU the greatest deficit is 

shown by Germany, followed by 

the Netherlands and the UK 

(almost at par). Also the BLEU 

is showing a permanent deficit. In 

the EFTA the Scandinavian 

countries show a permanent ex

cess expenditure. 

The biggest surplus in the EU is 

regularly produced by Spain; in 

the EFTA it is produced by Aus

tria. Important surpluses are also 

recorded for France and Italy. In 

these surplus countries the net 

travel balance covers about 50 % 

of the overall trade deficit in 

Spain, and about 85 % in Aus

tiia. Interestingly, the overall net 

balance of the EEA was never in 

the negative range during the ref

erence period. 

Also tourism related passenger 

transport is playing a role; the 

amounts are generally much 

smaller and the balances almost 

negligible. 
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BELGIUM 
General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

The economic importance of 
Belgium's tourism industry, 
which contributes an estimated 
6.2% to the gross national prod
uct, is similar to that of its neigh
bouring countries. 

Although the number of domestic 
tourists clearly exceeds that of 
inbound visitors, Belgium re
mains an important destination 
for tourists mainly from the 

•neighbouring countries (The 
Netherlands, Germany, France, 
and to some extent the United 
Kingdom). 

The country's varied landscape 
offers a range of touristic fea
tures. The northern part of the 
country (Flandre) is mainly made 
up of flatlands. The coast has 
several well known seaside re
sorts and the historical cities of 
Bruges and Ghent attract a large 
number of international visitors. 
The southern part of Belgium 
(Wallonie) has undergone pro
nounced structural changes fol
lowing the closure of the old coal 
and steel industries. The moun
tainous landscape has still re
tained some of its rural character. 
The densely forested Ardennes 
mountains offer excellent spots 
for hiking and outdoor recrea
tion. 

Brussels, the main urban centre, 
is located in the transition zone 
between the southern part of the 
country and the northern flat-

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments (BLEU*) 
(million ecus) 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

1980 

911 

1576 

-665 

187 

394 

788 

-394 

-2 488 

1305 

2 365 

-1060 

-3 547 

1985 1986 

1 296 1 521 

1 777 1 991 

481 470 

-72 743 

902 723 

933 977 

-31 -254 

-208 1019 

2198 2 244 

2 710 2 968 

-512 -724 

-280 1762 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

1998 2164 1906 2 162 2 291 3534 

2 556 2 786 2 574 2 986 3 380 5457 

-558 -622 -668 -824 -1089 -1923 

3 520 3 969 6247 6536 7103 

720 760 837 808 645 890 

952 1175 1345 1257 1119 1659 

-232 415 -508 449 474 -769 

-501 -699 -1981 -2 243 -2 862 

2 718 2 924 2 743 2 970 2 936 4 424 3 464 

3 508 3 961 3 919 4 243 4 499 7 116 5 365 

-790 -1 037 -1 176 -1 273 -1 563 -2 692 -1 901 

3 019 3 270 4 266 4 293 4 241 

*BLEU: Belgo Luxembourg Economic Union 

Total turnover (HORECA/ΤΑ), Mio. ecus 

7000 

6000 
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Θ Travel agents 

LJ Sleeping car and dining car 
services 

D Hotel trade 

I Canteens and messes 

[~3 Night clubs, dance halls, other 
establishments supplying drinks 
for consumption, with 
entertainment 

LJ Public houses and similar 
establishments supplying drinks 
without entertainment 

I Restaurants, snack bars, cafes, 
other eating places (not providing 
overnight accommodation) 
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lands. It is the economic and cul
tural centre of the country and a 
common destination for urban 
tourism. As the seat of several 
major international organizations 
(eg, European Commission, 
NATO), Brussels attracts a large 
number of business travellers. 

Balance of payments data are 
only available for the Belgo Lux
embourg Economic Union 
(BLEU). But as Belgium forms 
the dominant part of the BLEU, 
the figures provide a reliable in
sight into the Belgian situation. 

The travel (tourism) balance 
clearly indicates that expenditure 
by Belgian tourists abroad ex
ceeds receipts from inbound 
tourists. The increasingly nega
tive trend in the net travel bal
ance since 1985 was checked in 
1993. The net balance has been 
more negative with countries of 
the European Union (EU) than 
with non-EU countries. How
ever, payment flows with non-
EU countries have stagnated 
since the mid-1980s, while debit 
and credit flows within the EU 
have developed steadily except 
for a slight downturn in 1989. 

The hotels, restaurants, cafés, 
and travel agencies sector pro
vides reliable information on the 
tourism industry. Turnover has 
constantly increased since the 
1980s. Growth rates were high
est in 1990 and 1992. Turnover 
in 1992 reached ECU 7000 mil
lion, almost double the 1985 fig
ure (approximately ECU 3700 
million). The main contributors 
are restaurants and travel agen
cies, followed by establishments 

Turnover by tourism related industries by region (1991) 

Flandre ^g¡ 
59% ^ J Ü 

Bruxelles 
~~~^^. 26% 

¡BjfjMyjr Wallonie 
™ P ^ 15% 

Investment by tourism related industries by region (1991) 

Bruxelles 
17% 

Flandre 
70% 

Wallonie 
13% 

Employment by tourism related industries by region (1991) 

Bruxelles 
18% 

Flandre 
58% 

Wallonie 
24% 
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supplying chinks and the hotel 

industry. 

Proportions of individual contri

butions have remained the same 

over the years. 

A careful comparison of tourism

related investment, turnover, and 

employment in the three main 

regions (Flandre, Wallonie, Brus

sels) gives a reliable idea of tour

ism activity, although financial 

and employment figures do not 

have the same statistical basis. 

The importance of Flandre is in

dicated by its share in tourism

related turnover (59%), employ

ment (about 59%), and invest

ments (70%). Turnover and in

vestment in Brussels is higher 

than in Wallonie, while employ

ment is significantly lower. The 

employmentintensive tourism 

industry plays a more important 

role in regions with structural 

problems, such as Wallonie. 

Tourism Supply 

Two contrasting trends can be 

observed in accommodation 

supply. Stagnation in the number 

of hotels and similar establish

ments during the second half of 

the 1980s was followed by a 

downward trend in the early 

1990s. In contrast, the number of 

bedplaces grew steadily and in 

1992 it exceeded 100 000 for the 

first time. The year 1991 was an 

exception, however, because of 

the sharp fall in the number of es

tablishments and bedplaces. The 

fall can be attributed to the Gulf 

crisis, as approximately 5% of all 

inbound visitors come from the 

Number of hotels and similar establishments 
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Other tourist activities - number of establishments 
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United States and hotel enter
prises in Belgium responded to 
low demand by keeping segments 
of their businesses closed. The 
decrease in the number of estab
lishments compared with the 
number of bedplaces suggests a 
trend towards concentration, 
similar to developments in many 
other European countries. 

The large number of campsites 
and tourist villages are a typical 
feature of the Belgian tourism in
dustry. Until 1991 they ac

counted for more than half of the 
supplementary accommodation 
establishments and approximately 
80% of the bedplaces. Their 
dominance has decreased since 
1992 (70% of bedplaces) with 
the rise in the number of social 
and other accommodation estab
lishments. Supplementary ac
commodations experienced the 
same slump as hotels and similar 
establishments in 1991, presum
ably for the same reasons. 

All other tourist activities 
(restaurants and bar restaurants 
car rental without driver, travel 
agencies, public tourist boards 
and offices) developed steadily 
except for coffee-bars and public 
houses, which have déclinée 
slightly but steadily since 1985 
The largest number of establish 
ments are those serving food oi 
beverages. 

Transport data reflect a genera 
increase in infrastructure supplj 
and passenger demand. 

Air transport had the highes 
growth rates. Between 1985 anc 
1990 the number of plane move 
ments increased by 86% and the 
number of passengers by 42% 
After 1990 the growth rate foi 
plane movements slowed down 
although it continued to rise foi 
the number of passengers. The 
Gulf crisis affected passengei 
traffic in 1991 as the number fel 
by 3%. But recovery (+19%; 
was rapid in 1992. 

Passenger kilometres by rail have 
increased since 1986, although 
the total for 1992 (6798 millior 
km) did. not reach the 1990 leve 
(6963 rnillion km). The numbei 
of passengers has remained al
most the same since 1985, bui 
the length of lines has been re
duced. 

Road transport grew at a moder
ate rate. But there was a cleai 
decline in the number of buses 
and coaches. 
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BELGIUM 
Tourism Demand 

The total number of nights in ac
commodation establishments 
declined steeply in 1991 and 
1992. Although low demand in 
1991 can be attributed to the 
Gulf crisis, the even more strik
ing decrease in 1992 is more dif
ficult to explain. Hotels and 
similar establishments were the 
only type of accommodation with 
constant growth rates, while 
holiday dwellings, campsites, and 
tourist villages recorded a signifi
cant downturn. 

Until 1990 demand for tourism 
accommodation by residents (22 
million nights) was almost double 
that by nonresidents (12 million 
nights). The situation changed 
appreciably by 1992, when non
resident demand remained at 
around 12 million overnights but 
resident demand fell lower than 
15 million overnights. Decrease 
in overnights for all accommoda
tion establishments is clearly due 
to loss of resident demand. 

The main difference in accom
modation preference between 
residents and nonresidents is that 
nonresidents tend to stay in ho
tels and similar establishments 
(60% of overnights in 1992), 
while residents have a slight pref
erence for campsites and tourist 
villages. Nonresident demand 
was sensitive to the Gulf crisis as 
the corresponding number of 
overnights fell in 1991. 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passenger-km (Mio) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Aircraft movements (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

Transport infrastructure 

1980 

3 978 

164 

6 963 

1980 

1252 

19 560 

3 159 

321 

1980 

100 

5270 

Railways 

1985 1986 

3 712 3 691 

150 139 

6 572 6 069 

Road 

1985 1986 

1 534 1 549 

16 817 16 449 

3 343 3 409 

339 346 

Aviation 

1985 1986 

104 105 

6 027 6 122 

1987 

3 639 

142 

6 270 

1987 

1568 

16 095 

3 498 

354 

1987 

112 

6 643 

1988 

3 554 

143 

6 348 

1988 

1613 

15 811 

3 614 

365 

1988 

157 

7 434 

1989 

3 513 

142 

6 400 

1989 

1613 

15 831 

3 737 

377 

1989 

1S2 

7 485 

1990 1991 1992 

3 479 3 466 3 432 

142 146 146 

6 539 6 770 6798 

1990 1991 1992 

1613 

15 644 15 378 15 261 

3 864 3 970 4 021 

397 398 399 

1990 1991 1992 

193 190 191(1) 

8 549 8 3419919(1) 

(1) Estimation, based on data for Bruxelles airport 

Nights spent in accommodation establishments ('000) 

40 000 

35 000 
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20 000 
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10 000 
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0 Ululili 
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Q Other accommodation 
establishments 

H Social tourism 
accommodation 
establishments 

β Holiday dwellings 

Π Campings and tourist 
villages 

Η Hotels and similar 
establishments 
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B E L G I U M 

Nights spent by nonresident guests 
accommodation establishments 
by country of residence, 1992 
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Annual occupancy rates for hotels and similar 
establishments 
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Nights spent by belgian residents 
in hotels and similar establishments abroad, 1992 
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Inbound tourists mainly come 

from neighbouring countries. The 

Netherlands, Germany, the 

United Kingdom, and France ac

count for approximately 77% ol 

ail visitors. Other Europear 

countries (Italy and Spain) are 

also important. The Unitec 

States (5%) and Japan (2%) alsc 

have significant shares consid

ering the distance. 

Occupancy rates data similar tc 

those from other European coun

tries have only been available ir 

Belgium since 1990. The Gull 

crisis slump of 1991 is clearly 

visible. The negative impact oi 

the crisis was stronger on nel 

rates than on gross rates, al

though this contradicts the as

sumption that suppliers may have 

responded to low demand b> 

keeping parts of their establish

ments temporarily closed. 

The two main destinations 

abroad for Belgian tourists are 

France and Spain, which accouni 

for 43% of nights spent by Bel

gian residents in hotels and simi

lar establishments abroad. France 

is preferred because of its prox

imity, while Spain is a populai 

destination for package tours. 

Austria and Italy rank next with 

23% of nights spent abroad. The 

third group comprises Germany, 

Greece, the United Kingdom, 

and Switzerland, each of which 

has a share of 67%. 
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DENMARK 
General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Denmark is an attractive mari
time country between the Scan
dinavian peninsula and mainland 
Europe. Domestic, inbound, and 
outbound tourism is strongly in
fluenced by the geographic fea
tures. 

Inbound tourism to Denmark 
increased steadily during the 
1980s. Tourists mainly come 
from Germany, the Scandinavian 
countries, and the United States. 
Denmark traditionally receives 
more tourists from countries 
outside the European Union 
(EU), although the difference 
between EU and non-EU coun
tries was reduced considerably 
towards 1992. For example, the 
negative balance with Germany 
during the late 1980s has tilted in 

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments 
(million ecus) 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

1980 

497 

685 

-188 

-6 203 

465 

437 

28 

712 

962 

1 122 

-160 

-5 820 

1985 

731 

1018 

-287 

-4 028 

1021 

712 

309 

636 

1752 

1730 

22 

-3 392 

1988 

834 

1520 

-686 

-2 839 

1217 

95Ü 

267 

1742 

2 051 

2 470 

-419 

-1097 

1989 

859 

1546 

-687 

-2 217 

1240 

927 

313 

1146 

2 099 

2 473 

-374 

-1071 

1990 

1026 

1536 

-510 

-865 

1590 

1153 

437 

1854 

2616 

2 689 

-73 

989 

1991 

1 147 

1390 

-243 

61 

1664 

1 147 

517 

1670 

2811 

2 537 

274 

1731 

1992 

1276 

1348 

-72 

1649 

1365 

284 

2 925 

2713 

212 

Denmark's favour since 1991 be
cause of the increasing number 
of German tourists. 

Growth in outbound tourism to 
southern Europe outpaced that of 
inbound tourism in the late 
1980s and resulted in a negative 
travel balance (ECU -419 mil
lion in 1988). Since then, in
bound tourism has increased 
more than outbound tourism. 
The travel balance was positive 
(ECU 274 million) in 1991, for 
the first time since 1985. 

Gross value-added of lodging 
and catering services was ECU 
1258 million in 1990. It repre
sented about 3% of all market 
services (ECU 43 287 million). 
The corresponding percentage in 
southern Europe is much higher 
(eg, 6% in Portugal). 

Lodging and catering services 
are labour-intensive. Persons oc
cupied in the tourism accommo
dation sector totalled 18 282 in 
1992, compared with 56 397 in 
restaurants and bars, and 4621 in 
travel agencies. 

Hotels do not account for the 
largest share in the number of 
overnights. But they generate the 
highest turnover and employ
ment because they benefit from 
higher tourist expenditure (eg, 
business travellers), compared 
with other modes of accommo
dation. 
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DENMARK 

Tourism Supply 

Ranking of accommodation 

types in Denmark differs from 

that in other EU countries. The 

most important types in central 

and southern Europe are hotels 

and similar establishments, while 

owned summerhouses rank high

est among holiday dwellings in 

the northern countries (Sweden, 

Finland and Norway). 

In Denmark, as in other northern 

countries, bungalowtype dwel

lings are the most important type 

of accommodation. They may be 

used by the owner (average 

about 15 weeks/year), in which 

case they are classified as second 

homes, but they may also be 

rented out to other people and 

statistically classified as holiday 

houses. In 1990, there were 

184 155 such summerhouses in 

Denmark. 

Capacity of campsites, also an 

important accommodation type, 

was 246 000 bedplaces in 1992. 

In Denmark, a pitch at a camp

site is counted as 3 bedplaces. 

Pleasure ports (277 in 1992) are 

also an important mode of holi

day accommodation in Denmark. 

Hotels in Denmark also include 

similar establishments. The 

threshold for including hotels in 

official statistics was raised from 

10 bedplaces to 40 bedplaces in 

1989. The number of establish

ments—which is an inadequate 

measure of capacity—thus de

creased radically from 945 to 

531. The change of threshold 

level did not affect bedplace 

availability as the number in

creased from 83 973 (1988) to 

85 014 (1989). Although the 

number of bedplaces increased, 

that of rooms decreased from 

36 498 (1988) to 34 092 (1989), 

which means that the average 

number of bedplaces per room 

increased from 2.30 to 2.49. 

Average daily per capita expenditure by type of 
accommodation, 1992 
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Estimated tourism turnover and tourism employment by 

Hotels/holiday 

Hotels/business 

Holiday centres 

Campings 

Holiday houses, rented 

Youth hostels 

Boating harbours 

Farmhouses 

Friend/relative visits 

Second homes 

Total 

Sameday visitors 

(nonresidents) 

Transport (estimated 

part of nonlocal) 

Total 

type of accommodation, 1992 

Turnover 

attributed 

Overnight stays to tourism 

('000) % (million ecus) 

3 468 4 357 

5 012 5 800 

3 967 4 213 

14 182 15 493 

21915 23 756 

1048 1 45 

1778 2 44 

120 0 4 

28 017 29 1004 

15 810 17 348 

95 318 100 4 064 

561 

705 

5330 

% 

9 

20 

5 

12 

19 

1 

1 

0 

25 

9 

100 







Employment 

attributed 

to tourism 

(persons) 

8 052 

18 305 

4 557 

9 599 

9 399 

934 

839 

96 

21542 

6 625 

79 948 

10229 

15800 

105977 

% 

10 

23 

6 

12 

12 

1 

1 

0 

27 

8 

100 
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D E N M A R K 

Number of accommodation establishments 

1200 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

■ Hotels 

Π Supplementary 

accommodation 

es tab l i shments 

The number of passengers and 

passenger kilometres for rail 

transport increased steadily up to 

1990. After 1990 the length of 

the railway lines started to de

crease and as did the number of 

passengers in 1992. 

The number of passenger cars 

and buses increased until 1987, 

after which it has remained at 

the same level. Construction of 

motorways progressed at a 

moderate rate. 

Transport infrastructure (*) 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passengerkm (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Aircraft movements  all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

1980 

2 461 

130 

3 803 

1980 

504 

7 351 

1390 

271 

1980 

965 

9 404 

1985 

2 471 

132 

4 508 

1985 

593 

8 010 

1501 

293 

1985 

902 

10182 

Railways 

1988 

2 476 

140 

4 726 

Road 

1988 

593 

8 093 

1596 

311 

1988 

1016 

1989 

2 344 

140 

4 649 

1989 

601 

8 031 

1598 

311 

1989 

1012 

1990 

2 344 

145 

4 851 

1990 

635 

8 109 

1590 

309 

1990 

1014 

1991 1992 

2 329 2 306 

145 143 

4 711 4 600 

1991 1992 

665 695 

9 403 11261 

1 592 1 596 

309 309 

1991 1992 

Tourism demando 

In the late 1980s, accommoda

tion capacity grew more rapidly 

than demand. The result was that 

the gross occupancy rate for ho

tel bedplaces, which was 38% in 

1985, declined to 32% in 1988. 

(Danish statistics include the 

gross occupancy rate rather than 

the net occupancy rate.) Subse

quent improvement in the supply 

and demand balance raised the 

gross occupancy rate to 35% in 

1992. 

The large seasonal variation is 

better highlighted by the gross 

occupancy rate than the net oc

cupancy rate. In 1992, the occu

pancy rate was lowest (18%) in 

December and January. Occu

pancy increases towards the 

summer and peaks in July (67% 

in 1992); it then tapers off to

wards winter. 

' ' Figures presented in the tables include 

estimates for those accommodation 

establishments, which are not inluded in 

accommodation statistics 
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DENMARK 

Demand for tourism accommo

dation improved for all types 

between 1988 and 1992. The 

most remarkable feature was that 

demand for holiday houses more 

than doubled during the 5year 

period. Holiday houses are used 

mostly by Germans (85 %). 

They are normally owned pri

vately; owners may have more 

than one such house. Residents 

and nonresidents have an almost 

equal share in the demand for 

other modes of accommodation. 

Holiday villages, consisting of 

several cottages, are included in 

holiday centres; they also did 

well during the 5year period. 

Data on nonresident tourism re

fer to nationality rather than 

country of residence, but the 

difference in the case of Den

mark is quite small. At present, 

only 10 nationalities are distin

guished in accommodation sta

tistics and only up to 4 nation

alities for statistics on holiday 

houses and pleasure ports. Inbo

und tourism is quite concen

trated. German, Swedish, Nor

wegian, and Dutch tourists to

Bedplaces in hotels 
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DENMARK 
gether account for 92% of over
nights; Germans alone represent 
71%. 

In 1972, 51% of the Danish 
population over 15 years made at 
least one holiday trip lasting 5 
days or more. The proportion 
rose to 68% in 1987 and it has 
remained at the same level since 
then. People now tend to make 
more holiday trips. The percent
age of people who made two 
holiday trips rose from 13% in 
1987 to 17% in 1992, and that of 
people with three or more holi
day trips increased from 5% to 
7%. 

Growth in travel by Danish resi
dents involved domestic travel 
(from 34% in 1987 to 40% in 
1992) rather than outbound 
travel. The most popular domes
tic destination in 1992 was 
northern Jutland (19% of all do
mestic trips). Jutland is preferred 
by those making a single trip; its 
popularity decreases in favour of 
central Zealand as the number of 
trips increases. 

Destinations of outbound trips 
vary. The 10 most favoured des
tinations account for less than 
two-thirds of outbound trips by 
Danish residents. France has the 
highest preference but its share 
of all outbound trips was only 
13% in 1992. Spain ranked sec
ond with 9%, and Norway third 
with 8%. 

Domestic and outbound trips by Danish residents ('000) 

1987 1990 1992 
Total trips 
Domestic 
Outbound 

3 766 4 045 4 037 
1 302 1 515 1 622 
2 464 2 530 2 415 

Nights spent in accommodation establishments, 1988-1992 (Ό00) 

Hotels 
Holiday centres 
Campsites 
Holiday houses 
Youth hostels 
Boating harbours 
Total 

1988 

6 609 
2 424 

10 416 
9 373 

876 
1624 

31323 

1989 

7 624 
2 939 

11 313 
11256 

949 
1624 

35 705 

1990 

7 988 
3 447 

11946 
12 653 

991 
1624 

38 649 

1991 

8 298 
3 798 

12 548 
18 234 

1045 
1624 

45 547 

1992 Change in % 

8 480 
3 967 

14 182 
21 815 

1048 
1778 

51371 

1988/92 
28 
64 
36 

134 
20 
9 

64 

Outbound trips by Danish residents 
according to destination, 1992 
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DENMARK 

Nights spent by country of residence and type of accommodation, 1992 (Ό00) 

Total 
Denmark 
Germany 
Sweden 
Norway 
Netherlands 
U.K. 
USA 
Italy 
Finland 
France 
Japan 
Other 
Europe 
Other countries 

Total 

51371 
17 564 
24 133 

3 534 
1858 
1527 

403 
334 
246 
207 
167 
113 

846 
439 

Hotels 

8 481 
3 814 

756 
1410 

571 
155 
309 
310 
165 
108 
81 

113 

315 
374 

Holiday 
centres 

3 967 
2 067 
1084 

399 
274 

80 
28 
4 
2 
3 
5 
0 

17 
4 

Campsites 

14 182 
8 812 
2 962 

765 
309 
917 

50 
6 

60 
78 
68 

124 
31 

Holiday 
houses 
21915 

1512 
18 601 

571 
641 
358 

233 

Youth 
hostels 

1048 
521 

96 
181 
63 
17 
17 
14 
19 
18 
12 

60 
31 

Boating 
harbours 

1778 
838 
634 
210 

97 
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GERMANY 
General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Statistics for Germany should be 
interpreted carefully as they 
sometimes concern only western 
Germany. The five new Länder 
(Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Bran
denburg, Sachsen, Sachsen-
Anhalt, Thüringen) were not in
cluded in tourism data series until 
mid-1991. 

The tourism industry, particularly 
lodging and catering services, 
developed substantially during 
the second half of the 1980s 
through the early 1990s. Overall 
turnover for lodging and catering 
services, which is calculated on a 
biannual basis, has risen steadily. 
Above-average growth was ob
served particularly between 1988 
(DM63 439 million) and 1990 
(DM 74 394 million). Significant 
increases were also recorded for 
gross value-added volume; the 

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

(million ecus) 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

1884 2735 3 107 3 325 3512 3 802 4123 4217 4199 

6595 8969 9621 10569 11084 11034 11765 13 049 13913 

-4712 -6234 -6514 -7244 -7572 -7231 -7642 -8832 -9714 

-4901 -681 10953 16034 21924 32253 19468 -5 095 

1655 3544 3315 3337 3641 3 975 4275 4139 4219 

5 872 7 969 8 745 9 678 10111 10437 11480 11904 14523 

-4217 -4426 -5430 -6341 -6470 -6461 -7205 -7766 -10304 

-5 708 20 821 27 029 23 012 18 931 19903 17643 -10 948 

3539 6278 6422 6663 7153 7778 8397 8356 8419 8974 

12468 16938 18366 20247 21196 21471 23245 24954 28436 32041 

-8 929 -10 660 -11944 -13 584 -14 043 -13 694 -14 847 -16 598 -20 017 -23 067 

-10 609 20140 37983 39046 40855 52156 37112 -16 043 

1991 volume index was 124.4, 
compared with 108.9 for 1989 
(1985 = 100). The number of 
persons engaged in these services 
also rose significantly (873 000 in 
1989; 1.1 million in 1991). 

The travel (tourism) account is 
generally negative in Germany's 
balance of payments because 
outbound tourism prevails over 
inbound tourism. This applies to 
the balance with countries both 
within and outside the European 
Union (EU). The continuously 
negative balance reflects the wid
ening gap between expenditure 
by German residents abroad and 
receipts from inbound tourists in 
Germany. Moreover, outbound 
travel showed no sign of abate
ment despite a slowing of the 
economy in 1989 and the subse
quent recessionary trend. 

Lodging and catering services 
maintained their share of 3% in 
gross value-added of market 
services during 1984-1992. The 
percentage of persons engaged in 
these services also remained at a 
high level (8.6%). 

Tourism Supply 

During 1988-1991 hotels and 
similar establishments increased 
their capacity (number of bed-
places), but their number re
mained the same. Figures for 
1992 show a sudden rise because 
they include data from the new 
Länder. 
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GERMANY 

Supplementary accommodation 

establishments (tourist villages, 

holiday dwellings, social tourism 

accommodation establishments, 

other accommodation establish

ments) developed slightly, but 

steadily, throughout 19851993. 

Nonaccommodation tourismre

lated enterprises also developed 

steadily, except coffee bars and 

public houses. 

Plane movements and air passen

gers increased by approximately 

60% and 70%, respectively, be

tween 1985 and 1992. Road 

transport also showed an upward 

trend. Until 1990 railway passen

ger traffic and length of lines 

showed no improvement. Since 

1991, however, passenger kilo

meters have increased. Two in

tercity express (ICE) lines were 

opened to launch the highspeed 

train system, which is expected 

to increase rail passenger traffic 

in the medium term. 

Tourism Demand 

Tourism demand data are derived 

from local surveys (inbound 

tourism) and statistics from 

tourist destination countries 

(outbound tourism). 

Most types of accommodation 

establishments recorded a clear 

increase in overnights, except 

tourist villages, campsites, and 

social tourism accommodations, 

which showed only moderate 

improvement. 

Number of hotels and similar establishment? 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

■ Hotels 

LJ Similar establishments 

9 Hotels and similar establishments 

Occupied population in lodging and catering services ('OOO) 
as part of market services as a whole 
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8.6% 
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LJ Occupied population in lodging and 

catering services ('000) as part of market 

services as a whole 

I—1 Occupied population, annual average 

('000). [market services as a whole, 

excluding lodging and catering services] 
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GERMANY 
Net occupancy rate data are 
available only for hotels and 
similar establishments. The rates 
have shown an upward trend 
since 1985. The data also reveal 
a typical seasonal pattern of high 
summer rates and low winter 
rates (November-January). 

The difference between resident 
and nonresident demand for 
tourism accommodation is mainly 
based on that for holiday dwell
ings and "other accommodation 
establishments". In these cases 

resident demand continued to 
grow until 1992, while nonresi
dent demand stagnated in 1991 
and 1992. 

Tourism accommodation enter
prises in Germany rely more on 
resident demand than in other 
European countries. The share of 
nonresident demand in total 
overnights during 1985-1992 
was 14%, which reflects the 
relatively low rate of inbound 
tourism. 

Based on the total number of 
overnights, The Netherlands, the 
United States, and the United 
Kingdom account for a high per
centage of inbound tourists. The 
main international markets for 
supplementary accommodation 
establishments are The Nether
lands and Denmark because of 
geographic proximity and the 
tendency of tourists from these 
countries to prefer tourist vil
lages and holiday dwellings. 

Number of bedplaces in supplementary accommodation establishments 
(Ό00) 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

I Tourist villages 

I I Holiday dwellings 

H Social tourism accommodaUon 
establishments 

I Other accommodation 
establishments 

Number of supplementary accommodation establishments 

10000 τ r-i 

1000 ■· 

100 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

■ Tourist villages 

U Holiday dwellings 

Ü Social tourism accommodation 

establishments 

I Other accommodaUon 

establishments 
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As the total number of border 

arrivals is calculated from small 

statistical samples, the variable 

should be interpreted carefully. 

There was little change in the 

number of border arrivals. The 

same trend was observed for ar

rivals from both EU and nonEU 

countries. While arrivals by road 

and rail stagnated or slowed 

down, those by air grew steadily 

and significantly. 

Despite stagnating border arri

vals, overall tourism receipts 

from inbound visitors increased 

steadily. Duration of stay was 

also longer because the number 

of overnights increased slightly. 

Germany, with its high average 

per capita income and "wander

lust", traditionally generates a 

large share of the demand for 

travel and tourism on the inter

national market. 

Data on outbound tourism is 

based on the number of nights 

spent by German residents in 

hotels and similar establishments 

in other countries. The most 

popular destinations for Germans 

are Austria (approximately 25 

million overnights in 1992), and 

the typical Mediterranean holiday 

resorts in Italy (24 million in 

1991) and Spain (27 million in 

1992). Other preferred destina

tions are neighbouring countries 

France, Switzerland, The Nether

lands, and Denmark, and Medi

terranean countries Portugal and 

Greece. 

Nights spent by nonresidents by country of 
residence, 1992 

16% (Others) 
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GERMANY 
Tourism expenditure by German 
residents continued to rise de
spite economic problems. It rose 
from DM 51 thousand million in 
1991 to almost DM 63 thousand 
million in 1993. Annual growth 
in expenditure averaged 3-6% 
between 1985 and 1991. 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passenger-km (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Aircraft movements -
all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

Transport Infrastructure (*) 

Railways (·*) 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

28 517 27 634 27 490 27 427 27 284 27 045 26 949 27 079 27180 

1105 1048 1023 994 1026 1027 1043 1070 1096 

38 353 42 707 41397 39 174 40 959 41144 43 560 45 639 46407 

Road 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

7 538 8 350 8 437 8 618 8 721 8 822 8 959 9 050 9123 

70 350 69 207 69 325 70 037 70 186 70 478 70 370 69 550 69917 

23 192 25 845 26 917 27 908 28 878 29 755 30 685 31322 32006 

405 455 473 489 504 514 495 500 504 

Aviation 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

901 1441 1545 1744 1898 2 118 2 173 2 255 2312 

49 003 55 580 57 059 64 546 68 834 73 003 80 647 85 320 93910 
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GREECE 
General situation and key 
indicators: Development 
and impact of tourism 

Greece is a classic destination for 
tourists. The sharp rise of its 
tourism sector since the early 
stages in the 1950s has been 
driven mainly by the promotion 
of package holidays. In addition, 
Greece's tourism portfolio con
sists of a wide range of recrea
tional schemes such as tours to 
ancient sites, cultural events, and, 
recently, business tours. 

Evaluation of the sector's per
formance is not confined to sta
tistics on tourist arrivals and 
holiday nights. The significance 
of the sector to the national 
economy warrants an assessment 
in economic terms based on data 
supplied by all agents in the pub-
He and private sectors. As a key 
component in the country's bal
ance of payments, tourism is ac
tively promoted to increase for
eign exchange earnings and to 
improve the invisible components 
of the balance of payments. 

During 1980-1993 the increase in 
tourist arrivals was matched by 
that in tourism receipts, which 
almost doubled from ECU 1 231 
million in 1980 to ECU 2 460 
million in 1992. Although tourist 
arrivals declined by about 10% in 
1991 due to the Gulf war, re
ceipts maintained their 1990 
level. Average annual growth of 
tourism receipts between 1980 
and 1992 was 8%. However, per 
capita tourist expenditure did not 
keep pace with the steady 

growth in arrivals and receipts. 
Since 1980 change in disposable 
personal income of inbound 
tourists has fluctuated between 
an annual decrease of 16% 
(1989/90) and an annual increase 
of 11.5% (1990/91); average an
nual growth has been 0.4%. 

The Greek economy is marked 
by a chronic and steadily growing 
merchandise trade deficit. Al
though tourism receipts do not 
entirely cover the deficit, they 

compensate for a larger part of 
the merchandise trade loss (from 
21.8% in 1990 to 58% in 1992). 

An analysis of the gross domestic 
product (GDP) reveals that do
mestic tourist expenditure (money 
spent by Greek residents on 
tourism) is 5-10 times higher 
than inbound tourist expenditure. 
In 1992 tourism represented 10% 
of total GDP, compared with 
8.5% and 8% for Spain and Por
tugal, respectively. According to 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
forali economic 
sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments 

1980 

624 

152 

472 

-1717 

607 

69 

538 

-1412 

1231 

221 

1010 

-305 

(million ecus) 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

891 829 925 933 874 938 1011 

352 349 281 421 505 609 354 

539 480 644 512 369 329 657 

-3 220 -839 -132 144 

957 1008 1052 1137 945 1071 1 121 

126 151 156 202 234 245 464 

831 857 896 935 711 826 657 

-2451 -881 -1023 -897 

1848 1837 1977 2070 1814 2004 2132 2460 2757 

478 500 437 623 739 854 818 911 862 

1370 1337 1540 1447 1075 1150 1314 1549 1895 

-768 42 891 1041 
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these estimates, Greece ranks 

highest among the Mediterranean 

countries for tourism. 

It is difficult to define accurate 

indicators for employment cre

ated directly and indirectly in the 

tourism sector, mainly because of 

the seasonal nature of a signifi

cant proportion of these jobs. 

The actual attributes of jobs in 

the tourism industry are a matter 

of debate. Nevertheless, an ex

trapolation based on total em

ployment creation in lodging and 

catering services indicates that 

the share of tourism has risen to 

11 % in Greece. 

As an exportoriented industry in 

Greece, tourism has a favourable 

impact on foreign exchange 

earnings and on the economy as 

a whole. Its high potential has in

cited the Greek government to 

actively encourage local and for

eign investment in the tourism 

sector in the form of longterm 

loans or direct investments. In 

addition, regional funds have 

been allocated by the European 

Union (EU) for the construction 

and improvement of infrastruc

ture (eg, marinas, conference 

centres, road network). 

Tourism Supply 

Providing accommodation to 

tourists is a major task of the 

tourist industry. The rise in the 

number of accommodation es

tablishments and bedplaces has 

kept pace with growth in the 

tourism sector in Greece. Ac

commodation facilities and tour

Per capita tourist expenditure 
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ist infrastructure have improved 

considerably during the past dec

ade, especially in large cities and 

on the islands. 

These changes have affected all 

types of accommodation estab

lishments. The number of hotels 

increased by an average annual 

rate of 4.8% from 3 373 in 1980 

to 4 893 in 1991. Their growth 

was outstripped by the rise of 

17.3% in the number of similar 

accommodation establishments. 

The total average increase of ho

tels and similar accommodation 

establishments was 7.4%. Bed

places also increasedfrom 

278 045 in 1980 to 459 297 in 

1991. 

Regional distribution of hotels, 1991 
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One and twostar hotels form 

the dominant categories. The 

number of onestar hotels fell 

towards the early 1990s. The 

highest growth rate was re

corded, however, for threestar 

hotels. The number of fourstar 

hotels also increased, while that 

of fivestar hotels fell slightly. 

Hotel capacity is concentrated at 

the main destinations: Rhodes, 

Corfu, Crete, and Greater Ath

ens. In 1991 the Southern 

Aegean Islands accounted for 

21.8% of total capacity; they 

were followed by Athens 

(14.1%) and Crete (13.8%). 

Supplementary accommodation 

establishments such as campsites, 

holiday dwellings, social tourism 

establishments, and rented rooms 

grew rapidly in certain areas. In 

1991 Péloponnèse accounted for 

22% of the total number of 

campsites and tourist villages, 

followed by Central Macedonia 

(17%) and the Southern Aegean 

Islands (10%). These types of 

accommodation are not as im

portant in the main tourist areas 

(6.4% in Greater Athens; 5.2% in 

Crete). 

Supplementary accommodation 

establishments are concentrated 

in regions where domestic tour

ism predominates. Approxi

mately 90% of the clients of 

rented rooms are Greek. In 1990 

the total number of bedplaces in 

authorized rented rooms was 

282 304, whereas there were 

only 311 registered campsites. 

The ratio of hotels to supplemen

tary accommodation establish

ments in Greece is 1:0.76 com

m 
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pared with 1:2 or 1:3 in other 

European tourist destinations. 

This does not, however, include 

the large number of unregistered, 

unauthorized rooms for rent in 

Greece. 

Other tourist activities such as 

restaurants and cafés also re

corded steady growth. These 

types of enterprises contribute 

substantially to revenue gener

ated by tourism. In 1989 the 

number of registered restaurants 

and cafés was 71 223. The num

ber of travel agencies increased 

from 1 688 in 1986 to 2 250 in 

1989. 

Transport infrastructure does not 

follow the same trend as the rest 

of tourism supply. Total length of 

motorways has grown only 

moderately and length of railway 

lines expanded marginally from 

2 461 km in 1980 to 2 484 km in 

1992. 

Tourism Demand 

Lengthof lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passengerkm (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) (*) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants (**) 

Aircraft movements (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

Transport infrastructure 

1980 

2 461 

101 

1464 

1980 

1923 

18011 

863 

89 

1980 

178 

16 433 

Railways 

1985 1986 

2 461 2 461 

111 117 

1 732 1 950 

Road 

1985 1986 

2117 2154 

18 237 18 485. 

1 263 1359 

127 136 

Aviation 

1985 1986 

231 231 

23 079 21782 

1987 

2479 

117 

1973 

1987 

2276 

18 748 

1433 

143 

1987 

239 

22 862 

1988 

2 479 

118 

1963 

1988 

2 344 

19 173 

1498 

150 

1988 

241 

22 927 

1989 

2 479 

123 

2011 

1989 

2 424 

20 653 

1605 

160 

1989 

245 

23 508 

1990 1991 1992 

2 484 2 484 2 484 

120 122 122 

1977 1995 2046 

1990 1991 1992 

2 558 2 597 2660 

21 430 22 080 22 674 

1735 1777 1829 

168 172 179 

1990 1991 1992 

245 

22 974 
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The number of foreign tourists 

rose from 5 million in 1980 to 

9.5 million in 1992 (average an

nual increase of 7.1%). 

Nights spent in hotels, similar ac

commodation establishments, and 

supplementary accommodation 

establishments totalled 49 million 

in 1992. Annual growth during 

19801992 fluctuated between 

14.5% and 0.1% (average 

growth 2.7%); the only exception 

was 1991 when overnights de

clined by 13% over the previous 

year for all types of accommoda

tion establishments. 

Nights spent in hotels and similar 

accommodation establishments 

by both residents and nonresi

dents have increased since 1980. 

Growth has been higher for non

residents from 38 million nights 

in 1980 to 48 million nights in 

1993 (average growth 2.65%) 

due to the nature of tourism in 

Greece. 

Supplementary accommodation 

establishments recorded a decline 

in the number of nights because 

of increased supply from hotels 

and similar accommodation es

tablishments. This shift was 

mainly driven by non residents 

who spent only 647 000 nights in 

supplementary accommodation 

establishments in 1992, com

pared with 1 665 245 nights in 

1985; the fall was less steep for 

residentsfrom 793 808 nights in 

1985 to 478 000 nights in 1992. 

Tourists travelling to Greece 

mostly come from western 

Europe. Their share increased 

from 77.5% of foreign tourists in 

1980 to 91.3% in 1992; 76.5% of 

the western European tourists in 

1991 were from the EU. In the 

early 1980s, however, Scandina

vians and residents of former 

Yugoslavia made up the majority 

of the European tourists; now 

they mainly come from the 

United Kingdom and Germany. 

In the 1980s Greece also re

ceived a relatively high propor

tion of tourists from the United 

States. This has changed lately as 

arrivals dropped from 321 081 in 

1981 to 180 429 in 1991, al

though they climbed back to 

278 941 in 1992. 

Asian and African countries also 

increased their share but still ac

count for a small proportion. 

Visitors from Japan represent an 

important proportion of those 

tourists who are interested in 

Greece's cultural and archae

ological heritage. The Japanese 

market has developed rapidly af

ter 1987; the average annual 

growth in arrivals during 1980

1991 was 47.2%. 

Nights spent in all 
accommodation establishments 

I NonResidents 

LLJ Residents 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

Visitors by country of residence, 1992 
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The different nationalities visiting 

Greece all present special charac

teristics and consumption pat

terns. A recent survey revealed 

significant differences in per cap

ita tourist consumption between 

Americans and Europeans. On 

average, American tourists spend 

twice as much as Europeans. 

Air transport is the most com

mon form of travel used by in

bound tourists (about 75% in 

1992). Scheduled flights, which 

carry a high percentage of long

haul leisure passengers, upmarket 

holidaymakers, and business 

travellers are less important than 

charter flights. 

More than half the arrivals by air 

in 1989 took charter flights, con

firming the dominance of mass 

market package holidays over all 

other types of travel to Greece. 

Around 95% of these tourists 

came from the main markets in 

northern Europe. Charter serv

ices to Greece developed rapidly 

during the 1980s so that virtually 

every island airport receives di

rect flights from Austria, Bel

gium, Germany, The Nether

lands, United Kingdom, and the 

Scandinavian countries. The gov

ernment encourages tour opera

tors and charter airlines to fly 

their clients direct to tourist des

tinations. It aims to reduce pres

sure on Athens airport and to 

distribute tourism receipts out

side the capital. Actually, Athens 

still receives a substantial per

centage of charter traffic and can 

become extremely overcrowded 

in July and August. The main is

land destinations are Corfu, 

Crete, Rhodes, Kos, Mykonos, 

Visitor arrivals by mode of transport 

in Mio. 

-¿-¿-¿-¿.¿■¿■¿.¿■¿ 
1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Π Sea H Air ■ Raü El Road 

and Santorini. A large number of 

charters also fly to smaller island 

airports. 

Many holidaymakers also arrive 

by road, primarily from Germany, 

Austria, and The Netherlands. 

During 19801992, approxi

mately 17% of the tourists came 

by road. But the civil war in for

mer Yugoslavia has almost halted 

this road traffic. 

The number of tourist arrivals by 

rail is insignificant; the average 

annual rate is around 1.5%. 

Cruises are a common form of 

travel for tourists either arriving 

from other countries or taking 

trips within Greek territorial wa

ters. Cruise passengers totalled 

1.14 million in 1992. Until re

cently most tourists using this 

mode of transport came from It

aly (43% of total arrivals by sea 

in 1985). 

Athens is the first choice as point 

of entry. In 1992 approximately 

67% of air travellers and 43% of 

all tourists chose Athens as their 

first place of visit. It often serves 

as a stopover because there is no 

direct connection between the 

departure point and selected des

tination, mainly during the off

season when there are no charter 

flights and few scheduled con

nections. The island of Rhodes is 

the second point of entry and the 

destination selected by the bulk 

of Scandinavian tourists. A major 

point of entry for British tourists 

is Corfu. 

The islands have the highest con

centration of tourists. Greater 

Athens and Salónica are pre

ferred by business travellers. The 

Greek government seeks to pro

mote other areas that are cur

rently less frequented by tourists. 

Tourist preferences vary accord

ing to nationality. Italians and 

Germans seem to opt for explo

ration as much as leisure; they 

mostly use nonorganized forms 

of travel and move between two 

and four times during their visit. 

Spaniards tend to prefer cultural 

tourism and focus on Greater 

Athens. Visitors from Scandina

vian countries, mainly Finns and 

100 m 
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Swedes, seem to congregate in a Changes in tourist distribution ceives fewer visitors despite oc-
few areas, especially on the island since the early 1980s reveal a fall casional surges. In 1991 the 
of Rhodes, which was specially in the popularity of Attica and a share of nights spent in Athens 
developed by Swedish tour op- shift of foreign tourists' prefer- was about 37% of the total for 
erators. enees from larger towns towards Greece and in 1992 it fell al-

Northern Crete, Chalkidiki, and though the total continued to 
similar destinations. Athens re- rise. 
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General Situation and Key islands, the Canary islands, 
Indicators: Development Catalonia, Andalusia, and greater 
and Impact of Tourism Valencia. 

The tourism industry has played a 
significant role in the Spanish 
economy since the 1960s. Spain 
is the main destination for Euro
pean travellers in the Mediterra
nean region. Non-Europeans also 
form an important part of in
bound tourism. The most popular 
vacation spots are the Balearic 

In 1990 tourism contributed 
about 33% of the income from 
export of goods and services. 
The share of tourist activities in 
the gross national product (GNP) 
was estimated at 8.5%; it was 
higher than that of construction 
(approximately 8.3%) and bank
ing (approximately 7%). 

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments 
(million ecus) 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

1980 

3009 

487 

2522 

2228 

2013 

398 

1614 

-6016 

5021 

885 

4137 

-3 787 

1985 

6378 

723 

5 654 

8 873 

4265 

592 

3 673 

-5146 

10643 

1316 

9327 

3 728 

1986 

7 509 

828 

6681 

6449 

4654 

702 

3 952 

-2437 

12163 

1530 

10633 

4012 

1987 

8300 

890 

7411 

4757 

4498 

808 

3 690 

-4818 

12799 

1698 

11101 

-61 

1988 

9280 

1113 

8167 

3 704 

4 850 

967 

3 883 

-6828 

14130 

2080 

12050 

-3124 

1989 1990 

9424 9 880 

1474 1 692 

7 950 8188 

58 -1335 

5332 4646 

1323 1628 

4009 3 018 

-9944 -12063 

14756 14526 

2797 3320 

11959 11206 

-9 886 -13 398 

1991 1992 1993 

10084 11103 

1845 1932 

8 839 9171 

-55 

4 815 5988 

1840 2336 

2975 3 652 

-13 574 

15499 17 091 16513 

3 685 4268 4021 

11814 12823 12492 

-13 629 

1992 was an outstanding year for 
the Spanish tourist industry be
cause of the World Exhibition in 
Seville, the Olympic Games in 
Barcelona, and the nomination of 
Madrid as the Cultural Capital of 
Europe. 

Spain's status as a major tourist-
receiving country is reflected in 
the balance of payments. Al
though the overall net balance is 
negative, the travel (tourism) bal
ance is positive and it tripled 
from ECU 4 137 million in 1980 
to ECU 12 492 million in 1993. 
Growth has, however, been 
slower since 1987. Tourism re
ceipts from countries of the 
European Union (EU) contribute 
largely to the positive travel bal
ance, despite high tourism ex
penditure by Spanish travellers in 
the EU. 

The total number of arrivals at 
the frontier reflect the upward 
trend in the balance of payment 
figures. Arrivals rose steadily ex
cept for a downturn in 1990 (52 
million, compared with 54 million 
in 1989 and 53.5 million in 
1991). Arrivals from EU coun
tries (45.5 million in 1991) ac
count for approximately 85% of 
the total. 

Tourism is an important job-cre
ating sector in Spain. Officially, 
lodging and catering account for 
about 13% of employment in 
market services as a whole. In 
1991 accommodation establish
ments and other tourist activities 
accounted for 5.4% of total em
ployment. The slight downturn in 
1990 translated as a 0.09% re
duction in the share of tourism. 
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These figures do not show the 

indirect impact on the labour 

market, nor do they include the 

large number of unregistered 

workers, who represent a typical 

feature of the tourist industry. In 

certain regions (eg, Balearic is

lands and some of the Canary 

islands), tourism is the main 

source of employment. 

In its white book on Spanish 

tourism, the government out

lined a series of priorities for 

further development of the sec

tor. The proposals aim to up

grade tourism, to determine 

clear market segments, to pro

mote cultural tourism and envi

ronmental protection, and to 

target nonEuropean markets, 

especially the United States and 

Japan. 

Tourism Supply 

The number of hotels and similar 

establishments fluctuated around 

10 000 during the 1980s. Their 

growth peaked in 19871988 but 

slowed down in the early 1990s. 

Number of hotels and similar establishments 
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The proportion of similar estab

lishments (accommodation es

tablishments offering only limited 

hotel services) and hotels has 

changed. In the mid1980s the 

share of similar establishments 

was approximately 65% of the 

total. By 1991 the shares of the 

two types of accommodation 

were almost even (similar estab

lishments 52.6%, hotels 47.4%). 

This trend towards quality im

provement of accommodation 

establishments is in line with 

priorities outlined in the white 

book. 

Accommodation enterprises are 

also raising their capacity by in

creasing the number of bedplaces 

rather than establishments. 

The highest number of bedplaces 

are recorded for 2 and 3star ho

tels. During the 1980s the num

ber of bedplaces grew for all 

categories, except 1star hotels, 

which recorded a slight reduc

tion. Highest growth was ob

served for 3star hotels. The pri

ority given to upmarket accom

modations is confirmed by the 

sharp increase for 4star hotels, 

from 122 337 bedplaces in 1990 

to 149 852 in 1991. 

Among the nonaccommodation 

tourist activities, restaurants, bar

restaurants, coffee bars, and pub

lic houses showed steady growth 

until the early 1990s. The annual 

growth rate in the number of 

travel agencies was around 20% 

until 1988; since then it has sta

bilized at approximately 2 200 

establishments. 

Number of establishments 

other tourist activities 
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and bar

restaurants 
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and public 
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♦ Travel agencies 

Transport infrastructure 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passengerkm (Mio.) 

Railways 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

13 542 12 710 12 721 12 686 12 550 12 565 12 570 12 570 12 980 

167 198 194 190 194 182 274 316 358 

13 527 15 079 15 646 15 394 15 716 14 715 15 476 15 022 16 350 

Road 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coache; 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

1923 2117 2 154 2 276 2 344 2 424 2 558 5235* 6486* 

42 631 41593 41874 43 002 43 991 45 168 45 767 46 604 47 180 

7557 9274 9 643 10 219 10 787 11468 11996 12 537 13 102 

278 303 316 337 355 388 399 430 458 

Aviation 

Aircraft movements

all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

684 714 728 816 910 960 1048 1 107 

45 560 50 541 55 780 62 917 68 288 70 872 73 142 75 422 

' including divided highways 
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Road and air transport developed 

rapidly, while rail transport stag

nated until 1991. 

Passengers generally prefer air to 

rail transport for longdistance 

travel. 

The significance of road trans

port is seen from the steady ex

pansion of the network and the 

increase in the number of cars 

per 1000 inhabitants (458 in 

1992). 

While annual passenger kilome

tres for rail transport have fluc

tuated around 15 000 million 

from 1985 to 1991, a strong in

crease is indicated for 1992 

(16 350 million). The absolute 

number of passengers increased 

significantly from 198 million in 

1985 to 358 million in 1992. 

Longdistance travellers appear 

to use rail transport less fre

quently. Network length has been 

steadily reduced and in 1989 it 

totalled 12 565 km. The 

launching of the highspeed rail 

link (AVE) between Madrid and 

Seville in 1992 added a few 

nundred kilometres to the net

work again. 

Tourism Demand 

Demand created by inbound 

tourism is of particular impor

tance to the Spanish economy, 

its impact is significantly greater 

than that of domestic tourism 

demand. 

Total nights spent in accommo

dation establishments increased 

until 1987, when they reached a 

Nights spent in accommodation 
establishments (Mio.) 

BHj 

D 

■ 

Campsites and tourist 

villages 

Establishments similar 
to hotels 

Hotels 

980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Nights spent in accommodation 
establishments 

nonresidents (Mio.) 

H Campsites and tourist 
villages 

LJ Establishments similar 

to hotels 

■ Hotels 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Arrivals of visitors at the border 
by country of residence, 1991 
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maximum of approximately 150 

million. The downward trend 

until 1990 (133 million nights) 

was checked by strong positive 

development in 1991. Overnights 

by nonresidents generally 

represented approximately 55% 

of the total, but the proportion 

decreased slightly towards the 

end of the 1980s. 

Three different groups of coun

tries of residence can be distin

guished. 

Neighbouring countries France 

and Portugal together account 

for 48% of all arrivals, including 

sameday visitors and commut

ers, particularly in the case of 

'Portugal, In the group of 

"package tour countries", the 

most important are Germany 

(16% of arrivals) and the United 

Kingdom (13%). Together they 

accounted for 45 million nights in 

hotels and similar establishments 

in 1991 and for approximately 

65% of the nonresisdents in 

these establishments. They are 

followed by France (6.7 million 

nights). 

Annual occupancy rate (net) for hotels and 
similar establishments 

■53^ 
■56ΠΓ 

■58TS . 

■64JL •53.4 

O H 1 i 1 1 — H 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Other important countries of in

bound tourism are The Nether

lands, Italy, Belgium, and Swit

zerland. 

Net occupancy rates for hotels 

and similar establishments were 

comparatively high in the 1980s 

and followed the same trend as 

overnights in accommodation 

establishments. The rate peaked 

at 58.5% in 1987; it dropped to 

51.5% in 1990 but recovered in 

1991 (53.4%). 

Data on demand created by the 

Spanish residents abroad are not 

complete and should be inter

preted carefully. Based on the 

number of nights spent by Span

ish guests in hotels and similar 

establishments abroad, France is 

the most attractive destination 

(about 2.9 million nights), fol

lowed by Italy and Portugal 

(about 1.9 million nights each). 

Other destinations include Ger

many and the Scandinavian 

countries. 
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FRANCE 
General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

France is the top tourist destina
tion in the world in terms of ar
rivals and the second favourite 
destination after the United 
States of America in terms of 
tourism receipts. In 1992, France 
welcomed 59.6 million foreign 
tourists and international travel 
receipts amounted to ECU 
19 364 million. 

1989 had been an exceptional 
year. The bicentenary celebra
tions and continued economic 
growth in the major industrial 
countries attracted more than a 
16% rise in the number of tour
ists, compared to 1988. In 1990 
tourism continued to boom, and 
in 1991, despite the Golf crisis, 
international tourism in France 
continued to progress positively, 
albeit at a slower pace. 

In terms of tourism trade surplus, 
France ranked third in 1992, be-

Travel (tourism) in 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

1980 

2946 

2 364 

583 

-2107 

2 981 

1962 

1019 

-895 

5 927 

4 326 

1602 

-3 002 

the Balance of Payments 
(million ecus) 

1985 

3 512 

2 529 

983 

-9 285 

6 989 

3 496 

3 493 

8 399 

10 501 

6 025 

4 476 

-886 

1986 1987 

3 607 4196 

2 878 3 471 

729 725 

-8 324 -9 105 

6 298 6 102 

3 756 3 897 

2 542 2 205 

10211 4 800 

9 905 10 298 

6 634 7 368 

3 271 2 930 

1 887 -4 305 

1988 

4 739 

3 918 

821 

-7 909 

6 928 

4 304 

2 624 

4 032 

11667 

8 222 

3 445 

-3 877 

1989 

6 122 

4 395 

1727 

-9 390 

8 634 

4 716 

3 918 

4 713 

14 756 

9111 

5 645 

-4 677 

1990 

6 886 

4 606 

2 280 

-7 696 

9 013 

5179 

3 834 

900 

15 899 

9 785 

6 114 

-6796 

1991 

7 772 

4 813 

2 959 

-7 332 

9 509 

5 154 

4 355 

2 534 

17 281 

8 113 

7 314 

-4 798 

hind Spain and the United States. 
The surplus on the tourism ac
count of France rose significantly 
between 1988 and 1989 from 
ECU 3 445 million to ECU 5 645 
million, and has since increased 
considerably in the nineties to 
reach ECU 8 455 million in 1992. 

Thus, tourism makes an essential 
contribution to France's foreign 
trade balance, which has during 
this period remained negative. In 
terms of receipts, tourism repre
sented 6% of total receipts for 
goods and services and 14% of 
total services receipts in 1991. 

Nearly half of the tourism re
ceipts of France are in currencies 
of the EU countries. In 1992, 
EU tourism receipts represented 
over 44% of total receipts. Over 
the past years, the share of re
ceipts in EU currencies has been 
rising (41% in 1989, 43% in 
1990, 45% in 1991). This de
velopment may partly be related 
to the creation of the EU Single 
Market. Moreover, one of the 
effects of the Golf crisis is that 
people tended to travel less far in 
1991. 

In 1991 and 1992, the biggest 
EU spender in France was Ger
many, representing over 26% of 
total EU receipts, followed 
closely by the United Kingdom 
with 24% in 1991, but falling to 
23% in 1992 (due to the sharp 
fall in the rate of sterling) and It
aly with 15% in 1991 and nearly 
17% in 1992. 

Although receipts in Swiss 
Francs represent the largest share 
of extra EU tourism receipts 
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(over 48% in 1992), this share 

can not simply be attributed to 

expenditures of Swiss tourists in 

France, but more to the particular 

characteristics linked to this 

currency. 

The US dollar represents 23% of 

total tourism receipts from out

side the 12 EU Member States. 

This share has considerably fallen 

over the past years, in 1989 re

ceipts in US dollars represented 

33% of total extra EU tourism 

receipts. This may in part be due 

to the recession in the United 

States and the fall in the rate of 

the dollar. The Japanese currency 

represents 5% of extra EU 

tourism receipts in 1992, com

pared to 6.5% in 1989. 

It is interesting to link this in

formation to the number of arri

vals at the borders. The over

whelming majority of tourists are 

from the EU (80% in 1992). 

Over the past years the arrivals 

of EU tourists have been rising 

constantly (average rate of in

crease 7% between 1989 and 

1992), whereas the number of 

extra EU tourist had been falling 

slightly (average rate of decrease 

2% between 1989 and 1991), but 

picked up again in 1992. The 

Golf crisis was particularly det

rimental to arrivals of American 

tourists, which fell by 18% com

pared to the year before. 

Total expenditure of non resident 

tourists and French tourists in 

France has been rising steadily 

during the early nineties. Do

mestic tourism consumption 

amounted to FF 465 500 million 

in 1990, FF 490 100 million in 

1991 and rose to over 

FF 520 100 million in 1992. Esti

mates point to domestic tourism 

consumption reaching FF533 700 

million in 1993. 

Tourism contributes substantially 

to the French economy in terms 

of value added and employment. 

An important share of lodging 

and catering services offer their 

services to tourists. According to 

National Accounts, total value 

added of lodging and catering 

Number of establishments  other tourist 
activities ('000} 

LJ Restaurants and bar

restaurants 

■ Coffeebars and public 

houses 

U Travel agencies 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Share of employment in hotels, restaurants, cafes in total employment 

25000 τ 

2 . 9 1 % 3 % 3.06% 3.14% 3.22% 3 . 3 1 % 3 .33% 3.42% 

20000 

1 5 0 0 0 

© 

Η Hotels, r e s t a u r a n t s , cafes 

LJ Market services 

Π Othe r activities 

1987 1988 1989 

4_i_¿ 1 | ' '| 

1990 1991 1992 
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FRANCE 
services amounted to FF 202 000 
milhon, which represents nearly 
15% of market services and 3% 
of the total value added of the 
economy in 1992. Over the past 
decade, the share of lodging and 
catering services in valued added 
of market services and total value 
added has not varied consider
ably. 

The tourism sector is an impor
tant generator of employment 
representing 18 % of employ
ment in market services and 
3.6% of employment in the 
economy as a whole. According 
to National Accounts 764 700 
persons worked in the lodging 
and catering sector in 1992, of 
which 74% were salaried em
ployees. Whereas growth in em
ployment in the economy as 
whole has been minimal (less 
than 1% per annum) during the 
period 1987 to 1990, employ
ment in the lodging and catering 
sector grew by over 3% annually. 
In 1991 and 1992 employment in 
this sector continued to increase 
albeit at a slower pace (1% in 
1991 and 2% in 1992), whereas 
total employment in the economy 
stagnated in 1991 and dropped in 
1992. 

Number of hotel establishments 

21000 
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FRANCE 
Seasonal employment is a phe
nomenon of the tourism sector in 
France as in other countries. Ac
cording to a study made by the 
Ministry of Tourism in 1985, the 
gap between the highest level of 
employment in Tourism and the 
lowest during a year may repre
sent 38%. 

A breakdown of salaried em
ployees by tourism related sec
tors, shows that the biggest em

ployers are restaurants and bar 
restaurants. Employment in res
taurants and cafes-restaurants has 
been slowing down at the be
ginning of the nineties, after 
having experienced an average 
annual rate of growth of 7% be
tween 1986 and 1990. Between 
1990 and 1991 employment in 
this sector grew by 2.5% with 
practically no increase in 1992 
(242 551 salaried persons). Em
ployment in hotels and hotel-res-

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passenger-km (Mio) 

Motorways (km) 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Passenger-km by bus/coach 
(1000 Mio) 

Aircraft movements - all 
(1000) 

Total passengers 
(1000 Mio/passengers-km) 

Passengers handled in Paris 
(1000) 

Transport infrastructure 

Railways 

1980 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

34 382 34 665 34 644 34 599 34 469 34 260 33 990 33 555 

685 779 782 810 838 842 837 829 

55 60 60 63 65 64 62 63 

Road 

1980 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

5 287 6 019 6 207 6 328 6 680 6 824 7 080 7 408 

19 130 21500 21970 22520 23 010 23 550 23 810 24 020 

354 387 394 402 407 414 417 419 

65 000 72 000 71000 72 000 72 000 75 000 77 000 76 000 

38 39 42 42 40 41 43 41 

Aviation 

1980 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

690 742 784 858 939 1019 1101 1158 

5.3 8.3 8.9 9.6 11.0 11.4 11.4 12.0 

26 045 33 525 37 048 40 701 44 958 46 836 45 296 50 369 

taurants grew at a slower pací 
with an average annual rate c 
growth of 4% (1986-1990). I 
1991 it dearly increased corr 
pared to 1990 and in 1992 fe 
slightly (156 050 salaried pei 
sons). The third largest tourisr 
related employer is cafes an 
bars. In this activity employmer 
has dwindled slightly over th 
past years and totalled 49 94 
salaried employees in 1992. Ar 
other important employer 
"other types of accommodation 
(e.g. camping sites, hohda 
dwellings, etc.), which employe 
40 789 salaried persons in 199^ 
Finally travel agencies employe 
25 120 salaried persons in 1992. 

In 1991 turnover in the lodgin 
and catering sector showed posi 
tive growth rates for all three su 
sectors (hotels, bars, restaurants' 
although these growth rates ar 
lower than for the period 1988 
1990. In 1991 turnover totalle 
FF 212 262 milhon (an increas 
of 3% compared to 1990), c 
which 43% is made up by th 
turnover of restaurants and bai 
restaurants. In 1991 cafes an 
bars experienced the highest rat 
of growth of the three subsectoi 
with a 7% annual increase i 
turnover. Finally, after havin 
experienced since the mi 
eighties fairly substantial year t 
year growth, the turnover c 
travel agents dropped in 1991 b 
nearly 2% compared to th 
previous year. 

Investment in the lodging and CE 
tering sector rose significand 
between 1986 and 1987 (22%; 
and continued to grow during th 
next two years. From 1990 t 

12 
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1992 gross consolidated capital 

assets stagnated at FF 33 000 

milhon per year. This represents 

nearly 18% of investments made 

in all market services and over 

2% of all investments made in the 

economy as a whole. 

Tourism Supply 

The supply of tourism related ac

tivities in France is largely made 

up of small and medium sized 

companies. The restaurant busi

ness flourished during the late 

eighties and attained its highest 

number of enterprises in 1990 

(73 747). In 1991 this trend re

versed and the number dropped 

to 68 476 restaurants and bar res

taurants. The trend for cafes and 

bars has been different. During 

the second half of the eighties, 

their number has fallen year after 

year from 77 544 in 1985 to 

63 692 in 1990. In 1991 how

ever, they showed signs of pick

ing up and numbered 64 320. 

Travel agencies considerably 

expanded over the eighties, in

creasing by over 14% between 

1988 and 1990, to total 2 369 en

terprises in 1990. 

However, in 1991 the period of 

growth came to an end and the 

number of enterprises fell slightly 

(2 340). 

Tourist accommodation is a main 

sector of the tourism industry in 

France. Although a change in the 

methodology for accommodation 

statistics occurred after 1988, the 

general trends can still be ob

served. 

In 1993 20 174 classified hotel 

establishments offered their 

services to tourists. From 1989 

to 1992 the number of hotel es

tablishments increased very 

slowly and peaked at 20 582. The 

number of bed places, on the 

other hand, increased at a faster 

pace throughout this period, par

ticularly between 1991 and 1992 

(increase of 8.7%) and totalled 

Nights of nonresident guests 
in hotels, 1992 

18% 19% 

14% 
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nearly 1.2 million in 1992. The 

general trend has been for hotels 

to increase capacity, rather than 

expand in number. Although the 

number of bedplaces fell in 1993 

as the number of establishments 

dropped, the result was less 

pronounced. Another significant 

feature of the development in the 

hotel sector in France is the 

tendency towards improving the 

quality of supply. This is 

indicated by the fall in the num

ber of one star hotels (a drop of 

22% between 1989 and 1992), 

which has in particular been 

compensated by an increase of 

7% in the number of two star ho

tels. 

Another important supplier of 

tourism accommodation are 

camping sites and hohday vil

lages. The number of camping 

sites jumped significantly be

tween 1980 and 1985 by 20%, 

and since have increased slowly 

to arrive at a total of 8 564 in 

1992. The number of camping 

pitches has followed a similar 

pattern, arriving at 889 093 in 

1992. 

Holiday villages numbered 723 in 

1992, offering 234 864 bed 

places. Compared to 1991, the 

number of hohday villages has 

decreased by nearly 16%. 

In 1992 there were 186 youth 

hotels, offering a capacity of 

12 163 bed places. Between 1991 

and 1992, the number of youth 

hostels have decreased by 13% 

and bed places have fallen by 

30%. 

Thus it would seem that after a 

period of rapid growth during the 

beginning of the eighties and 

slow growth in the second half, 

these types of tourist accommo

dation have reached in the early 

nineties an optimum level of 

supply to satisfy current tourism 

demand. 

Letting of private accommoda

tion is important in France. Ac

cording to the figures for 1992, 

the French communes own over 

3 800 gîtes. 33 993 are owned by 

private agents, much of which are 

in rural areas. Chambres d'hôtes, 

which are rooms let by private 

persons to tourists amounted t 

11 168 rooms in 1992. Secon 

homes of French resident 

amounted to 2 822 315 in 199C 

which on the demand side is re 

fleeted by the fact that 13 % o 

French residents spend their holi 

days in France in their secon 

home. 

Transport infrastructure plays a 

important role in the way tourist 

travel from one place to anothei 

The length of rail in France ha 

been falling slowly over the pas 

decade, since the emphasis ha 

been placed on upgrading exisl 

ing lines and constructing a nig 

speed network (TGV). The shar 

of electrified network rose fror 

under 30% in 1980 to over 409 

in 1992. Lines being able to tak 

traffic at more than 200km pe 

hour rose from 854km t 

2 958km in 1992. Investment i 

constructing the TGV networ 

has been high. In 1991 near! 

half of rail infrastructure expen 

diture was for the construction o 

new TGV lines, and in 1992 E 

8 500 rnilhon were invested. Th 

aim is to offer a speedy ani 

Total number of nights in hotels, 
residents/nonresidents (Mio.) 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

residents 

Π nonresidents 

1991 1992 
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efficient alternative to air and 

road transport. Between 1980 

and 1985 passengerkm traffic 

increased by 13%. Since then the 

figures have fluctuated, but are 

largely positive. In 1989 the 

figure reached its highest level so 

far (64 000 million passenger

km). In 1992 passengerkm 

traffic totalled nearly 63 000 mil

lion. 

Linked to rail is the ambitious 

construction of the Eurotunnel, 

for which the global cost is now 

estimated at ECU 13 141 million. 

The present forecasts reckon on 

44 million passengers using the 

tunnel by the year 2003. 

To ease road congestion, motor

way construction has continued. 

Over the period 1980 to 1991 the 

length of motorway has increase 

by 30%. Within the same period 

traffic density has risen from 

16 000 vehicles per day to just 

under 20 000. 

The air transport infrastructure of 

France is also well developed. It 

counts over principal 20 regional 

airports (plus six in the overseas 

territories). The airports of Paris 

(CDG, Orly, Le Bourget) are the 

second busiest airports in 

Europe, handling an estimated 

figure of 50.4 million passengers 

for 1992. 

Tourism Demand 

France has the advantage of a fa

vourable geographic position 

within Europe, a mild climate and 

diverse landscape. It enjoys the 

benefits of various forms of 

tourism : both summer and win

ter hohdays, cultural and rural 

tourism and business tourism. 

France conducts a very active 

tourism policy to promote tour

ism and to attract new types of 

visitors. 

In 1992 over 47.4 million tourists 

came from the EU and 12.2 

million came from extra EU 

countries. Tourist arrivals from 

Germany is the highest with over 

12.5 million trips, followed by 

the United Kingdom with 8.2 

million, representing respectively 

26% and 17% of total EU arri

vals into France. Italy and Bel

gium both accounted for 15% re

spectively, followed by the Neth

erlands with 13% of total EU ar

rivals into France. 

Switzerland and the United 

States provided the highest in

flow of extra EU visitors, repre

senting 19% and 16% respec

tively of all extra EU tourism into 

France. Tourists from Japan rep

resented nearly 4% of total extra 

EU arrivals into France. 

For 1992, total nights spent in 

hotels and camping sites reached 

241 million, of which for hotels 

39% and for camping sites 33% 

were accounted for by non resi

dents. Once again due to a 

change in methodology in 1988 

no direct comparison can be 

made between the period before 

and after, nevertheless the evo

lution of nights spent in these 

two types of accommodation can 

be seen : whereas nights spent in 

hotels rose continuously between 

1988 and 1992, those in camping 

sites have tended towards stag

nation. 

Nights spent in hotels by non 

residents rose remarkably in 1989 

(partly due to the bicentenary 

celebrations) by 26% in 1989 

from 41 milhon in 1988 to 51 

million. In 1990, nearly 56 mil

hon nights were spent by non 

residents in hotels. In 1991, 

nights spent in hotels slumped by 

5% before reaching new record 

heights in 1992, with over 59 

million nights spent. 

The number of nights spent ac

cording to the country of resi

Net holiday departure rate of 
French residents 
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dence follows a similar line as ar

rivals of tourists at the borders. 

The main generating country in 

terms of nights spent in hotels is 

the United Kingdom, followed by 

Germany, Italy, and the United 

States. 

Nights spent by French residents 

in hotels followed a similar posi

tive trend, with an increase of 

nearly 6% in 1989 compared to 

the previous year. 1990 experi

enced an increase of 2.5% com

pared to 1989, dropping by 2% 

in 1991, only to rise to nearly 92 

million in 1992. 

The evolution of nights spent by 

residents and non residents in 

camping sites since 1988 has 

fluctuating between the 93 to 96 

million mark. 

Concerning national tourism de

mand, the number of hohday 

trips (lasting a minimum of 4 

days) taken by French residents 

in France and abroad has been 

rising steadily throughout the 

eighties, and reached 67 million 

in 1992. More French people are 

participating in tourism (56% in 

1980 and 60% in 1992). The av

erage number of trips per person 

has risen to nearly two per year, 

with a drop in the average dura

tion of the trip from 16.4 days to 

14 days. This means that French 

people tend to go on hohday 

more frequently (a summer and 

winter hohday), but for shorter 

periods. 

Seaside resorts remain the most 

favoured destination (35%), fol

lowed by the countryside (24%) 

and the mountains (20%). Al 

though summer holidays repre 

sent the biggest bulk of holidays 

winter hohday demand is grow 

ing more rapidly. The majorit 

of the French tend to spend thei 

holidays at the homes of friend 

or relatives (45%). 

The main mode of transport re 

mains predominately the ca 

(75%). This can in good part b 

explained by the fact that mor 

and more French own a car (4l· 

cars per 1 000 inhabitants i 

Type of accommodation used by the French 

for their holidays  1992 

4% 4% 

9 % ^—■—^|§S8S§ä ^ ^ 

12% f : ! Í 5 3 | ^ 43% 

13% "^^SSiSBfi ¡g^^L-^^ 

15% 

LJ Friends and family 
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accommodaUon 

H Second home 

LJ Camping sites 

□ Hotels 

E] Youth hostels and 

others 

Hi Holiday villages 
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The French on holiday: number of stays in France and abroad 
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FRANCE 
1990), the fact that France is 
conveniently placed within the 
continent of west Europe and the 
fact that the ovenvhelming ma
jority of the French spend their 
hohdays in France : in 1992 81% 
of hohday trips were taken in 
France (56.4 million holidays in 
France compared to 10.7 
abroad). 

The majority that travel abroad 
tend to stay within Europe. The 
preferred foreign destinations in 
terms of nights spent remain 
Spain, Portugal and Italy (of 
which nearly 40% can be attrib
uted to immigrant workers re
turning to their native country for 
hohday s). 

Expenditure on tourism by 
French residents follows a similar 
pattern to their propensity to 
travel. Expenditure in the country 
and abroad showed average 
annual increases of 6.5% during 
the second half of the eighties. In 
the early nineties, however, the 
yearly increases have been rather 
modest (3%) and mainly sus
tained by French tourist expendi
ture within the country. 

In 1992 French tourism expendi
ture (consumption relating di
rectly to the trip and transport) 
reached FF 420.3 thousand mil
lion, of which nearly 27% was 
spent abroad. It is interesting to 
note how tourism expenditure 
abroad can fluctuate according to 

the economic and political inter
national climate. During the late 
eighties French residents in
creased their expenditure abroad 
by over 9% per annum, but in 
1990 expenditure only increased 
by 2% compared to the previous 
year and fell by 5% in 1991 com
pared to 1990. A modest increase 
(2%) occurred in 1992 and 
estimates for 1993 point to 
French tourist expenditure 
abroad picking up again. Ex
penditure within France by 
French residents, on the other 
hand, has been more stable, and 
averaged increases of 5% to 6% 
per annum between 1987 and 
1992, with the exception of 1990 
(4%). 

Tourist expenditure 1980 
(Thousand Mìo national currency) 

7985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Residents in the country 
Residents abroad 
Non-residents in the country 

120.4 
39.0 
49.6 

214.5 
77.9 
76.9 

223.3 
83.5 
71.6 

237.4 
92.2 
78.1 

250.5 
101.5 
90.1 

263.3 
114.7 
110.8 

274.6 
117.0 
115.4 

291.7 
111.7 
123.5 

306.7 
113.6 
136.5 
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General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Tourism makes a substantial con
tribution to the Irish economy. It 
is estimated that tourism reve
nues account for 7.1% of GNP. 
In 1993, 3.8 million non-resident 
tourists visited Ireland, contribut
ing ECU 1 365 million in travel 
receipts. Between 1989 and 1993 
overseas tourists increased by 
over 18% and foreign exchange 
earnings rose by 30%. The in
crease in tourism numbers and 
revenue was due to a number of 
factors, including: investment in 
tourism faculties, increased rela
tive price competitiveness, im
proved access, greater "green 
consciousness", and more effec
tive promotion. 

Over the past decade travel re
ceipts have for every year repre
sented some 4 % of total current 
account receipts and over 40% of 
services receipts. From 1982 to 
1993 travel receipts showed year 
to year favourable increases, with 
the exception of a decrease in 
1986 of 5%. This decrease is 
partly due to a fall in arrivals 
(19%) and travel earnings (20%) 
from North America. Both re
ceipts and arrivals picked up the 
following year and from then on 
showed healthy increases. 

In 1991 travel receipts rose by 
nearly 8% compared to 1990, in 
1992 they rose by nearly 2% 
compared to 1991, and in 1993 
they increased by over 9% com
pared to the previous year. 

The Irish economy benefits from 
a positive rate of coverage for its 
travel item. Tourism has pro

vided Ireland with a net travel 
account of ECU 319 million in 
1993. The net travel account 
substantially increased during the 
past decade, and saw a par
ticularly favourable increase be
tween 1989 and 1990. 

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account for 
all economic sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account for 
all economic sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account for 
all economic sectors 

1980 

348 

357 

-9 

-2276 

166 

126 

40 

76 

514 

483 

31 

•2200 

(million ecus) 

1985 1986 1987 

486 453 492 

395 493 509 

91 -40 -5 

-1914 -1727 -860 

232 217 235 

139 174 178 

93 43 57 

792 810 953 

718 670 727 

534 667 687 

184 3 40 

-1122 -917 93 

1988 

571 

576 

-5 

-839 

272 

202 

70 

1145 

843 

778 

65 

306 

1989 

654 

637 

17 

-1065 

312 

224 

88 

1254 

966 

861 

105 

189 

1990 

765 

646 

119 

-1121 

365 

227 

138 

1871 

1130 

873 

257 

750 

1991 1992 1993 

826 

644 

182 

-1375 

393 

227 

166 

2405 

1219 1247 1365 

871 1049 1046 

348 198 319 

1030 1881 3245 

Gross value added - ECU MIO 
Market services as a whole 
Lodging, Restaurants and catering 
Total of branches 

1986 
9 270 

560 
23 822 

1987 
9 466 

575 
24 207 

1988 
10 013 

585 
25 916 

1989 
11 555 

618 
29 062 

1990 
12 966 

703 
31 547 

1991 
13 567 

778 
32 960 
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Arrivals of visitors at the borders ('000)* 

D from EUR 12 

Π from total World 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

Arrivals of visitors at the border by country of 
residence  1993 
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UNTTED KINGDOM 

NORTH AMERICA 

GERMANY 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

NETHERLAND 

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND 

OTHER COUNTRIES 

These remarkable results are in 

particular due tourism expendi

tures of the United Kingdom and 

North America, which for 1993 

made up 33% and 13% of total 

tourism receipts respectively. 

Ireland conducts two thirds of its 

international travel exchanges in 

EU currencies. In 1991 68% of 

its receipts came from EU coun

tries and Ireland spent 74 % of its 

total travel expenditures in EU 

countries. This is hardly surpris

ing since more than two thirds of 

foreign visitors to Ireland come 

from EU countries (81% in 

1991) and 84% of trips abroad 

made by the Irish are to EU 

countries. 

Thus, the tourism sector makes 

an important contribution to the 

Ireland's Balance of Payments, 

which from 1987 to 1991 has 

enjoyed a largely positive net 

current account. 

Tourism is an important source 

of employment in Ireland. It is 

estimated that in 1992 46 0( 

jobs depended directly on tou 

ism, representing 3% of the tot 

active population. Using i 

put/output analysis methods, tl 

Irish Tourist Board (Bord Fáilt 

has estimated that tourism 

Ireland supports 91 000 jobs ( 

tourism related sectors and jol 

supported by the spinoff effe 

of tourist spending througho 

the economy). 

Whereas unemployment has i 

creased in Ireland  affectir 

209 000 persons in 1991, i.« 

16% of the total active popul 

tion  tourism is one of the ra 

sectors of activity that registe 

small but regular increases 

employment. 

The tourism sector also makes 

significant contribution to Ir 

land's economic production. A 

though no exact figures are avai 

able to assess the importance ι 

the production of the touris 

sector as a whole in the ecoi 

omy, figures on the lodging ar 

catering sector present a parti 

but viable indicator of this pe 

formance. 

The gross value added (at mark 

prices) of the lodging and cate 

ing sector considerably increase 

from 1986 to 1991. In 1989 

rose by over 5% compared to tl 

previous year, and over 13% 

1990 and 10% in 1991. In 19S 

the production of the lodging ar 

catering sector in. terms of gro; 

value added attained EC 

778 million, representing nearly 

% of market services as a who 

and over 2% of total value adde 

of all branches of the economy. 

Indeed, Tourism has been re 

ognised by the Irish governme 
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as a key sector for Ireland's eco

nomic growth. Since 1988, Bord 

Faute has developed a "strategy 

for growth", including a product 

strategy to simulate development 

of an extended range of high 

quality tourism projects. The 

strategy was highly dependent on 

an improved investment climate 

stimulated by the government 

and the extension to tourism of 

new funds, mainly the European 

Regional Development Fund 

(ERDF), the Business Expansion 

Scheme (BES), and the Interna

tional Fund for Ireland (IFI). The 

government also took measures 

to support the overall strategy, 

including the liberalisation of air 

fares and lowering of inflation 

leading to improved competitive

ness. Funds have been pumped 

into private and pubhc capital in

vestment and also into manpower 

and training. The type of tourism 

products invested into include 

inland waterways, angling, tour

ing routes, culture and heritage, 

leisure facilities, coastal marinas, 

golf and conference faculties. The 

BES was extensively used in the 

late 1980's, particularly for de

veloping tourism accommoda

tion. 

Bord Faute has indicated that in 

recent years on average £154 

million per annum has been in

vested in tourism related prod

ucts mainly through ERDF and 

BES funding. In 1992 total in

vestment in Ireland amounted to 

£4 618 million of which tourism 

accounted for £154 million 

(3.3%). 

Number of establishments 
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Guest houses 
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Tourism Supply 

The number of hotels and guest 

houses in Ireland saw minor ups 

and downs during the second half 

of the mid eighties, but in the 

beginning of the nineties it grew 

considerably. Between 1990 and 

1994 the number increased by 

14% to total 977 estabhshments. 

This growth in supply is mainly 

due to the increase in the number 

of guest houses (301 in 1994), 

which grew by 39%. The princi

pal growth factors were the 

emergence of new guest houses 

and the reclassification of certain 

estabhshments which had previ

ously been trading as Bed & 

Breakfasts. 

During the eighties the number of 

bedplaces in hotels and guest 

houses followed a similar pattern 

to the number of estabhshments. 

In the begirming of the nineties, 

the number of bedplaces grew 

even more significantly than the 

number of establishments, offer

ing a total of 56 293 bedplai 

in 1994. Hotels tended to ι 

pand their capacity and betw< 

1990 and 1994 bedplaces 

creased by 17%, compared to 

increase of 3% in the number 

hotel estabhshments. Gu 

houses increased their capac 

by 40% during this period, atta 

ing their highest level ever 

corded (6 493 bedplaces). 

There has been a trend in Ireh 

to improve the quality of 

services provided by hotels. 

300 τ 

250 

200 

150 

100 

Number of hotels according quality 

"■ Hotels with 5 stars 

Π Hotels with 4 stars 

"♦ Hotels with 3 stars 

O Hotels with 2 stars 

_A Hotels with 1 star 
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18000 τ 

4000 

2000 

Number of bedplaces in hotels according to quality 

o 
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♦ Hotels with 3 stars 

O Hotels with 2 stars 

* Hotels with 1 star 
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I R E L A N D 
deed over the past decade it is 
the five, four and three star hotels 
that have tended to increase in 
number as the number of two and 
one star hotels experienced rela
tive decline. 

The largest growth has been in 
three star hotels which numbered 
141 estabhshments in 1985 and 
grew to number nearly 200 in 
1993. This may in part be at
tributed to the upgrading of some 
two star hotels, as over this last 
period, the number of two star 
hotels has been falling (from 256 
to 219 establishments). In terms 
of quantity two star hotels 
remain, however, the most plenti
ful. In view of the aim to increase 
quality it is one star hotels that 
have the most declined. In 1985 
they numbered 116 and although 
they picked up in mid eighties, by 
1993 they had fallen to 82. This 
would tend to indicate that the 
demand for one star hotels is 
falling as tourists are offered 
equivalent services at lower 
prices in similar establishments 
such as guest houses and Bed & 
Breakfasts. 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passenger-km (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Aircraft movements 
- all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

Transport infrastructure 

1985 

1944 

20 

1023 

1985 

8 

3 295 

715 

202 

1985 

73 

4 119 

Railways 

1986 1987 

1 944 1 944 

22 25 

1 075 1 196 

Road 

1986 1987 

8 8 

3 422 3 521 

717 743 

203 210 

Aviation 

1986 1987 

80 87 

4 424 5 239 

1988 

1944 

24 

1 180 

1988 

8 

3 701 

756 

214 

1988 

105 

6 354 

1989 1990 

1 944 1 944 

24 25 

1 220 1 226 

1989 1990 

8 32 

3 834 4 047 

780 797 

222 228 

1989 1990 

120 130 

7195 7 846 

1991 

1944 

26 

1290 

1991 

32 

4 388 

838 

238 

1991 

120 

7 466 

1992 

1944 

26 

1226 

1992 

32 

4 557 

864 

245 

1992 

Four star hotels have the largest 
capacity to accommodate tourists 
(16 969 bed-places in 1993). As 
the number of establishments 
rose between 1990 and 1993, so 
has the number of bed places 
(21%). Three star hotels offer the 
second largest capacity with 
13 154 bed-places in 1993, and 
between 1990 and 1993 in
creased their capacity by a quar
ter. The number of bed-places in 
five star hotels increased by 13% 
during this same period. 

Contrary to the situation of high 
star rated hotels, the number of 
bed-places in two star and one 
star hotels fell by 13% and 18% 
respectively between 1990 and 
1993. 

Other types of tourist collective 
accommodation form part of the 
supply offered to tourists. Bed & 
Breakfast and self catering ac
commodation are, respectively, 
the second and third most impor
tant type of tourist accommoda
tion in terms of capacity. In 1993 

there were 3869 Bed & Breakfast 
estabhshments offering some 
36 000 bed-places and 4 236 self 
catering premises offering 25 000 
bed-places. Moreover, there were 
124 camping sites holding a ca
pacity of 32 000 bed-places and 
150 hostels supplying 8 000 bed-
places. 

Transport infrastructure did not 
experience any major changes 
throughout the eighties and be
ginning of the nineties in Ireland. 
Nevertheless, emphasis has been 
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placed on making Ireland more 
easily accessible for overseas 
visitors. 

The creation in 1990 of the ring 
motor way around Dublin, how
ever, has contributed to ease 
traffic in the capital and assist 
tourists in gaining easier and 
quicker access to Ireland's main 
airport centre. The number of 
tour operators, scheduled serv
ices and charters servicing Ire
land have ah increased. Charter 
series from mainland Europe, for 
example, comprised over 
100 000 seats in 1992 compared 
to 40 000 in 1989. 
Pan America and Delta Airlines 
opened new regular lines to 
Shannon in 1986, which have 
contributed to favouring the in
coming traffic from the south and 
the west. 

Most extra European inbound 
passengers (75%) and over half 
of EU residents come to Ireland 
by plane. Arrivals of non-resident 
tourists by plane more than dou
bled between 1985 and 1990 
firom 917 000 to 1.9 million. In 
11-9'. arrivals increased by 12% 
©onnipared to 1989, and although 
aanrwals were affected by the eco-
ssmsnc recession and Gulf crisis in 
1991 arad fell by 7%, the impact 
was start lived. By 1993 arrivals 
rf røm residents by plane sur
passed Ése 2 mallon mark. 

tend to travel more, 
irai fsassefflfgsr iraffic has steadily 
misas ©war ûm past decade and 

1226 Brauen« passenger-
ia 1992.. likewise travel by 

car ís íroereasSitsg as tb© number of 
has increased 

over this period. In 1985 there 
were 202 cars per 1 000 inhabi
tants and in 1993 there were 253. 
The stock of buses and coaches 
has also considerably increased 
between 1980 and 1992. 
Tourism boat and ferry transport 
is mainly linked to passenger 
transport between Ireland and 
Great Britain and to a lesser ex
tent with France. The main pas
senger ports in Ireland are Dublin 
and Rosslare, which amount to 
92% of total sea passenger trans
port. 

In 1993 1.3milhon non-residei 
tourists came by the princip 
seaports, and over 40% of E 
non resident arrivals were t 
seaports. It is deemed possib 
that via England, Ireland could 
the medium to long term als 
benefit from the traffic of tl 
channel tunnel. 

Nights spent by non-residents in hotels and similar 
establishments ('000) 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

Nights spent by non-residents in other 
collective tourist accommodation ('000) 

D CAMPINGS SITES 

H HOLIDAY DWELLINGS 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
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Tourism Demand 

The tourism season in Ireland is 

during the summer, when tourists 

can count on fairly mild weather 

conditions. It begins in May and 

continues until the end of Sep

tember, with net occupancy rates 

attaining over 70% (1991) in 

hotels. 

Overnight stays by non residents 1 

in all types of accommodation 

picked up in 1992 (33.6 million), 

after having suffered a drop in 

1991 (1.2%) and in 1993 to

talled 35.1 million overnight 

stays. The largest share of over

nights stays are due to tourists 

from Great Britain (43%) with 

the second largest share being 

made up of overnight stays of 

North American residents (13%). 

Arrivals and overnights stays in 

hotels and guest houses have 

seen in general year to year posi

tive growth rates, as more and 

more foreign tourists are at

tracted to the splendour of the 

green scenery of Ireland, its cul

ture, its history and heritage and 

its welcoming people. 1986 and 

1986 were not very favourable 

years, but between 1988 and 

1991 overnight stays increased at 

unprecedented rates. The highest 

year to year increase occurred 

between 1987 and 1988 (28%), 

1 It should be noted that data on 
arrivals and overnight stays of non 
residents are derived from travel 
surveys on nonresidents visiting 
Ireland, therefore the results cannot be 
compared with those of member states 
who obtain data on guest flows through 
tourism accommodation registers. 

but satisfactory rates were 

achieved in 1989 (16%), 1990 

(11%) and 1991 (14%). In 1992 

overnight stays fell slightly, 

mainly due to the decline in the 

length of stay of European tour

ists. Data for 1993 shows over

night stays by non residents 

reaching new heights (9.5 million). 

Again, GB citizens and North 

American citizens are the most 

frequent guests to stay in hotels 

and guest houses. In 1993 GB 

residents represented nearly 35% 

of all overnight stays of non resi

dents, and North American citi

zens represented nearly 22%. 

German and French tourists also 

make up a fair share (11% and 

10% respectively), followed by 

Italians (6%). 

The main purpose of the trips of 

non residents to Ireland is for a 

hohday and this purpose is be

coming more important as time 

passes. In 1987 only 35% of all 

trips to Ireland were for holidays 

and 41% were to visit friends and 

Most popular active pursuits of nonresident 

holidaymakers (1993) 

4% 

»/ FA» 
f MWrnt 

X ^ ^ WP? IS»/,, 

H Sailing 

L_1 Equestrian pursuits 

Β Golf 

Η Cycling 

111 Angling 

El Hiking/walking 

19% 

Most popular passive pursuits of nonresident 
holidaymakers (1993) 

3% 3%Λ0/ 

_̂_ 4% 

I J ^ 6% 
IM ^ \ 8 % 

54% 1 Ü ^ ƒ 

m. / 22% 

1 Religious visit 

LJ Horse racing 

1 Genealogy 

Η Theatre 

LH Visits to off-shore islands 

ED Gardens 
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relatives. This trend is now 
changing and in 1993 43% of 
trips were for holidays and only 
were for 25% to visit friends and 
family. It would seem that Ireland 
has been successful in attracting 
new types of tourists. Naturally 
there is a certain proportion of 
non-resident tourists, particularly 
from Great Britain that take the 
opportunity to do both 
(200 000). Business trips also 
represent a fair share of tourism 
to Ireland (19% in 1993) and 
other purposes such as sports 
(particularly fishing and golf), 
cultural and rehgious motivations 
have all increased in importance. 

Ireland also benefits from a 
strong domestic demand market. 

As well as the geographic factor, 
the Irish enjoy visiting their own 
country. Unfortunately no recent 
official data is available on arri
vals and overnights stays of resi
dents in tourism accommodation, 
as registration is not compulsory. 
Nevertheless, in 1988 Irish resi
dents made 3.6milhon hohday 
trips of which only 34% were 
made abroad. 

In 1991 the Irish made 5.8 mil
lion pleasure trips (e.g. holidays, 
visits to friends and family, oth
ers..), of which 83% were made 
in Ireland. Indeed, as the number 
of hohday trips of Irish tourists 
has been rising it is mainly do
mestic tourism that has profited 
from this increase in the pro

pensity to travel. Expenditures of 
Irish tourists in Ireland have risen 
steadily over the eighties and 
experienced high year to year 
increases from 1990 to 1992. 
Expenditure abroad by Irish resi
dents showed no real increase at 
the beginning of the nineties, but 
grew by 12% in 1992 and 5% in 
1993. ' 

After the period of recession 
which hit Europe and other in
dustrialised countries at the be
ginning of the nineties, it is esti
mated that tourism demand will 
reach new heights and continue 
to be a valuable stimulator of 
economic activity. 

Tourist expenditure - £ MIO: 
- of residents m the country 
- of residents abroad 
- of non residents in the country 

1980 
169 
283 
369 

1985 
269 
402 
685 

1989 
331 
698 
991 

1990 
413 
701 

1139 

1991 
505 
699 

1213 

1992 
652 
797 

1229 

1993 
642 
835 

1367 
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General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Italy is traditionally one of 

Europe's most popular tourist 

destinations. In addition to the 

typical Mediterranean sea resorts, 

it offers Alpine sites for winter 

sports and summer vacations. It

aly is also a major destination for 

cultural tourism. 

In the early 1980s Italy was the 

leading country for international 

tourist arrivals in Europe. Since 

then inbound tourism has stag

nated and Italy has fallen into 

fifth place. The slowdown is the 

result of changes in the tourism 

market due to general economic, 

social, and cultural conditions 

and Italy's poor environmental 

record (algae and mucilage inva

sion of the northern Adriatic sea) 

and infrastructure problems 

(inadequate alternatives to road 

transport, limited access to cul

tural attractions). 

Meanwhile, Italy has also 

become increasingly important as 

a tourismgenerating country. 

Methodological changes intro

duced in 1990 for establishing 

the balance of payments 

somewhat distort the overall 

picture; however, certain general 

trends can be outlined. The net 

travel balance has always been 

clearly positive. However, after 

its peak in 1985 it declined until 

1991, then it started to improve 

again. Monetary flows are 

stronger with the Member States 

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 

for all economic 

sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 

for all economic 

sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 

for all economic 

sectors 

(million ecus) 

1980 198S 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

4590 7246 6807 7319 7278 7570 10508 10869 

1020 1924 2306 3087 4007 498S 7953 7262 

3570 5322 4501 4232 3271 2582 2555 3807 

549 1253 2371 3 343 5 002 8 814 8103 10044 

1830 3771 3242 3 239 3223 3316 5034 4036 

353 556 661 847 1064 1163 2934 2163 

1477 3215 2581 2392 2160 2152 2101 1873 

6237 3693 4972 2045 1084 1388 4094 8077 

6419 11017 10049 10559 10501 10885 15542 14906 17678 18 840 

1374 2480 2967 3934 5070 6151 10887 9425 13903 12005 

5045 8537 7082 6625 5431 4734 4655 5480 3775 6835 

6787 4945 2601 1298 4384 10202 12197 18121 

Accommodation establishments and other tourist 

activities as part of all economic activities 

D % of total employment 

■ % of GDP at factor cost 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
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of the European Union QEU) than 

with nonEU countries. The 

travel balance with nonEU 

countries shows a high debit after 

1990, which indicates a rise in 

outbound tourism. 

Despite general stagnation, the 

Italian tourism industry remains 

competitive and continues to play 

an important role in the econ

omy. Hotels, restaurants, cafés, 

and travel agencies, which hold a 

significant share in the industry, 

contributed 3.4% (at factor cost) 

to the gross domestic product 

(GDP) and 4.2% to national em

ployment in 1992. These figures 

include only direct economic 

contributions. 

Less conservative estimates that 

attempt to cover all tourism re

lated activities and spinoffs indi

cate that 3.2 million jobs (almost 

14% of the total labour market) 

depended on the tourism industry 

in 1994. They also reveal that 

tourism generated valueadded of 

about ECU 120 thousand million 

(approximately 12.5% of the 

GDP). 

Hotels and similar establishments: number of 
establishments and number of bedplaces ('000) 
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Supplementary accommodation establishments: number 
of establishments and number of bedplaces ('000) 

number of 

establish

ments 

number of 

bedplaces 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

_ * Number of bedplaces 

Tourism Supply 

Two apparently contradictory 

trends are observed in tourism 

supply: a decline in the number 

of accommodation establish

ments and a rise in the number of 

bedplaces. They indicate a gen

eral trend towards concentration 

and growth in enterprise size for 

hotels and similar estabhshments, 

and supplementary accommoda

tion establishments. 

Bedplaces in hotels  classification by star (Ό00) 

LJ Hotels with 1 star 

D Hotels with 2 stars 

Q Hotels with 3 stars 

H Hotels with 4 and 5 stars 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
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I T A L Y 
The number of hotels and similar 
estabhshments fell steadily by 
13% between 1985 (39 993) and 
1993 (34 870). Bedplace supply 
grew during the same period 
from 1.61 million to 1.72 million 
(6.4%). 

The total number of supplement 
tary accommodation establish
ments declined by 56% between 
1988 (42 496) and 1992 
(18 551), whereas the number of 
bedplaces grew from 1.51 million 
to 1.59 million (5%). Based on 
1992 data, campsites and tourist 
villages had the highest capacity 
(1.26 million bedplaces); all other 
types of accommodation (eg, so
cial tourism accommodation es
tablishments) were statistically of 
minor importance. 

Similar to developments in many 
other European countries, ac
commodation estabhshments in 
Italy increasingly offer higher 
quality. The number of three- to 
five-star hotels grew by 32% 
during 1985-1992. Two-star ho
tels remained stable, while one-
star hotels fell sharply (-44%). 

Two- and three-star hotels ac
count for the bulk of accommo
dation supply. Luxury hotels in
clude mainly four-star establish
ments; five-star hotels are rare in 
Italy. Despite strong negative 
growth, one-star hotels are still 
more numerous than in most 
other European countries. 

The number of restaurants 
(approximately 90 000) and cafés 
(approximately 140 000) has re
mained almost stable since 1985. 
The number of travel agencies 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passenger-km (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Aircraft movements - all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

Transport infrastructure 

Railways 

1980 1985 

16133 16183 

381 364 

39 587 37401 

1980 1985 

5 900 5955 

58149 76296 

17 686 22495 

343 434 

1980 1985 

404 439 

26176 32802 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

16035 15973 16016 16030 16066 16066 

393 394 410 419 429 430 441·) 

40500 41395 43343 44443 45512 46427 47200*) 

Road 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

5997 6091 5999 6193 6185 6214 6239·) 

77891 74114 75 820 76313 75550 77700 

23495 24320 25290 25267 27528 28519 29200·) 

453 . 4 2 3 440 456 477 494 514 

\vlation 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

472 494 629 667 688 654 685·) 

33697 37416 41068 43299 47975 44775 49125*) 

*) provisional data 

Nights spent in hotels and similar establishments and 
in supplementary accommodation establishments ('000) 
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grew from 3 488 
5 436 in 1992. 

in 1985 to 

Data on the transport sector indi
cate a general increase in infra
structure supply and passenger 
demand. 

The strongest growth rates were 
recorded for air transport, except 
for a slump in 1991 due to the 
Gulf crisis. Plane movements in
creased from 439 000 in 1985 to 
685 000 in 1992, and the number 
of passengers grew by 50%, from 
32.8 million to 49.1 million. 

Although the length of the rail
way network remained un
changed, the number of passen
gers and passenger kilometres 
has grown steadily since 1985. 

The motorway network contin
ued to expand and reached 6 239 
km in 1992. The number of cars 
increased by 30% during 
1985-1992. The ratio of 514 cars 
per 1 000 inhabitants in 1992 was 
among the highest in Europe. 

Tourism Demand 

The number of nights spent in 
accommodation establishments 
increased from 1980 until 1988 
(260 million nights). It fell in 
1989 and has shown fluctuating 
growth since then. Throughout 
this period, hotels and similar 
estabhshments maintained a share 
of 75% of the total. 

In 1992 the number of overnights 
for residents was about 170 mil
lion, compared with 80 million 

Nights spent by residents and non-residents 
in accommodation establishments (in Mio.) 

Residents 

Non-residents 

0 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Occupancy rates in hotels and similar estabhshments 
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I T A L Y 

overnights for nonresidents. 

Resident demand grew continu

ously during 19801992, while 

nonresident demand declined 

from 39% in 1980 to 33% in 

1992. Italy has not been able to 

maintain its position as a tourist 

destination in an expanding mar

ket for international tourism. 

Since 1985 net occupancy rates 

for hotels and similar establish

ments have remained between 

39% and 41%. Gross occupancy 

rates followed the same pattern 

as net rates, but they were an 

average 10% lower. The large 

difference between net and gross 

occupancy can be attributed to 

adaptation of hotel establish

ments to the marked seasonal 

shifts in accommodation demand. 

A monthly breakdown of gross 

occupancy rates for 1993 showed 

strong concentration of demand 

in July and August. The gross 

occupancy rate for hotels and 

similar estabhshments was 65% 

in August, but it fell below 20% 

during NovemberJanuary. 

The largest share of nonresident 

demand, based on the number of 

overnights, was held by tourists 

from Germany (44%) in 1992. 

France (8%), the United King

dom, Austria, and Switzerland 

(each 7%) together accounted for 

29%. Italy's popularity as a desti

nation for American tourists is 

seen from their relatively high 

share of 7%. Japanese tourists 

also form an important group of 

nonEuropean visitors. 

The two most popular foreign 

destinations for Italian residents 

Nights spent in accommodation establishments 
by nonresidents according to nationality, 1992 

44% 
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Nights spent by Italians in hotels and similar 

establishments abroad, 1992* 
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* Data for the UK not available 

are France and Spain; in 1992 

they accounted for 55% of the 

total overnights by Italians trav

elling abroad. Austria and Greece 

together accounted for 22%. 

Germany ranked fifth (7%) and 

Switzerland, sixth (6%). The six 

countries together accounted for 

about 90% of the nights spent by 

Italians abroad. (No data are 

available for nights spent by Ital

ians in the United Kingdom.) 
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L U X E M B O U R G 
General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

The Luxembourg government's 
recent policy decision to develop 
the tourism industry has led to 
the organization of various pro
motional activities (establishment 
of tourism offices in other coun
tries, organization of fairs and 
exhibitions, production of bro
chures) by the Ministry of Tour
ism. The National Tourist Office 
has aimed its efforts at attracting 
quality clientele and ensuring 
year-round tourist inflow. 

Although tourism is a dynamic 
sector of Luxembourg's econ
omy, it has a moderate impact on 
the labour market. Hotel, restau
rant, and caf, enterprises repre
sent a large part of tourism ac
tivity and accounted for 4% of 
the total wage earners' market in 
1991, which grew by 25% during 
the 1980s. The share of lodging 
and catering services in total 
gross value-added (at market 

prices) of market services in
creased by 25% during 
1985-1990. Turnover of lodging 
and catering estabhshments, and 
travel agents multiplied almost 
2V¿ times as a result of extensive 
growth during the 1980s. 

The balance of payments figures 
concern the entire Belgo-Luxem-
bourg Economic Union (BLEU). 
As Luxembourg's share is com
paratively small, it is difficult to 
assess the share of travel 
(tourism) in its balance of pay
ments. 

Inbound visitors mainly come 
from Member States of the 
European Union (EU), they ac
counted for 82.9% of nights 
spent in accommodation estab
hshments. (Visitors from Bel
gium, France, Germany, and The 
Netherlands accounted for 78.8% 
of the total.) Overnights by visi
tors from Portugal grew 14-fold 
between 1980 and 1992 to 
2.46% of the total in 1992. The 
United States held the largest 
share (2.5%) of accommodation 
demand among non-European 
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LUXEMBOURG 

countries. Residents accounted 

for only 12.6%. Until 1989 the 

average annual increase in the 

number of overnights was not 

significant; thereafter it rose by 

12%. 

The total number of inbound 

visitors declined by 0.9% in 

1990, but it rebounded (+6.7%) 

the following year. 

Tourism Supply 

The number of hotels and similar 

establishments dropped by 16.1% 

between 1980 and 1985 (hotels, 

7.8%; similar estabhshments, 

26%); the number of rooms, 

however, fell by only 1.5%. Be

tween 1985 and 1991 the number 

of hotels and similar establish

ments increased slightly by 3.3% 

(hotels, 2.9%; similar establish

ments, 4%). The rise in the num

ber of rooms was higher for ho

tels (5.1%) than for similar es

tablishments (1.7%). Hotels fo

cus on developing capacity; the 

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments (BLEU*) 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account for 

all economic sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account for 

all economic sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account for 

all economic sectors 

(Mio. ecus) 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

911 1296 1521 1998 2164 1906 2162 2291 3534 

1576 1777 1991 2556 2786 2574 2986 3380 5457 

665 481 470 558 622 668 824 1089 1923 

187 72 743 3520 3969 6247 6536 7103 

394 902 723 720 760 837 808 645 890 

788 933 977 952 1175 1345 1257 1119 1659 

394 31 254 232 415 508 449 474 769 

2488 208 1019 501 699 1981 2243 2862 

1305 2198 2244 2718 2924 2743 2970 2936 4424 

2365 2710 2968 3508 3961 3919 4243 4499 7116 

1060 512 724 790 1037 1176 1273 1563 2692 

3547 280 1762 3019 3270 4266 4293 4241 

: BLEU: BelgoLuxembourg Econnomic Union 

Main visitors trends by country of origin 
(nights in accommodation establishments) 
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L U X E M B O U R G 
average number of rooms per 
hotel grew from 23.1 in 1980 to 
27.3 in 1991. The average for 
similar estabhshments remained 
at around 9 rooms during the 
same period. 

Hotels are also moving upmar
ket. Between 1990 and 1992, the 
number of four-star hotels rose 
from 32 to 40 and that of three-
star hotels from 49 to 60. Two-
star hotels increased from 20 to 
25 while one-star hotels remained 
at the same level. 

Other tourism-related enterprises 
such as restaurants, travel agen
cies, and car rentals developed 
rapidly during the 1980s 
(restaurants, 37.4%; travel agen
cies, 39.1%). Coffee-bars and 
pubhc houses, however, showed 
a decline of 32.4%. 

The number of air passengers 
grew steadily until 1988 when it 
exceeded 1 million for the first 
time; this represents a 49.5% in
crease compared with 1980. 
However, in 1989, the number 

dropped by 5.6%, although plane 
movements increased by 5%. 
(Plane movements include cargo 
flights, which represent a signifi
cant proportion of flights from 
Luxembourg-Findel airport.) 
Since then the number of passen
gers has climbed steadily (+9.6% 
in 1990), except for a 7% drop in 
1991 due to the Gulf crisis (plane 
movements, however, increased 
by 9.5%). In 1992 the number of 
both passengers and plane 
movements increased. 

Accommodation supply in Luxembourg 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

H Hotels: number of bedrooms 

LJ Similar establishments: number of 
bedrooms 

I Number of bedrooms: total 

Other tourist activities - number of estabushments 
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LUXEMBOURG 
During the 1980s the number of 
railway passengers remained 
stable, but it fell by 9% in 1990. 
Network length remained un
changed. 

The number of cars grew by 
48.8% during 1980-1991. In 
1993 there was 1 car per 1.9 in
habitants, compared with a ratio 
of 1/2.8 in 1980. Preference for 
road transport is confirmed by 
the 116% increase in the motor
way network between 1980 and 
1993. 

Tourism Demand 

Although Luxembourg may not 
appear to be a typical hohday 
destination, nonresident visitors 
accounted for 87.3% of the total 
number of overnights in 1992. 
However, growth rates during 
the 1980s were higher for resi
dents (43.4%) than for nonresi
dents (8.5%). This growth can be 
attributed to the large number of 
business visits to the many EU 
institutions and banking enter
prises located in Luxembourg. 

Transport infrastructure 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passenger-km (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Aircraft movements - all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

Railways 

1980 1985 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

270 270 272 272 272 271 271 275 

11 11 11 11 10 10 10 11 

246 229 216 223 224 208 *225 

Road 

1980 1985 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

44 58 58 64 75 78 78 95 95 

647 695 701 717 705 734 760 777 814 

129 152 162 168 177 183 192 200 208 

352 413 435 452 470 484 498 512 526 

Aviation 

1980 1985 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

55 62 49 60 63 63 69 *72 

670 824 949 1002 946 1037 967 1092 

Resident demand for accommo
dation is still rather low as Lux
embourg is geographically a 
small country and residents 
mostly travel abroad. But their 
share in accommodation demand 
is increasing; in 1992 it was 
12.6% compared with 9.8% in 
1980. 

Fewer nights are spent in hotels 
and similar estabhshments than in 
supplementary accommodations 
such as holiday dwellings, 
campsites, and tourist villages. 
Despite the efforts of the Na
tional Tourism Office, visitors 
still tend to opt for lower priced 
accommodation s. 

In 1991 hotels and similar estab
hshments accounted for 40.5% of 
the total number of overnights. 
The increase in overnights during 
1980-1991 was 30.5% for hotels 
and similar establishments, com
pared with 16.8% for supplemen
tary accommodations. 

The main countries of residence 
of guests in accommodation es
tabhshments in 1992 were: The 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, 
France, the United Kingdom, 
Portugal, the United States, and 
Italy. 

Dutch tourists rank first; in 1989, 
1990, and 1991 the annual num
ber of overnights spent by them 
exceeded 1 milhon. In 1992 the 
figure dropped by 15.4% to 948 
334 overnights, close to the mid-
1980s level. 

* estimation 
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L U X E M B O U R G 
There are more visitors from the 
United Kingdom. In 1992 over
nights exceeded 100 000, a 
15.7% increase compared with 
the preceding year. 

The entry of Spain and Portugal 
in the European Community in 
1986 is one of the reasons for 
increased frequency of visitors 
from the two countries. The 
Portuguese also visit friends and 
relatives who have settled in 
Luxembourg; Portuguese immi
grants make up 10.4% of the to
tal population in Luxembourg. 

Overnights by visitors from the 
United States show no regular 
pattern as they are linked to 
fluctuations in the dollar ex
change rate. 

Accommodation preferences 
vary with the country of resi
dence. For example, supplemen
tary accommodations (campsites, 
tourist villages, hohday dwell
ings) accounted for 81% of 
overnights by Dutch tourists in 
1991. They also represented a 
high share in overnights by visi
tors from Portugal (77%), Aus
tralia and New Zealand (61.7%), 
Denmark (56%), and Belgium 
(51.4%). The most frequent 
visitors to Luxembourg's 127 
campsites are Dutch tourists 
(more than 65% of overnights), 
followed by Belgians (22%). 
They are both concentrated in 
campsites of the Ardennes and 
Moellerdall regions. 
The percentage of overnights in 
hotels and similar establishments 
is high for visitors from France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan, 
Spain, Switzerland, the United 

Nights spent in accommodation establishments-
total (ΌΟΟ) 
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LUXEMBOURG 
Kingdom, and the United States. 
It ranges from 64.4% for Ger
many to 92.1% for Japan. 

Demand for hotels is highest in 
the Centre region (including 
Luxembourg city) because of 
business travel to the EU institu
tions and banking enterprises. 
Until 1985 the Ardennes region 
ranked highest for overnights (all 
accommodations), now it is the 
Centre region (40% of over
nights in 1992, more than 50% of 
total visitors). The Ardennes and 
Moellerdall regions are popular 
locations for rural tourism; to
gether the regions account for 
more than 80% of total campsite 
supply. 

The average duration of stay (all 
5 regions) for nonresidents in 
1992 was 3.4 days, which indi
cates only a slight change com
pared with the 1980 average of 
3.3 days. Duration in the Centre 
region is shortest because of the 
high proportion of business 
travel. The average is higher for 
residents, particularly for visits to 
the Moellerdall (18.3 days in 
1992) and Moselle (16 days) re
gions. The higher average for 
residents can also be explained by 
higher frequency. 

Duration of stay is longer than 
average for visitors from Portu
gal and other Benelux countries. 
For example, the average dura
tion in 1992 for Portuguese resi
dents visiting the Centre region 
was 6.4 days. Visitors from Por
tugal to the Moselle region also 
tend to stay longer—19.3 days in 
1992 compared with 12.4 days in 
1990. Average duration for visi-

Overnight stays by touristic region in %, 1992 

Moselle S u d 

2% 

Moellerdall 
21% 

Centre 
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Ardennes 
31% 

Average length of stay by non 

Centre 
Ardennes 
Moellerdall 
Moselle 
Sud 

The five regions 

-residents (number of days) 

Ί980 

1.8 
4.9 
4.9 
5.1 
2.5 

3.3 

1985 

2.1 
5.0 
5.0 
4.8 
2.5 

3.4 

1990 

2.2 
4.4 
4.2 
4.9 
2.4 

3.2 
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2.3 
4.9 
4.9 
4.4 
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3.4 

Average length of stay by residents (number of days) 

Centre 
Ardennes 
Moellerdall 
Moselle 
Sud 

The five regions 

1980 1985 

2.2 2.7 
6.1 7.4 

15.8 16.7 
24.4 22.1 
4.2 3.1 

8.3 9.0 

1990 

4.6 
5.7 

15.5 
17.2 
3.5 

8.7 

1992 

6.0 
8.0 

18.3 
16.0 
7.3 

9.3 

tors from Belgium and The 
Netherlands is 3.5 and 4.5 days, 
respectively. Irrespective of the 
country of residence, duration of 
stay always exceeds 5 days in the 
Ardennes region. 
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Nights spent in the accommodation establishments 
by country of origin, 1991 
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THE NETHERLANDS 
General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

The Netherlands plays an impor
tant role in the European travel 
market both as a destination and 
as a country of origin. The four 
priority themes, as defined by the 
Dutch Ministry of Economic Af
fairs, for promoting the country 
as a tourist destination are inte
rior waterways, cultural heritage, 

the coast, and urban centres. The 
main countries of residence of in
bound tourists are the neighbour
ing countries Germany, Belgium, 
and the United Kingdom. The 
high departure rates for Dutch 
residents indicate significant 
demand on the national and 
international markets. 

The overall balance of payments 
for travel (tourism) is negative. It 
deteriorated until 1987 (ECU 
-3 229 million) and since then it 
has levelled off at around ECU 

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments 
* (million ecus) 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

1980 1985 1986 

925 1321 1473 

2190 3 118 3 470 

-1265 -1797 -1997 

40 350 61988 62 387 

272 875 802 

1 169 1 399 1 532 

-879 -524 -730 

-12 284 -11863 -8 552 

1227 2195 2265 

3 359 4 517 5 001 

-2 132 -2 321 -2 737 

-2 008 6 779 4 627 

1987 1988 1989 1990 

1583 1675 1928 2 062 

3 844 3 951 3 967 3 798 

-2 261 -2 276 -2 039 -1736 

65 281 70 817 

761 748 843 783 

1729 1735 1916 1980 

-969 -987 -1 073 -1 197 

-8 972 -9 351 

2 344 2 458 2771 2 845 

5 573 5 724 5 883 5 770 

-3 229 -3 265 -3 112 -2 926 

2 331 4 308 

1991 

2 352 

4 397 

-2 045 

945 

1984 

-1039 

3 297 

6 381 

-3 084 

1992 

2775 

4 834 

-2 059 

1061 

2 290 

-1229 

3 836 

7 124 

-3 288 

-3 000 million. More than two-
thirds of the negative balance is 
due to tourism expenditure by 
Dutch travellers in the countries 
of the European Union (EU). 

In The Netherlands, tourism re
ceipts from nonresidents are 
three to four times higher than 
those from residents. Since 1987 
receipts from nonresidents have 
grown steadily, while those from 
residents have remained almost 
unchanged. But expenditure by 
Dutch tourists abroad has always 
exceeded total receipts in The 
Netherlands. 

The share of lodging and catering 
services was 3.8% in gross value-
added (at market prices) and 
4.6% in the number of persons 
officially occupied in the 
economy during the 1980s. Both 
figures remained stable through
out the 1980s. A shght im
provement was observed towards 
1990 and it coincided with an 
above average increase in total 
turnover by lodging and catering 
services. 

In 1991 the Ministry of Eco
nomic Affairs received the results 
from a complex simulation model 
(Toer Model) of the main trends 
until the mid-1990s in the 
tourism market. Tourism receipts 
will increase mainly due to ex
penditure by international visitors 
than by resident tourists. There 
will be a tendency to take more, 
but shorter, hohdays. The 
proportion of senior citizens 
among holidaymakers will in
crease significantly. Cultural as
pects will become an important 
selection criterion. Inbound 
tourists from Spain and Italy are 
expected to increase. 
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Tourism Supply 

The definition of hotels and 

similar estabhshments was re

vised in 1988. Until 1987 data 

included hotels and similar es

tabhshments with more than 5 

bedplaces, but after 1988 the 

cutoff level was raised to 20 

bedplaces. As a result the number 

of estabhshments shows a sharp 

drop between 1987 and 1988. 

The number of hotels has stabi

lized since 1988, whereas that of 

similar estabhshments has de

creased moderately but steadily 

(119 in 1988, 98 in 1991). The 

proportion of similar establish

ments is very low compared with 

hotels; in 1991 they accounted 

for about 6% of the total for the 

two categories. 

As in most other European 

countries, hotels in The Nether

lands are raising their capacity. 

The number of bedplaces in

creased by almost 7% between 

1988 and 1991, while that of 

hotels remained stable. 

Hotels have also moved upmar

ket. Since 1988 the number of 

bedplaces has decreased in 1star 

hotels and stagnated in 2star 

hotels, but it has increased in the 

higher categories (3star and 

above). The average annual 

growth rate was highest (10.46% 

during 19881991) for 4star 

hotels; that of 3star hotels was 

7.23%. These two categories 

offer the bulk of bedplaces 

(61%). 

Global tourist expenditure 
(in Mio. national currency) 

Expenditure of 
nonresidents 
In the country 

Expenditure of 
residents In 
the country 

Expenditure of 

residents 

abroad 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Number of hotels and similar establishments 

■ Hotels 

LJ Similar establishments 

H Hotels and similar 
establsihments 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Bedplaces in hotels and similar 
establishments 

■ Hotels 

LJ Similar establishments 

■ Hotels and similar 
establishments 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
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Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passengerkm (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coache: 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Aircraft movements 

all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

Transport infrastructure 

Railways 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

2880 2824 .2817 2 809 2 828 2828 2798 2780 2758 

197 206 210 222 230 239 256 290 333 

8892 9007 8919 9 396 9 664 10 235 11060 15195 15 350 

Road 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

1798 1915 1978 1984 2 048 2 045 2 060 2 092 2 134 

11200 11550 11530 11480 11700 11892 12113 12427 12341 

4 550 4 852 4 921 5 020 5 173 5 371 5 509 5 650 5 785 

318 335 338 343 351 379 369 376 382 

Aviation 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

162 195 209 222 234 235 252 

10123 12 271 12 610 14 154 15 142 16 150 16 822 

Bedplaces in Hotels according to quality 

El Hotels with 1 star 

■ Hotels with 2 stars 

M Hotels with 3 stars 

ö Hotels with 4 stars 

Β Hotels with 5 stars 

1991 

Unlike many other European 

countries, The Netherlands has a 

significant—although decreas

ing—proportion of unclassified 

hotels (9% in 1991). 

The number of bedplaces at 

campsites and tourist villages is 

impressively high by European 

standards. The total for 1991 was 

about 500 000 bedplaces—four 

times the total for hotels and 

similar estabhshments. The fig

ures reflect the preference of the 

Dutch for camping holidays. 

Nonaccommodation tourist ac

tivities (eg, restaurants and bar

restaurants, travel agencies, car 

rentals) developed steadily after 

the late 1980s. 

Air, road, and rail transport grew 

until the early 1990s. 

The number of plane movements 

kept pace with the growth in pas

senger traffic. The more intense 

use of bigger aircraft since 1986 

is indicated by the higher number 

of passengers compared with 

plane movements. As in any 

small country, air traffic is con

centrated at one major airport. In 

1992 about 92% of the passen

gers went through Amsterdam's 

Schiphol airport. 

Road transport indicators for the 

number of vehicles (eg, number 

of buses and coaches, number of 

cars per 1000 inhabitants) 

showed a steady upward trend. 

Expansion of the motorway net

work was, however, moderate in 

the late 1980s, but it accelerated 

again in the early 1990s. 
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The length of the railway net

work has decreased slightly since 

1980. The number of passengers 

and passenger kilometres has 

grown steadily, however, par

ticularly after 1990. Passenger 

kilometres rose by 37% in 1991 

and the number of passengers by 

approximately 14% in 1991 and 

1992. 

Tourism Demand 

The methodological changes in 

the compilation of tourism sta

tistics in 1987 also affect data on 

tourism demand. 

A special feature of Dutch tour

ism is the significant demand 

created both by residents and 

nonresidents in The Netherlands, 

and by Dutch travehers in other 

countries. 

The number of nights spent by 

Dutch residents in accommoda

tion estabhshments is more than 

double that of overnights by 

nonresidents. Between 1990 and 

1991 growth for nonresidents 

was checked and it slowed down 

for residents. 

Tourists from neighbouring 

Germany form the dominant 

group (more than 50%) among 

nonresident guests. Their impact 

on the Dutch tourism industry is 

even more pronounced when 

data on sameday visits are con

sidered, as these are popular 

among Germans living close to 

the Dutch border. The other 

neighbouring countries—the 

United Kingdom (12% of over

nights) and Belgium (8%)—rank 

Nights spent in accommodation 
establishments (in Mio.) 

I Social tour i sm 

accommodat ion 

e s t a b h s h m e n t s 

I Holiday dwellings 

Π Camps i tes a n d tourist 

villages 

I Hotels and similar 

e s t a b h s h m e n t s 

1988 1989 1990 1991 

Nights spent in accommodation 
establishments by 

residents/nonresidents (in Mio.) 

40 

35 

30 

25 

20 ■· 

1 5 

10 

5 

Nights in 

accommodation 

establishments 

nonresidents 

Nights in 

accommodation 

establishments 

residents 

0 

1988 1989 1990 1991 

Nights spent by nonresident guests 
in accommodation establishments 

according to country of origin, 1992 

5% 

54% 

12% 

D 

■ 

■ 

α 

□ 

D 

m 

m 

m 

m 

FR. OF GERMANY 

UNITED KINGDOM 

BELGIUM 

UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA 

SWITZERLAND 

ITALY 

SPAIN 

SWEDEN 

FRANCE 

OTHERS 
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next. The United States has a 
comparatively high share (5%), 
considering the distance. 

Occupancy rates for hotels and 
similar estabhshments follow the 
same trend as for other demand 
figures. The net occupancy rate 
rose from 34% to 38% between 
1988 and 1990. The rate was 
slightly lower in 1991, which 
confirms the downturn in demand 
in the early 1990s. 

Dutch residents have one of the 
highest departure rates 
(67%-72%) in Europe. In 1991 
about 71% of the Dutch popula
tion (above 15 years) undertook 
at least one overnight trip. The 
departure rate rose until 1989 
and fell slightly in the early 
1990s. This trend was confirmed 
by turnover figures of travel 
agents and tour operators. Be
fore 1989 turnover grew by ap
proximately 12% annually; they 
then dropped to an average of 
less than 5%. 

Most Dutch residents prefer des
tinations outside the country. 
Trips abroad accounted for 58% 
of the total in 1988, compared 
with 56% in 1991. The two main 
destinations, based on the total 
number of overnights, are Ger
many (16%) and France (15%). 
Two other important destinations 
are the United Kingdom (13%) 
and Belgium (11%). The Dutch 
also visit traditional hohday des
tinations in the Mediterranean 
region and the Alpine countries 
Switzerland and Austria. Despite 
its geographically small size, 
Luxembourg is also popular 
among visitors from The Nether-

Annual occupancy rate (net) for hotels and 
similar establishments 

1988 1989 1990 1991 

Net departure rate of 
Dutch residents 

Net dpa r tu re 
ra te in % 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Total populaUon (millions) Net depa r tu re rate (%) 

used by Dutch residents, 1992 

l 4 % 3%2% 2% 

18% fl |fc>»jL 
32% 

29% 

LJ Hotels or similar 
establishments 

Β Campsites, caravaning 

1 Rented flat/apartment 

LJ Secondary residence 

LJ Friends or relatives 
residence 

D Youth hostel 

ill Others 
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lands because of its proximity 

and excellent camping and cara

vaning facilities (eg, the Sure 

valley). 

Dutch tourists prefer hotels or 

similar estabhshments (32%) and 

campsites (29%). Camping and 

caravaning are a typical feature 

of Dutch tourism. Rented flats 

and apartments rank third (18%), 

followed by secondary residences 

(14%). The remaining categories 

(eg, residence of friends or 

relatives, youth hostels) are of 

minor importance. 

in% 

Destination of pleasure trips taken 
by Dutch residents 

1991 

Destination abroad 

Destination within the countiy 

Nights spent by Dutch visitors in 
accommodation 

estabhshments abroad, 1991  Total 

. „ , 3 % 
4% 

5% .j^gifffl 
6% 

7% ! 

4 % 16% 

β 
T&ÉsíâÉ ¡fglgtjÊ Wk

 15% 

8% ^ · ■ /■'..- _ j W ^ ^ 13% 

8 % 11% 

Π FRANCE 

■ F.R. OF GERMANY 

■ UNITED KINGDOM 

ED BELGIUM 

D SWITZERLAND 

□ ITALY 

M AUSTRIA 

BS SPAIN 

M PORTUGAL 

W GREECE 

QD G.D. LUXEMBOURG 

§S OTHERS 
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PORTUGAL 
General situation and key 
indicators: Development 
and impact of tourism 

Portugal, like other Mediterra
nean countries, is a popular 
European hohday destination. 
Apart from having a significant 
sociocultural impact, tourism is 
one of the motors of economic 
development in Portugal. Ac
cording to estimates by the Por
tuguese General Directorate for 
Tourism, the tourism industry ac

counts for about 8% of the gross 
domestic product (GDP); it has a 
greater impact than, for example, 
the construction and banking 
sectors. The share of tourism in 
GDP is expected to grow further 
in the coming years. 

Inbound international tourism, 
mainly from other European 
countries, is more significant than 
outbound tourism by Portuguese 
residents travelling abroad. 

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

(million ecus) 

1980 1985 1986 

453 814 928 

118 176 209 

335 638 719 

927 1 831 1524 

373 658 625 

91 131 123 

282 527 502 

-1 830 -1 371 -357 

826 1472 1553 

209 307 332 

617 1 165 1221 

-903 460 1 167 

1987 

1 138 

229 

909 

852 

723 

137 

589 

-461 

1861 

367 

1494 

391 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

1 253 1 421 1 740 1 870 

281 315 423 523 

972 1106 1317 1347 _ 

305 359 134 -536 

799 1028 1027 1 156 

171 217 257 209 

628 811 770 847 

-634 -216 -290 16 

2 053 2 450 2 777 3 026 2 841 3 568 

452 532 677 832 891 1 574 

1601 1918 2 100 2 194 1980 1994 

-845 143 -156 -520 

This situation is reflected in the 
balance of payments figures. Por
tugal's net account with all coun
tries for all sectors is negative 
(ECU -520 million in 1991), 
while the net account for travel is 
clearly positive (ECU 1994 mil
lion in 1993) and has risen stead
ily since 1980. Growth was high
est during 1986-1989; it has 
maintained a moderate rate until 
1991. For the year 1992 and 
1993 the net account showed 
slightly smaller figures. 

The European Union (EU) ac
counts for the largest share (62% 
in 1991) of the positive travel 
balance, indicating the impor
tance of Portugal as a destination 
for European travellers. But 
growth rates were low in the 
early 1990s. The net account 
with all other countries also 
stagnated. 

The share of lodging and catering 
services in gross value-added (at 
market prices) of all market 
services was 7-7.5% during 
1984-1988. It rose to almost 9% 
in 1990. Absolute value-added 
for the lodging and catering 
services increased by 124% be
tween 1984 and 1990, compared 
with 89% for all market services. 

Tourism is a motor for the Por
tuguese labour market. In 1990 
lodging and catering services 
alone accounted for 13.6% ofthe 
employees in market services. 
The relative share of lodging and 
catering grew until 1986 and then 
levelled off at 13.5% for the rest 
of the decade. 
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Given the importance of inbound 

tourism, arrivals at the frontier 

are indicative of changes in the 

sector. The upward trend in the 

number of arrivals continued 

until 1987 (16.2 million); the 

number then levelled off during 

the next 2 years. Arrivals picked 

up again in 1990 and totalled 

20.2 million in 1992. About 94% 

of the arriving visitors in 1992 

came from the EU countries. 

Tourism Supply 

Number of e s t a b l i s h m e n t s 

1800 τ 

1600 

1400 

1200 

1000 

800 
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0 ill ill UUll 
c o o o c c o o o o o o a > 0 5 0 î a > 
o i o i f f l t s o i o i a i o i o i i j i 

■ Hotels 

I I Similar establishments 

H Hotels and similar 
establishments 

During 19801991 the number of 

hotels and similar establishments 

grev·. from 1 456 to 1 785. It 

>;ag:iia:ed in 1992 and 1993. The 

ratio of hotels to similar estab

Ií,~raien:.s in Portugal remained 

unchanged a: 1:4 throughout the 

decade, unlike the marked shift 

:: rtinei r.cneis in Spain. The high 

percentage of similar establish

~ier.:.5 ;.an 're partly explained by 

:ne F : " . : . :  : riai.shñcahan svs

tenni, aa :a:eg:ry com
prises a wide range of aceom

rrjrj):o*dati<Dffii types. 

A ¡tueimd tøwamrJs expansion was 

ototsarved as Éne mnœase in bed

pflaæs (+54%) was much higher 

iam ttíkaut nn ttfee nonAer of acco

ιιιιΐΜΑΐώΐΜ amtorprises (+22%). 

AcammmâsaÉkm enterprises are 

aus® iriDöWDiiBg tmpmarketL Onestar 

Sftotticfls, wtórJn ©Afar «MÉy minimum 

rarrfojre, Suave aterøat vanished 

from nfitte nmtaAett; titer säiaic was 

redime«! flø IMfíh (1 197 bed

places) k \WÍ, Uree må four

star hotel« ìuvc ttfae Mgjsest num

ber of Ibedplaces  5Ö493 ac

Bedplaces in hotels and similar 
establishments 
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20 000 

0 

■ Hotels 

LJ Similar establishments 

H Hotels and similar 
establishments 

counting for 70% of the market 

in 1992  and the strongest 

growth rates. The number of lux

ury hotels remained almost the 

same during the decade. In 1992 

they held 16 358 bedplaces and a 

market share of about 20%. 

The number of enterprises in 

nonaccommodation tourist ac

tivities grew steadily during the 

1980s. The highest rates were re

corded in 19901991: restaurants 

and restaurantbars, 16%; coffee 

bars and pubhc houses, 239< 

travel agencies, 5%. 

A comparison of passeng< 

movement by air, road, and ra 

reveals the growing importane 

of air and road traffic. 

The number of rail passengei 

stagnated at around 224 milho 

between 1980 and 1992. Tl·. 

number of passenger kilometri 

dropped from 6 036 million i 

1988 to 5 695 milhon in 199 

Several, nonprofitable sectors ( 

: -■ ' . 
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the rail network were closed 

down and total length fell by 

about 480 km in one year from 

3 607 km in 1988 to 3 126 km in 

1989 (1992: 3 054km). 

Road transport gained ground 

with the almost fourfold ex

pansion of motorways from 132 

km in 1980 to 519 km in 1992. 

The number of registered cars in

creased by 140%. In 1992 there 

was 1 registered car per 3 resi

dents, compared with 7.3 resi

dents in 1980. 

The upward trend in the number 

of air passengers continued 

throughout the 1980s and 

peaked between 1985 and 1989. 

Plane movements also increased 

steadily until the end of the 

decade. Despite a peak in 1990 

(186 000 movements), they fell 

back in 1991 (170 000 move

ments) to their previous low 

level (169 000 movements in 

1989) because of the Gulf war. 

Tourism Demand 

Portugal became a major desti

nation for vacationers from cen

tral and northern Europe only in 

the 1970s. Until then tourism 

demand was confined to Lisbon

a popular destination for Ameri

can tourists in the 1960sand 

Madeira to a lesser extent. Po

litical instability led to a slow

down during the mid1970s. 

Since then international demand 

has developed steadily. Today, 

Faro (Algarve), Lisbon, and Fun

chal (Madeira) are among the 

best known European hohday 

destinations. 

Bedplaces in hotels according to quality 

□ 

■ 

■ 
D 

■ 

Hotels with 1 s t a r 

Hotels with 2 s t a r s 

Hotels with 3 s t a r s 

Hotels with 4 s t a r s 

Hotels with 5 s t a r s 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passengerkm (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Slock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) (*) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants (**) 

Aircraft movements  all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) (*♦) 

(*) registered vehicles in co 

(**) ttansit passengers not inc 

(***) activities out of Funchal a 

Transport infrastructure 

Railways 

1980 1985 1986 

3 588 3 607 3 607 

224 222 224 

6 077 5 725 5 803 

Road 

1980 1985 1986 

132 196 196 

8 489 10 439 10 631 

1269 1702 1813 

136 181 193 

Aviation 

1980 1985 1986 

110 111 123 

5 450 6 985 7 690 

1987 1988 1989 

3 607 3 607 3 126 

228 231 229 

5 907 6 036 5 908 

1987 1988 1989 

215 223 258 

10 827 11031 11572 

1947 2152 2 342 

207 229 250 

1987 1988 1989 

134 155 169 

8 467 9 211 9 871 

itinental Portugal, only 

luded 

md Porto Santo not included 

' 

1990 1991 1992 

3 127 3 117 3 054 

226 224 225 

5 664 5 692 5 695 

1990 1991 1992 

318 409 519 

12 099 12 348 12 827 

2 552 2 775 3 049 

272 297 326 

1990 1991 1992 

(***\ 

186 170 

10 811 10 505 
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The total number of nights spent 

in officially registered accom

modation estabhshments in

creased from 24.8 million in 1980 

to 36.9 million in 1992. But it 

was not a steady rise because the 

rates dipped between 1986 and 

1989 due to a slowdown in mass 

tourism throughout Europe in the 

late 1980s and rebounded in 

19901991. The figures do not 

include data on nonregistered es

tablishments, for which there is 

high demand in Portugal. The to

tal number of nights would al

most double to an estimated 67 

milhon if nonregistered estab

lishments were also considered. 

The share of nights at campsites 

is unusually high in Portugal. In 

1992 it represented about 23% of 

the total for all accommodation 

estabhshments. This demand is 

almost exclusively generated by 

Portuguese residents. But as the 

number of nights at campsites 

remained almost level, any 

growth in the total for all tourist 

accommodations should be at

tributed to the rising demand for 

hotels and similar establish

ments. 

In 1980 residents outnumbered 

nonresidents for nights spent at 

tourist accommodations. Non

residents subsequently narrowed 

the gap; in 1982 they exceeded 

50% and by 1991 their share 

reached 62%. falling back to 

59.5% in 1992. 

Nights in accommodation establishments 
Total 

HIHII 
1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

m Social tourism 

accommodaUon 

I Campings 

LJ Similar establishments 

■ Hotels 

Nights of nonresident guests in 
accommodation establishments 

1 9 9 2  Total 

, 2 % 
2 8 % 

10% 

1 1 % 

Π 
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NETHERLANDS 

FRANCE 

FINLAND 
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OTHERS 

Total nights in accommodation establishments 
 residents / non residents 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

""* Nights in accommodation 
establishments  non
residents 

Nights in accommodation 
establishments  residents 
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Annual occupancy rate (net) for 
hotels and similar establishments 
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A breakdown by country of resi

dence of inbound tourists shows 

that, in 1992, the United King

dom ranked first with 28%, fol

lowed by Germany with 19%. 

However, current trends indicate 

that the share of British visitors 

has declined slightly, while that 

of German visitors has grown. 

Other important countries of 

residence of tourists are Spain 

(11% in 1992), The Netherlands 

(10%), and France (7%). Unlike 

other tourists, Spaniards opt for 

short visits rather than package 

holidays. Demand by visitors 

from certain Scandinavian coun

tries is significant. Finland (4%) 

and Sweden (3%) accounted for 

7% of the nights spent by non

residents. The most important 

nonEuropean country of resi

dence is the United States, which 

accounted for 2% of the nonresi

dent demand in 1992. 

Throughout the 1980s the annual 

net occupancy rate for hotels and 

similar estabhshments showed 

little variation. The downturn in 

the late 1980s and early 1990s 

reflects the general slowdown in 

mass tourism to the Mediterra

nean countries and the increase in 

accommodation supply. 

The peak tourist seasons for Por

tugal are summer and, to a lesser 

extent, Easter. However, sea

sonal differences are not very 

striking because Algarve and 

Madeira regularly receive off

season tourists mainly from the 

United Kingdom, Scandinavian 

countries, United States, and 

Canada. 
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Portuguese tourists mostly spend 
their holidays within the country. 
Since 1985 the percentage of 
outbound Portuguese tourists 
fluctuated between 7% and 8%. 
The dominance of inbound and 
domestic tourism explains Por
tugal's positive balance of pay
ments for travel. 

The net departure rate (part of 
the population over 15 years old 
leaving home for a trip at least 
once a year) dropped from 
around 40% in the mid-1980's to 
32% in 1990; it recovered 
slightly in 1991 (36%) and 1992 
(38%). Portuguese residents 
travel mainly by car, coach, and 

plane. They usually stay wit 
friends or relatives, in rente 
flats, or at campsites. Portugal 
luxury hotels are used mainly t 
foreign tourists. The economi 
impact of domestic tourism 
therefore secondary compare 
with inbound tourism. 
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General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Tourism plays an important role 
in the British economy. Accord
ing to provisional figures for 
1993, its share of the gross do
mestic product (GDP) was 3.8%. 
The share has remained relatively 
stable—between 3.1% and 
3.9%—since the late 1970s. 

The United Kingdom is a major 
tourism-generating country in the 
world. It ranks fourth, after the 
United States, Germany, and Ja
pan, on the basis of expenditure 
on travel abroad. The United 
Kingdom ranks sixth for interna
tional tourism receipts, after the 
United States, France, Spain, It
aly, and Austria. 

The countries within the United 
Kingdom (England, Wales, 
Scotland, and Northern Ireland) 

Travel (t 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account 
for all economic 
sectors 

ourism) in the Balance of Payments 
(million ecus) 

1980 

1624 

2 673 

-1049 

161 

3 323 

1902 

1421 

4 598 

4 947 

4 575 

372 

4 759 

1985 

2 348 

5 104 

-2756 

-4 856 

6 892 

3 166 

3 726 

9 599 

9 240 

8 270 

970 

4 742 

1989 

3 374 

7 919 

-4 545 

-28 943 

6 941 

5 978 

963 

-3 398 

10315 

13 897 

-3 582 

-32 341 

1990 

3 553 

7 674 

-4121 

-19 519 

7 353 

6 217 

1 136 

-4 322 

10 906 

13 891 

-2 985 

-23 841 

1991 

3 854 

8 134 

-4 280 

-4 492 

6 371 

5 894 

477 

-4 537 

10 225 

14 028 

-3 803 

-9 029 

1992 

3 799 

8 551 

-4 752 

6 622 

6 485 

137 

10 421 

15 036 

-4 615 

have specific tourism profiles. 
The mountain areas, seaside re
sorts, typical countryside, and 
historical and cultural towns offer 
a variety of experiences distinct 
from London, a world metropo
lis. In addition, the Channel Is
lands and other smaller islands 
are popular visit destinations. 

The United Kingdom's travel 
(tourism) balance credit in
creased rapidly in the early 
1980s, decreased in 1986 and 
then recovered slowly towards 
the late 1980s before stabilising 
in the early 1990s. The travel 
debit was smaller than the credit 
in the early 1980s but it increased 
more rapidly in the late 1980s. 
The net travel balance turned 
negative in 1986 and has slowly 
grown more negative over the 
years. As the current deficit for 
all sectors is considerably smaller 
than it was at the turn of the dec
ade, the travel share accounts for 
a large part of the negative net 
balance for all sectors. 

The net travel balance of the 
United Kingdom with other 
countries of the European Union 
(EU) is traditionally negative; the 
net balance with non-EU coun
tries (extra EU) is traditionally 
positive, although it has de
creased since the mid-1980s. 

The highest negative travel bal
ances are with Spain, France, 
Greece, Portugal, and Italy, while 
the highest positive travel bal
ances are with the United States, 
Japan, Australia, Germany, and 
Canada. 
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Tourism represents a substantial 
part in the export of services and 
its share clearly increased during 
the 1980s, from about 25% to 
30%. The share of tourism in 
GDP or all exports remained 
approximately at the same level. 
The result is quite good, con
sidering the rapid increase in the 
oil export in the 1980s. 

The figures showing the value of 
tourism in the British economy 
exclude domestic same-day visi
tor expenditure, which was esti
mated to be about ECU 12 800 
milhon according to a survey 
carried out in 1991/92 by the 
Department of National Heritage. 

The share of tourism spending in 
total consumer spending was 
over 6% in the late 1970s. After 
that it has varied between 5.0 and 
6.0 per cent. The 1992 figure 
was 5.4%. These estimated per
centages also exclude domestic 
same-day visitor spending. 

Domestic tourism has long been 
the most important form of tour
ism in the United Kingdom. 1992 

was the first year when British 
residents spent more money for 
outbound tourism than for do
mestic tourism. Outbound tour
ism has been the fastest growing 
form of tourism in the United 
Kingdom since the late 1980s, 
although growth in the early 
1990s has been quite slow. 

Tourist expenditure breakdown 
includes inbound and domestic 
tourist expenditure. Spending 
patterns of resident and nonresi
dent visitors are similar for ac
commodation and eating out. 

The patterns differ for shoppir 
and travel within United Kinj 
dom because the travel structun 
are different. Inbound touris 
spend more on shoppir 
(27.1%), compared with dome 
tic tourists (13.0%), while d( 
mestic tourists spend more c 
travel within the United Kingdoi 
(18%) than inbound touris 
(8.6%). Entertainment includ< 
visits to tourist attractions, hi 
toric sites, theatres, concerts, an 
similar types of recreation. 

Tourism in the British economy (million ecus) 

GDP total 
of which tourism 
Tourism share, % of GDP 
Domestic tourism 
International tourism to the UK 

UK exports, total 
Tourism share, % 

UK exports, services 
Tourism share, % 

1980 

387 4Ó9 

13 873 
3.6 

7 602 

ó 271 

147 654 

4.2 

25 843 

24.3 

1985 

606 621 

22 312 
3.7 

10 739 

11 574 

268 273 

4.3 

41 115 

28,1 

1990 

746 141 

27 360 
3.7 

14 162 

13 198 

293 620 
4.5 

43 421 

30.4 

1991 

818 260 

28 040 

34 

14 936 

13 104 

313 234 

4.2 

45 224 

28.9 

1992 

807 23 

28 00 

3. 

1445 

1354 

286 45 

4. 

44 39 

30. 

Total tourism expenditure (at current prices, million ecus) 

1980 

Residents in the country 

Residents abroad 

Non-residents in the country 

1985 1990 1991 1992 
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U N I T E D K I N G D O M 
Expenditure during same-day 
trips naturally excludes accom
modation, but for other items the 
spending pattern of same-day and 
overnight visitors is quite similar. 
Eating out (25%) and alcoholic 
drinks (13%) form the largest 
items, followed by shopping of 
clothes (13%), and gifts and sour 
venirs (9%). The third largest 
item is travel (fuel, 12%; fares, 
5%; parking charges, 1%). Ad
mission charges (12%) rank 
fourth. Other items make up the 
remaining 10%. The 1991/92 
Day Visits Survey covered trips 
that lasted three or more hours 
and included both leisure and 
nonroutine business trips. 

Tourism Supply 

The number of hotels and similar 
estabhshments (mainly guest 
houses and boarding houses) in 
the United Kingdom is about 
40 000 and it has remained at the 
same level since the mid-1980s. 
The number of bedplaces in 
these estabhshments has grown 

steadily, from 935 000 in 1986 to 
about 1 million. 

In Wales the number of hotels 
was 1700 (50 000 bedplaces) 
and that of similar establishments 
was 2 700 (21 000 bedplaces) in 
1992. In Scotland there were 
2 900 hotels (98 000 bedplaces) 
and 8 200 similar establishments 
(44 000 bedplaces) in 1992. In 
Northern Ireland the number of 
hotels was 130 (7 000 bedplaces) 
and that of similar establish

ments, 850 (10 000 bedplaces). 
In England, the number of hotels 
and similar estabhshments was 
22 000 (721 000 bedplaces). 

The number of supplementary 
accommodation estabhshments in 
the United Kingdom is about 
37 000 (2.0 million bedplaces). 
Campsites form the majority of 
their capacity; in 1992 they num
bered about 4 000 (over 1.5 mil
lion bedplaces). Hohday centres 
numbered 31 700 (about 400 000 

UK residents' outbound visits by purpose of visit, 
1992 

Visit to friends 
and relatives 

12% 

Business 
15% 

Holiday non-
package trips 

31% 

Holiday package 
tours 
38% 

Tourism expenditure breakdown in the UK, 1992 

23.7 

19.3 

13.8 

5.4 
2.7 

Accommodation Eating out Shopping Travel within UK Entertainment Services etc. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 
bedplaces) and social tourism ac
commodation establishments 
(mainly youth hostels) over 900 
(over 130 000 bedplaces). 

In addition, 650 universities, 
colleges, and similar bodies pro
vide 95 000 bedplaces for tour
ists during vacations, when they 
are not used for students. At 
least 22 000 private homes pro
vide about 170 000 bedplaces. 

There are more than 100 000 
restaurants and pubhc houses in 
the United Kingdom. The num
ber of travel agencies is slightly 
below 7 000 and there are almost 
900 tourist information offices 
ran by pubhc tourist boards or 
local authorities. 

The number of persons employed 
in accommodation enterprises 
and other tourism-related indus
tries in 1992 amounted to about 
1.7 million, of whom 180 000 
were self-employed and about 
1.5 million were employees. Ho
tel and other tourist accommo
dation enterprises employed 
360 000 persons; restaurants, 
cafés, snack bars, pubhc houses, 
bars, night clubs, and hcensed 
clubs employed 880 000 persons; 
and museums, libraries, art gal
leries, and sports and other rec
reational services employed 
440 000 persons. In the early 
1990s the number of employed 
persons decreased slightly in 
both accommodation and cater
ing businesses. The tourism-re
lated industries account for over 
6% of the total employed labour 
force. 

Inbound visitors to the UK by purpose of visit, 1992 

Other 
12% 

Visits to friends 
and relatives 

21% 

Holiday non-
package 

30% 

Business 
24% 

Holiday package 
tours 
13% 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passenger-km (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Transport infrastructure 

Aircraft movements - all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

Railways 

1980 1985 

17 645 16 752 

760 686 

30 300 30 400 

Road 

1980 1985 

2 694 2 813 

78 300 74 700 

15 619 17 737 

277 306 

Aviation 

1980 1985 

730 839 

50 403 61600 

1988 

16 599 

764 

34 300 

1988 

2 993 

80 700 

19 940 

349 

1988 

1 008 

82 350 

1989 

16 587 

758 

33 600 

1989 

2 995 

80 700 

20 925 

366 

1989 

1078 

87 149 

1990 

16 584 

762 

33 200 

1990 

3 070 

80 800 

21485 

373 

1990 

1 119 

89 930 

1991 

16 558 

740 

32 100 

1991 

3 100 

79 800 

21515 

373 

1991 

1 078 

84 345 

19! 

16 5! 

7· 

317i 

19Í 

3 2: 

80 9( 

2191 

3' 

19S 

94 5' 
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U N I T E D K I N G D O M 
Tourism also creates jobs in 
other sectors. For every two di
rect jobs created in the tourism 
industry, one indirect job is cre
ated elsewhere in the economy. 

Air traffic was the fastest grow
ing mode of transport until 1990. 
After the drop in 1991 it started 
to grow again in 1992. The 1993 
figures were: 1.2 million plane 
movements and 100 million pas
sengers. 

Construction of motorways con
tinues. The number of cars in
creased slowly in the early 1990s 
after the growth in the 1980s. 
The number of buses and coaches 
has fluctuated around 80 000 
since 1988. 

The length of railway lines oper
ated in the United Kingdom has 
decreased by over 1000 km 
since 1980. The number of pas
sengers and passenger kilometres 
have also declined slightly during 
the past few years. 

Tourism Demand 

Overnight stays in the United 
Kingdom totalled 577 milhon in 
1991. This figure is considerably 
lower than the 1980 figure of 
696 milhon overnights. The de
crease is due to fewer overnight 
stays by residents. In 1991 resi-

Visitor arrivals to the UK by country of residence ('000) 

Total 

USA 
France 
Germany 
Ireland 
Netherlands 
Italy 
Belgium 
Spain 
Canada 
Australia/N.Z. 
Japan 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Denmark 
Norway 
Austria 
Greece 
Portugal 
Finland 
Iceland 
Luxembourg 
Other Europe 
Rest of World 

1980 

12 421 

1695 
1603 
1519 

956 
910 
408 
676 
296 
387 
467 
162 
327 
365 
220 
167 
106 
103 
48 
56 
20 
15 

1985 

14 449 

3 166 
1620 
1484 

968 
762 
494 
476 
342 
631 
556 
211 
380 
339 
201 
237 
108 
118 
64 
70 
22 
28 
... 

1989 

17 338 

2 842 
2 261 
2 027 
1302 

940 
708 
590 
622 
639 
658 
505 
481 
424 
259 
287 
148 
128 
95 

165 
30 
27 

1990 

18 013 

2 991 
2 297 
1895 
1312 

996 
713 
543 
604 
694 
747 
563 
525 
446 
272 
278 
154 
132 
104 
137 
49 
26 
... 

1991 

17125 

2 320 
2 289 
2 134 
1314 
1 118 

722 
662 
623 
547 
577 
458 
502 
434 
273 
283 
158 
118 
101 
112 
32 
27 

516 
1805 

1992 

18 535 

2 748 
2 483 
2 268 
1416 

996 
784 
771 
684 
629 
620 
554 
507 
433 
315 
297 
180 
128 
102 
98 
52 
31 

542 
1897 

dents spent only 396 milhon 
overnights, compared with 
550 million overnights in 1980. A 
great part of the decrease in do
mestic overnight stays is prob
ably due to a shift from overnight 
trips to day trips. Overnight stays 
by nonresidents increased from 
146 milhon in 1980 to 
181 million in 1991. 

The growth in the number of in
bound visitors corresponds to 
that in the number of overnights 
by nonresidents. According to 
the International Passenger Sur
vey, the number of inbound visi
tors increased from 12.4 milhon 
in 1980 to 18.5 milhon in 1992. 
Expenditure by inbound visitors 
increased from ECU 4.95 milhon 
in 1980 to ECU 10.69 mUlion in 
1992. 

Compared with 1980, the num
ber of visitors increased mark
edly for all countries, particularly 
Japan and southern European 
countries, where the starting 
level was rather low. Variations 
in the number of visitors are 
considerably larger for non-
European tourists than for Euro
pean tourists. This was clearly 
seen in 1991, when the Gulf cri
sis perceptibly reduced the 
number of visitors from all 
countries outside Europe, but it 
had little effect on Europeans 
travelling to the United King
dom. 

Arrivals by air increased from 
7.0 milhon in 1980 to 
11.5 million in 1991. In 1980 
seaports recorded 5.1 milhon ar
rivals (41% of all arrivals) and 
although the number increased to 

m 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

5.4 milhon in 1991, the share of 

maritime transport was reduced 

to 30% of all arrivals. 

During 19821992 average an

nual growth in the number of in

bound visitors was nearly 5%. 

The growth rate was below 4% 

during 19871992 but it im

proved rapidly to 8% during 

19911992. Business trips grew 

most rapidly during the 10year 

period (6.4% annually). Visits to 

friends or relatives (VFR) and 

hohday package tours had aver

age growth rates, while other 

hohday trips (nonpackage) and 

miscellaneous trips had below

average growth rates. The fastest 

growth rate between 1991 and 

1992 was recorded for package 

tours, mainly because they had 

the steepest drop in 1991 due to 

the Gulf crisis. 

A comparison of the purposes of 

visits for inbound and outbound 

tourism shows that the share of 

business trips and VFR is lower 

in outbound tourism and that of 

hohday trips is very large. Out

bound tourists opt for package 

travel more than inbound tour

ists. 

The number of nights spent in 

domestic tourism in 1992 was 

400 milhon according to the 

United Kingdom Tourism Sur

vey. This total includes 

306 milhon overnights in Eng

land, 42 milhon in Scotland, 

40 milhon in Wales, and 5 milhon 

in Northern Ireland. The number 

of nights spent abroad totalled 

254 milhon. Residents made 

95.6 milhon domestic overnight 

trips and the 23.7 million oui 

bound trips. The average dure 

tion was therefore 4.2 overnight 

per domestic trip and 10.7 ovei 

nights per outbound trip. 

Average expenditure during oui 

bound trips was ECU 77/nigh 

which was double that durin 

domestic trips (ECU 37/nighf 

Per night expenditure in Scotlan 

(ECU 39) was higher than th 

British average. Per night ex 

penditure in Wales (ECU 31 

was lower because the share c 

UK residents travelling abroad, average annual 
growth by destination, 19821992 

Total EU Other 

Europe 

North 

America 

Rest of 

World 

25 

20 

15 

i n % 

10 

5 

0 ■ 

23 

■ ■ 
1 i 
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France 

17 

■ 
I 

1 EH 
Spain 

British outbound visitors by country visited, 

l i l U B B B ,Ι,Ι,Ι,ΜΙί 
USA Ireland Greece Germany Netherlands Portugal 

1992 

4 

■I 
Italy 

15 

Β 

_■_ 
Other 

Europe 

9 

■ m 
Other 
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U N I T E D K I N G D O M 

holidays was higher than that of 

business travel, compared with 

British averages. 

In England, West Country 

(including Scilly Isles) is the most 

favoured hohday destination with 

a 21% share of hohday trips 

(17% of all trips and 8% of busi

ness trips), while London is the 

most important business travel 

destination (19% of business 

trips, 6% of hohday trips, 9% of 

all trips). 

The British National Travel Sur

vey 1993, an annual survey by 

the British Tourist Authority, 

gives information on long hohday 

trips (>4 nights) taken by British 

residents. In 1993, 61% of Brit

ish adults took one or more long 

holidays. The percentage was ex

actly the same in 1981, but the 

tourism profile has changed. The 

share of persons taking long 

hohday trips within the United 

Kingdom dropped from 45% in 

1981 to 37% in 1993, and the 

share of persons taking outbound 

trips increased from 21% to 33% 

(plus 2% to Ireland) during the 

same period. 

The number of holidays has also 

increased. The proportion of 

people who had only one hohday 

dropped from 40% in 1981 to 

36% in 1993. The percentage for 

two holidays remained roughly 

on the same level (15% in 1981, 

16% in 1993). The share of those 

taking three or more holidays 

increased from 6% in 1981 to 9% 

in 1993. 

The type of accommodation se

lected during hohdays in the 

United Kingdom has not changed 

notably since the mid1980s. In 

1993, hotels and similar estab

hshments were the most popular 

type of accommodation but their 

share was not higher than 26%. 

Accommodation provided by 

friends or relatives accounted for 

21%, caravans 20%, and rented 

accommodation 13%. 

For outbound trips, the share of 

hotels and similar establishments 

was high at 49% in 1993, even if 

it has decreased notably since 

1982 (61%). The change has 

been in favour of rented villas 

and flats, whose share grew from 

3% in the 1970s to 23% in 1987. 

The 1993 figure is on the same 

level, 24%. Accommodations 

provided by friends or relatives 

maintained the same level (18% 

in 1993). 

British residents made nearly 

34 milhon trips abroad in 1992, 

according to the International 

Passenger Survey. The increase 

from 1991 was 10% (3 milhon 

trips). The number of trips over

estimates the effect of short trips 

to neighbouring countries. Ac

cording to this variable France 

appears as the most popular des

tination, whereas Spain ranks 

first for the number of overnights 

by British residents travelling 

abroad. 

There have been perceptible 

changes in travelling patterns to 

southern Europe. Travel to 

northern and central Europe has 

been more stable. Spain is the 

most favoured country, although 

the figures have declined con

siderably since the peak of 

34 milhon overnights in 1986. 

Italy, the second most favoured 

country in 1980, has suffered the 

most noticeable decline; it is the 

only country for which the 1980 

figure is markedly higher than 

Nights spent by tourists from the UK ¡n EU/EFTA countries 

Spain 

France 

Greece 

Portugal 

Italy 

Austria 

Ireland 

Germany 

Switzerland 

Netherlands 

Belgium 

Norway 

Denmark 

Sweden 

Finland 

Luxembourg 

in hotels and similar establishments (000) 

1980 

is no 

5814 

2 681 

6 264 

1981 

2 037 

1 354 

1073 

860 

310 

316 

237 

83 

43 

1985 

25 024 

7544 

4 952 

4910 

3 744 

2 278 

1935 

1 318 

1051 

450 

333 

259 

108 

46 

1990 

19 567 

10 962 

6090 

5 260 

5 129 

4 389 

2 642 

3015 

2 024 

1519 

1 199 

341 

333 
271 

142 

64 

1991 

19 045 

10 171 

5 324 

5618 

4546 

3664 

3 562 

2712 

1 848 
1519 

1 109 

347 

316 
228 

132 

63 

1992 

19451 

11084 

6 605 

5 697 

4 572 

3 563 

3316 

2 746 

1 849 
1625 

1 328 

429 

320 
239 

127 

73 
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U N I T E D K I N G D O M 

later figures. Some countries, like 
Portugal and Ireland» have main
tained and sometimes gained 
popularity. 

Outbound trip growth percent
ages show an overall slowdown 

for European destinations. 
Europe's share in outbound holi
days fell from 84% in 1983 to 
74% in 1993. North America and 
other farther destinations gained 
popularity during 1982-1992, 
while average annual growth of 

outbound tourism to Euro] 
dechned. Travel has becor 
more global and countries ot 
side Europe are increasing 
popular hohday destinado 
among British residents. 
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General Situation and Key The Austrian government has 
Indicators: Development launched a massive marketing 
and Impact of Tourism campaign to promote the sector. 

Its main sales arguments are re
laxation and comfort (Gemütlich
keit). 

Austria's scenic beauty, geo
graphic position, and rich culture 
have made it a natural tourist at
traction. Foreign tourists are of 
significant importance since only 
43% of Austrian residents choose 
to spend their holidays in their 
country. 

The total number of arrivals at 
the frontiers increased by 50% 
during the 1980s. The opening of 
eastern Europe has contributed 
largely to this inflow. The coun
try's advantageous location en
courages most tourists (almost 
95%) to arrive by car. The tour-

Travel (tourism) in the Balance of Payments 
(million ecus) 

with EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account for 
all economic sectors 

with Extra EUR 12 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account for 
all economic sectors 

with world 

Credit (travel) 

Debit (travel) 

Net (travel) 

Net account for 
all economic sectors 

1980 

3 840 

1518 

2 322 

-1702 

698 

761 

-63 

225 

4 546 

2 281 

2 265 

-1476 

1985 

5 189 

2617 

2 572 

-3 376 

1367 

1077 

290 

3 217 

6 557 

3 695 

2 862 

-159 

1986 

5 669 

2 990 

2 679 

-2 851 

1 122 

1015 

107 

3 102 

6 792 

4006 

2 786 

250 

1987 

6 157 

3 445 

2712 

-2 306 

1390 

1394 

-4 

2118 

7 434 

4 865 

2 569 

-187 

1988 

6 524 

2 988 

3 536 

-2 246 

1681 

2 104 

-423 

1978 

8 207 

5 093 

3 114 

-268 

1989 

7 185 

3 105 

4 080 

-3 028 

2 214 

2 483 

-269 

3 177 

9 400 

5 589 

3811 

149 

1990 

7 842 

3 133 

4 709 

-1995 

2 400 

2911 

-511 

2 908 

10 425 

6 226 

4 199 

913 

1991 

—. 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

11419 

6 498 

4 921 

-115 

ism pattern is therefore less or
ganized. 

Austria had a positive net balance 
of ECU 4 920 milhon for travel 
in its balance of payments in 
1991, which represents an 
increase of 175% over 1980. 
This positive value is even more 
significant as the overall net 
balance is negative (ECU -115 
milhon in 1991). The positive 
travel balance is entirely derived 
from exchange with countries of 
the European Union (EU). The 
travel balance with the rest of the 
world (excluding EU, extra EUR 
12) is negative due to the higher 
rate of outbound tourism. 
International tourism receipts 
from non-EU countries (extra 
EUR 12) are not sufficiently high 
to compensate for expenditure 
by Austrian tourists in these 
countries; the net balance for 
travel with these countries 
therefore declined during the 
1980s. But the overall net travel 
balance (world) has improved 
steadily during the decade 
because strong development of 
tourism from the 12 EU 
countries has more than offset 
the relatively small negative bal
ance with other countries (extra 
EUR 12). 

The share of lodging and cater
ing services in gross value-added 
(at market prices) generated by 
market services as a whole fluc
tuated around 8% during 1984-
1991. Although absolute value-
added of lodging and catering 
services increased by 113%, it 
was still lower than the overall 
growth rate of 129% recorded 
for all market services. 
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Tourism is a motor for the Aus
trian labour market. Persons oc
cupied in the lodging and cater
ing services accounted for a sta
ble 11% of the total for market 
services during the 1980s. This 
invariability reflects a certain de
gree of inefficiency and reduced 
labor productivity. For example, 
in 1991 labour productivity in the 
lodging and catering services in
creased by 0.3% over the previ
ous year, compared with 0.7% in 
market services as a whole. 

Number of accommodation establishments 

25 000 

20 000 

15 000 

10000 

5000 

m Hotels and similar 
establishments 

LJ Supplementary 
accommodaUon 
establishments 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Tourism Supply 

In the 1980s the number of ho
tels and similar establishments 
decreased from 21 911 in 1980 
to 19 257 in 1991 due to clo
sures of several lower-grade ac
commodations (16 556 in 1991). 
Accommodation supply followed 
a demand shift towards higher 
quality. The number of three- to 
five-star hotels increased, while 
that of one- and two-star hotels 
fell by 25% during the 1980s. 
Changes in the number of rooms 
and bedplaces followed the same 
general trend. 

The 54% increase in the number 
of bedplaces compared with the 
28% increase in the number of 
three- to five-star hotels indicates 
an expansion of the enterprises 
operating these hotels. Despite 
the crisis in one- and two-star 
hotels, the number of bedplaces 
per hotel also increased due to a 
general expansion in establish
ment size. 

A distinctive feature of the Aus
trian tourism sector is the grow-

Bedplaces in accommodation establishments 
(Ό00) 

■ Hotels and similar 

establish ments 

LJ Supplementary 

accommodation 

establishments 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Bedplaces in hotels according to quality ('000) 

■ 

π 

■ 

1 or 2 stars 

3 stars 

4 or 5 stars 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 
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A U S T R I A 
ing importance of rented houses 
and flats. In 1991 they totalled 
18 947, which represents a 119% 
increase over 1980. Private 
rooms (including those on 
farms), however, declined from 
65 077 to 43 453. 

Road and air transport developed 
substantially, while growth was 
moderate for rail transport. 

Plane movements almost doubled 
and the total number of air 
passengers more than doubled 
(3.6 milhon in 1980; 7.8 milhon 
in 1991) during 1980-1991. 

The number of cars increased by 
40%, compared with 3% for 
buses and coaches. 

The number of rail passengers 
dropped from 170 milhon in 
1980 to 158 milhon in 1985 and 
rebounded to 173 milhon in 
1991. Reorganization of routes 
and closure of unprofitable sec
tors of the railway network dur
ing 1980-1991 led to a 4% re
duction in total line length. The 
number of passenger kilometres 
increased from 7 290 milhon in 
1985 to 9 208 million in 1991. 

Tourism Demand 

The main constraints faced by 
Austrian tourism are tourist 
preference for southern Euro
pean countries, competition from 
overseas destinations, and ap
preciation of the Austrian schil
ling. However, during the past 5 
years, Austria gained a competi
tive edge owing to worsening 
pollution and mass tourism in the 

Transport infrastructure 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mo.) 

Passenger-km (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Aircraft movements - all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000)*** 

*) situation at the end of the year 

**) valid iram January onwards 

1 ***) transit included 

Railways* 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

5849 5766 5745 5747 5630 5641 5624 5623 5623 

170 158 158 159 160 163 168 173 177 

7380 7290 7332 7363 7783 8444 8575 9208 9805 

Road** 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

859 1110 1139 1236 1336 1373 1406 1407 1410 

8980 9183 9209 9267 9274 9405 9402 9269 

2246 2530 2609 2648 2784 2902 2991 3 100 3203 

298 335 345 352 366 391 388 397 408 

Aviation 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

77 86 89 95 104 116 125 140 

3658 4 873 4798 5492 6289 7004 7729 7827 

Nights in accommodation establishments 
(ΌΟΟ) 
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A U S T R I A 

Resident and nonresident accommodation 
demand in 1991 

LJ Nonresidents 

I Residents 

Hotels Campsites Social 

tourism 

Others 
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Seasonal occupancy rate for hotels and similar 
establishments 

CAM 
1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Winter NovemberApril LJ Summer: MayOctober 

Mediterranean countries, and 

conflicts in several countries of 

eastern Europe. 

The number of nights spent in 

hotels and similar establishments 

increased from 70 milhon to 80 

million (+14%) during the 1980s. 

The growth rate is slightly lower 

(12%) for tourism accommoda

tions taken as a whole because of 

the downturn recorded for social 

tourism accommodations. Nights 

in private rooms (including those 

on farms) fell by 28% (21 milhon 

in 1991), while those in rented 

homes and flats increased by 

230% (12 milhon in 1991). 

As only 43% of Austrian resi

dents spend their hohdays in the 

country, residents account for 

only 25% of the total demand for 

overnights in tourism accommo

dations. Specifically, they ac

counted for 72% of nights spent 

in hotels and campsites, 22% in 

social tourism accommodations, 

and 6% in other accommoda

tions. These proportions have 

remained stable during tl 

1980s. They also highlight wie 

differences between resident ai 

nonresident tourist demand. 

The absolute number of nigh 

spent in accommodation estai 

hshments has increased for bo 

resident and nonresident tourist; 

Germans (65%) held the highe 

share among nonresidents for a 

commodation demand in 199 

They were followed by touris 

from The Netherlands (9%), ar 

the United Kingdom (4%). 

Data show a decrease in tl 

number of tourists from Tl 

Netherlands and the Unite 

States during the 1980s and Í 

increase for tourists from tl 

United Kingdom and Italy. Tl 

number of Germans remains sti 

ble. 

Seasonal occupancy rate patten 

show only a shght difference b 

tween summer and winter se; 

sons. In 1991, the occupane 

rate was 32% in winter and 39' 

in summer. During the 1980s, tl 

winter occupancy rate rose coi 

sistently, while the summer rai 

dipped moderately in the mi< 

1980s and reverted to its origin 

level by 1991. 

The percentage of Austrian res 

dents who spend their hohdays : 

the country has been decreasir 

and fell to 42% in 1991. Ou 

bound tourist expenditure (t 

Austrian residents visiting oth< 

countries) in 1991 was EC 

6 490 milhon, compared wil 

ECU 1 142 milhon spent by ii 

bound tourists in Austria. Boi 

164 
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A U S T R I A 

figures increased by more than 

200% during 19801991, al

though the relative proportion 

has remained almost unchanged. 

The net departure rate increased 

from 40% in 1981 to 45% in 

1990. The rise in international 

tourism led to an increase in the 

proportion of air passengers from 

10% (1980) to 21% (1991), 

although car travel is still the 

main mode of transport for 

almost 59% of Austrian tourists. 

During their hohdays, Austrians 

prefer hotels and similar estab

hshments (43% of nights spent). 

Austrians normally organize their 

tours (66%) individuaUy; only 

28% use tour operators. 

Nights of nonres ident g u e s t s according to 

country of res idence , 1 9 9 1 

8% 
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F I N L A N D 

General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Tourism demand and supply de
veloped steadily during the 1980s 
in Finland. 

International tourism receipts 
grew from ECU 713 milhon in 
1987 to ECU 961 milhon in 
1991, representing an increase of 
35%. 

The growth in outbound tourism 
since 1987 has, however, caused 
a deficit in the net balance for 
travel. Finnish residents spent 
more money abroad than foreign 
tourists spent in Finland. Interna
tional outbound charter flights 
increased by 49% from 0.7 mil
hon in 1987 to 1.1 milhon in 
1991. 

The rapid 63% growth in inter
national tourism expenditure 
from ECU 1 305 million in 1987 
to ECU 2 126 milhon in 1991 
can be partly explained by the 
gross national product (GNP) 
figures. Finland's GNP increased 
by 30% during this period, from 
ECU 75 697 milhon to ECU 
98 439 milhon; per capita GNP 
grew by 56% from ECU 12 635 
toECU19 690. 

Total turnover (or gross output) 
of lodging, restaurant, and cater
ing services increased (25%) 
from ECU 3 399 milhon in 1988 
to ECU 4 252 million in 1990. 
Travel agents also increased 
(20%) their turnover from ECU 

161 milhon to ECU 193 milhon 
during the same period. 

The share of lodging and catering 
services in gross value-added 
grew by 65.5% between 1985 
and 1990. But the tremendous 
activity in this sector is best re
flected in the 203% growth in 
gross fixed capital formation 
during the 5-year period. 

The number of persons engaged 
in lodging and catering services 
did not grow as steeply (13.5%, 

from 64 300 in 1984 to 73 000 in 
1990). Provisional figures sug
gest a reduction of 11% between 
1990 and 1991. 

The number of air passengers 
grew by 83% during 1980-1992. 
Most of this growth took place 
during the last years of the dec
ade (1987-1992) as the increase 
in air passengers during 1980-
1987 was only 23%. 

Transport infrastructure 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passenger-km (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Aircraft movements - all (1000) 

Total passengers (1000) 

Railways 

1980 1985 

6 096 5 900 

39 40 

3 216 3 224 

Road 

1980 1985 

194 204 

8 962 9 017 

1 225 1 545 

256 316 

Avia tior 

1980 1985 

231 265 

5 630 7 311 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

5 899 5 884 5 884 5 884 5 867 5 874 

35 46 46 46 46 46 

2 676 3 062 3 174 3 147 3 330 3 230 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

204 204 214 215 225 249 

9 166 9 233 9 229 9 306 9 322 8 968 

1619 1699 1795 1906 1939 1923 

329 344 363 383 389 382 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

272 302 341 362 401 377 

7 160 8 680 9 829 10 923 11504 10 283 
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FINLAND 

Tourism Supply 

The number of hotel rooms in

creased by 27% from 32 371 in 

1987 to 41 091 in 1991, while 

the total for hotels combined 

with similar estabhshments in

creased by 23%, from 37 821 in 

1987 to 46 533 in 1991. The 

number of bedplaces also in

creased (26%), reaching 97 434 

in 1991 from 77 590 in 1987. 

The occupancy rate, however, 

fell from 53% to 43%. 

Nights spent by residents and nonresidents in 
accommodation establishments 

12 

10 

8 

in Mio 6 

4 

2D 
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1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

RESIDENTS NONRESIDENTS 

The total number of campsites 

stayed the same, (347 in 1986, 

348 in 1991), but the number of 

nights spent at campsites in

creased. 

Restaurants and barrestaurants 

increased their number by 17% 

during 19861990. The number 

of travel agencies and car rentals 

grew by 19% and 51%, respec

tively. 

Air transport saw the highest 

growth. Rail transport, on the 

contrary, recorded the lowest 

growth rates. 

Plane movements increased by 

63% from 231 000 in 1980 to 

377 000 in 1991, while the total 

number of passengers increased 

by 83%. 

The 57% growth in the number 

of cars from 1.2 milhon in 1980 

to 1.9 milhon in 1991 can be 

largely attributed to the rise in 

car rentals. The number of buses 

and coaches remained stable 

(8 962 in 1980, 8 968 in 1991). 

Tourists preferred to travel to 

Nights in accommodation establishments by 
type (Mio.) 

in Mio. 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

HOTELS D SÍMIL. ESTABLISH, β CAMPSITES 

Resident and nonresident accommodation 
demand in 1991 

HOTELS SIMIL. 

ESTABLISH. 

CAMPSITES 

RESIDENTS D NONRESIDENTS 
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F I N L A N D 
and through Finland by road 
rather than by rail. 

The increase in rail passengers 
was 18%, from 39 milhon in 
1980 to 46 milhon in 1991. 
Length of lines decreased by 
3.6%, while the number of pas
senger kilometres remained al
most the same at around 3200 
milhon. 

Tourism Demand 

The total number of nights spent 
in accommodation establishments 
increased by 13% between 1986 
and 1991. The growth rate was 
12% for hotels and similar estab
hshments and 16% for campsites. 
Residents increasingly prefer 
higher-quality accommodations. 
Between 1986 and 1991 the 
growth rate in the number of 
nights spent by residents was 
16% for hotels and similar estab
hshments, and 14.5% for camp
sites. The overall rate for resi
dents was 13% for all accommo
dations, compared with 11% for 
nonresidents. Unhke residents, 
nonresidents preferred downmar
ket accommodations. The growth 
rate for nights by nonresidents in 
hotels and similar establishments 
was 8%, while that for campsites 
and tourist villages was almost 
28%. 

Swedes (25%) ranked highest 
among nonresidents for accom
modation demand in 1991. They 
were followed by tourists from 
Germany (12.1%), Russia (8.9%), 
United States (5.7%), United 

i n % 

i n % 

70 
60 + 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 

Nationality breakdown of tourists in 1986 

% of all non-residents D % of "top ten" non-residents 

Nationality breakdown of tourists in 1991 

% of all non-residents Π % of "top ten" non-residents 

Average seasonal room occupancy rates in 
hotels and similar establishments 
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FINLAND 
Kingdom (5.2%), and Norway Visitors to Finland enjoy both summer (47.7%) was not as hhj 
(4.3%). The 1991 figures are, summer and winter seasons. Av- as expected. July usually has tl 
however, lower than those for erage seasonal net occupancy highest monthly room occupane 
1986: Sweden (26.8%), Germany rates for 1991 confirm that the rate (1988-1991). However 
(14.7%), Norway (7.8%), United difference in demand for rooms 1980, 1986, and 1987 the highe 
States (7%), and United in hotels and similar establish- rates were recorded in Septen 
Kingdom (4.7%). ments between winter (38%) and ber. 
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I C E L A N D 

General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Iceland's small but open economy 
witnessed an extraordinary ex
pansion of its service sector, in
cluding tourism, during the 
1980s. Tourism is expected to 
develop even further in the com
ing years. 

International tourism receipts 
during 1987-1991 rose by 25.6% 
from ECU 74.5 milhon in 1987 
to ECU 93.6 milhon in 1991. 
Service receipts in 1992 were af
fected by a shght downturn in 
tourist arrivals in 1992 (-0.6%). 
However, tourist arrivals in 1991 
were more than double the 1980 
level. 

International tourism expenditure 
rose by 29% to ECU 238 milhon 
in 1991 from ECU 184.6 milhon 
in 1987 as Icelanders spent more 
abroad than foreigners did in 
Iceland. 

The development of tourism 
raised the share of employment 
in trade, restaurant, and hotel 
services in total service em
ployment. 

Tourist arrivals by air increased 
by 8.8% between 1987 and 1991. 
In 1989 only 4.2% of all inbound 
tourists arrived by sea, and the 
proportion has remained almost 
unchanged (4.3% in 1992). 

The number of available hotels, 
rooms, and bedplaces grew dur
ing 1986-1992. The increase in 

Number of hotels available by season 
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FOREIGNERS D ICELANDERS 

hotel availability during the main 
tourist season (May-August) was 
31%, compared with 36% and 
34% for rooms and beds, respec
tively. 

Inbound tourists, who constitute 
almost half the tourism demand, 
come mainly from Germany 
(15.7% in 1991), followed by 
Sweden (11.4%), United King
dom (10.2%), and Denmark 
(9.6%). The number of visitors 
from Europe increased by 30% 
during 1987-1991. 

Tourism Supply 

Summer (May-August) is the 
main tourist season in Iceland. 
Hotel availability varies during 
the year; in 1989, 119 hotels 
were available in summer, 72 
during September-December, and 
70 during January-April. 

Room availability is also highest 
in summer. In 1989 there were 
3 368 rooms in summer (May-
August), compared with 2 023 
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I C E L A N D 

rooms during SeptemberDe

cember and 1958 during January

April. 

Growth rates for hotel availabil

ity between 1985 and 1989 also 

varied according to the time of 

year: 49% for JanuaryApril, 

41% for SeptemberDecember, 

and 35% for summer. 

The same pattern was observed 

in growth rates for room and 

bedplace availability during 

19851989. The rates were high

est for JanuaryApril (56% for 

rooms, 57% for bedplaces), fol

lowed by SeptemberDecember 

(52% for rooms, 53% for bed

places) and MayAugust (33% 

for rooms, 31.5% for bedplaces). 

Tourism Demand 

Tourism demand grew during the 

1980s, and the number of in

bound tourists increased by 

118%. 

Nights in hotels by guest nationality, 1985 
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I C E L A N D 
Icelanders travel extensively for 
business and leisure. They ac 
counted for almost half the arri
vals in 1991 (148 854 out of 
292 312 arrivals). The number of 
Icelanders returning to their 
country from abroad increased by 
115% between 1980 and 1991. 

Visitors from Europe, excluding 
the Nordic countries, constitute 
the largest percentage (49.9% in 
1991) of inbound tourists. The 
Nordic countries (Denmark, 
Norway, Sweden, Finland) repre

sent the second largest region of 
residence of inbound tourists 
(31% of foreign visitors). 

The number of nights spent in 
hotels has increased steadily from 
449 007 in 1985 to 602 120 in 
1989 (+34%). The nonresident 
share rose from 58% in 1985 to 
63% in 1989. 

Most non-resident guests come 
from Europe. The relative share 
of nights spent in 1989 according 
to the main countries of resi

dence were: Germany (11%), 
Sweden (9%), and United King
dom (7%). The United States, 
which used to rank first (11% in 
1985), has since dropped to 
fourth place (7% in 1989). 

The highest occupancy rates are 
recorded in summer (May-Au
gust) for rooms (approximately 
65%) and bedplaces (approxima
tely 54%). Bedplace occupancy 
rates for September-December 
and January-April were 33% and 
31%, respectively. 
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L I E C H T E N S T E I N 
During the past few years, the 
government of the Principality of 
Liechtenstein has sought to es
tablish a new tourism law. Its aim 
is to increase involvement of 
private companies, especially 
those benefiting either direcüy or 
indirectly from tourism. The pro
posed law would impose higher 
quality standards and a fixed 
yearly contribution to the Liech
tenstein National Tourist Office. 
But in June 1992 the Liechten
stein parliament rejected the law, 
and the original law of 1971 still 
remains in force. 

Industry and trade together em
ploy about half the Liechtenstein 
workforce. The tourism sector 
employs about 6-7%, including 
4% in hotels and restaurants. 

The total number of tourists 
(overnight visitors) decreased by 
15%, from 85 033 in 1980 to 
72 000 in 1992. Demand has de
creased partly as a result of 
competition from exotic destina
tions, for which cheap tours are 
offered in those markets that 
used to be the main source of 

tourists to Liechtenstein. On the 
supply side, there was a a general 
reduction in the number of 
accommodations. The total num
ber of bedplaces in hotels and 
similar estabhshments dropped 
from 1 570 in 1985 to 1 289 in 
1992. 

The number of bedplaces has 
declined as hotels have been con
verted into more lucrative office 
faculties. High real estate prices 
and strict laws on working per
mits for workers from other 

countries (practically all employ
ees in Liechtenstein's hotel and 
catering sector are foreigners) 
have checked the construction of 
new hotels. 

Contraction in the tourism sector 
in Liechtenstein is confirmed by 
an analysis of tourism demand. 
During 1987-1992, demand for 
accommodation in hotels and 
similar estabhshments decreased 
from 152 951 nights in 1987 to 
148 218 nights in 1992. Domes
tic demand remained steady at 

Nights spent by residents and non-residents 
in hotels and similar establishment 

Non-residents 
Residents 

1991 1992 
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L I E C H T E N S T E I N 

1 000 nights. The general reduc
tion in total accommodation de
mand can therefore be attributed 
to a drop in nonresident demand. 
One of the reasons is the 10% 
currency appreciation in 1986, 
which reduced price competitive
ness. 
The average length of stay was 
shorter in hotels (2.1 nights in 

1980; 2.0 in 1992) and private 
rooms (5 nights in 1980; 2.9 in 
1992) as the total number of 
overnights fell more sharply than 
the number of arrivals. The num
ber of available apartments and 
private rooms also decreased be
cause fewer people depend on 
the extra income earned from 
renting rooms in their homes. 

The highest proportion of tou 
ists come from neighbourir 
Switzerland and Germany; thes 
tourists also prefer Liechtenste; 
as it is germanophone. Germa 
and Swiss tourists together a< 
count for more than 60% of tot; 
accommodation demand. In 199 
Germans accounted for 36% ( 
total demand and the Swiss, 30%. 
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NORWAY 

General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Norway is not a standard desti
nation for inbound tourists, nor is 
tourism a key sector for the 
economy. Foreigners account fór 
only 32% of tourism demand. 
Valueadded generated by tour
ism was 1.7% of the gross do
mestic product (GDP) in 1991. 
Tourism is roughly half as impor
tant for the Norwegian economy 
as is agriculture and its share is 
decreasing owing to unfavour
able price competitiveness. 

However, recent changes in 
tourism have produced a positive 
impact. The total number of in
bound tourists increased from 
1.8 million in 1985 to 2.1 milhon 
in 1991. The number of 
outbound tourists decreased by 
34%, from 587 000 in 1985 to 
384 000 in 1991. 

The balance of payments for 
travel has always been negative, 
but the deficit rate has slowed 
since 1987, due to a lower 
growth rate in international tour
ism expenditure. Norwegian 
tourists spent less in other coun
tries because the 10% devalu
ation of the Norwegian krone in 
May 1986 eroded personal dis
posable income. The services 
balance, which has been negative 
since 1986, has not improved. 
The net account for all economic 
sectors also remains negative. 

International fare receipts for sea 
and air transport on Norwegian 
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N O R W A Y 
carriers contributed substantially 
to value-added of tourism. How
ever, the transfer of most Nor
wegian cruise ships to open-reg
istry countries has diverted re
ceipts away from Norway. 

The combined gross output of 
lodging, restaurant, and catering 
services increased by 35% be
tween 1985 and 1990. Gross 
output from the hotel trade ac
counted for 25% of the total for 
the whole category in 1990; its 
growth was lower than that of 
restaurants and similar establish
ments. 

Tourism Supply 

The total number of hotels and 
similar estabhshments was 1 136 
in 1985; it dropped to 1 101 in 
1989 and rose again to 1 189 in 
1992. The total number of rooms 
and bedplaces increased steadily 
during 1985-1991, which indi
cates expansion and quality im
provement in the sector. 

Between 1985 and 1990, the to
tal number of restaurants and 
bar-restaurants increased from 
3 289 to 4 370. This 5.8% 
average annual growth is higher 
than that in the total number of 
hotels and similar establishments. 
The number of travel agencies 
totalled 688 in 1990. However, 
no other data were available to 
analyze changes in this sector. 

Air and road transport grew 
steadily, while railways under
went a period of crisis. 

Inbound and outbound 
overnight visitors (Ό00) 
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NORWAY 

Nights spent in hotels and similar establishments (Ό00) 
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The total number of air passen
gers increased by 30% between 
1985 and 1992. The number of 
plane movements increased from 
1985 to 1988, then gradually 
dropped until 1992. But the 
overall trend for the entire period 
(1985-1992) revealed growth of 
approximately 1 1 % in plane 
movements. 

The motorway network ex
panded from 325 km in 1985 to 
437 km in 1992. Total number of 
buses and coaches increased sig
nificantly. Although the total 
number of cars remained steady, 
the number per 1 000 inhabitants 
fell slighdy. 

The number of rail passengers 
decreased by 5.7% between 1985 
and 1992. The length of lines de
creased by 215 km, due to the 
closure of old, nonprofitable 
parts of the network. Total pas
senger kilometres dropped from 
2 241 in 1985 to 2 150 in 1991, 
but the number improved signifi
cantly in 1992. 

Tourism Demand 

The total number of nights spent 
in tourism accommodation estab
hshments rose from 17 978 in 
1985 to 18 716 in 1991. Demand 
rose between 1985 and 1987, 
dropped in 1988/89, and climbed 
again in 1990. The fall in 
1988/89 was linked not only to a 
drop in resident demand, but also 
a change in definition (from 1988 
onwards, data exclude refugees). 
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N O R W A Y 
Campsites hold a high share 
(41%) of nights spent in tourism 
accommodation estabhshments. 
Residents make up most (58.5%) 
of this demand. 

Resident demand accounted for 
69% of total accommodation 
demand in 1992. Growth rates 
for resident and nonresident de
mand were the same during 
1985-1992, except in 1989 when 
a fall in personal disposable in
come depressed resident demand. 

A breakdown of nonresident 
guests in tourism accommoda
tions by their country of resi
dence shows that, in 1991, visi
tors from Germany held the larg
est share (26%), followed by 
Sweden (17%), and Denmark 
(14%). The United States (5%) 
ranked first among the non-
European countries, followed by 
Japan (1.4%). During the 1980s 
nonresident accommodation de
mand increased by 151%, mainly 
due to a 250% increase in Ger
man demand. 

The net annual occupancy rate 
(bedplaces and rooms) steadily 
decreased over the years because 
of a widening gap between sup
ply and demand. Seasonal pat
terns can be determined from 
monthly occupancy rates. In 
Norway the peak season is in 
summer, from June to Septem
ber. 

Reduced purchasing power of the 
national currency and lower per
sonal disposable income discour
aged Norwegians from spending 
their hohdays abroad. The depar
ture rate fell from 74% in 1982 

Nights spent by non-residents according to country of 
residence, 1991 
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to 54% in 1987 due to the de
valuation of the Norwegian 
krone in 1986. 

Norwegian residents travel 
mainly by car. They prefer hotels 
and similar estabhshments and 
their demand accounts for 69% 
of the total accommodation de
mand in Norway. Their preferred 
international destinations are: the 
United Kingdom (1.7 milhon), 
Sweden (1.5 million), and Den
mark (1.0 million). Only one-
tenth of Norwegians chose 

southern Europe (Italy, Greece 
Spain, and Portugal) as a holiday 
destination. 
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SWEDEN 
General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Sweden's tourism industry grew 
steadily through most of the 
1980s. The industry caters ex
tensively to the domestic market; 
foreign visitors account for only 
about one-fifth of the nights 
spent in accommodation estab
hshments. 

Sweden is largely a tourism-gen
erating country, with a substan
tial excess of international tour
ism expenditure over receipts 
from foreign visitors. Expendi
ture grew by 81% during the 
second half of the decade accord
ing to. balance of payments fig
ures for travel (tourism). In 1991 
it reached ECU 4 932 milhon, 
which is more than twice the to
tal for Sweden's international 
tourism receipts (ECU 2 202 mil
hon). Sweden's negative travel 
balance with the world deterio
rated further by 400% (ECU -
2 730 milhon in 1991), compared 
with 1980. 

Total turnover for lodging, cater
ing, and restaurants in 1991 was 
ECU 6 280 milhon (at constant 
prices), which represents an in
crease of 40% since 1980. Two-
thirds of the turnover was gener
ated by restaurants and other ca
tering services, and the remaining 
one-third by the accommodation 
sector. 

The share of lodging and catering 
services in total gross value-
added (at market prices) gener
ated by market services as a 
whole stayed relatively stable be
tween 1984 (1.2%) and 1990 
(1.3%), with a peak in 1989 
(1.5%). The share of persons oc
cupied in the sector during the 
same period increased steadily 
from 2.9% to 3.3%. 

Statistics on arrivals at frontiers 
do not exist in Sweden. How
ever, rough estimates calculated 
from different administrative 
sources indicate that travel to and 
from Sweden has increased. The 
number of arrivals by sea, air, 
and rail rose from 20.5 milhon in 
1980 to 22.7 milhon in 1988 
(11%). 

The upward trend in the total 
number of overnights during 
1980-1989 was checked in the 
early 1990s. The downturn can 
be explained by inflation and high 
VAT rates, which made Sweden 
an expensive tourist destination. 
But the devaluation of the 
Swedish krona following the 
1992 foreign exchange crisis, and 
the 1993 cut in VAT on tourist 
services in Sweden have im
proved prospects for the tourism 
industry. 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passenger-km (Mio.) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Transport infrastructure 

Railways 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

12006 11745 11745 11673 11555 11501 11211 11045 10210 

95 90 86 83 87 87 88 88 87 

7 019 6 803 6 363 6 215 6 289 6 211 6 189 5 634 5 362 

Road 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

809 898 901 901 901 926 929 939 1005 

12 796 13 664 13 779 13 246 14 106 14 530 14 595 14 555 14 252 

2 883 3 151 3 253 3 367 3 482 3 578 3 600 3 619 3 586 

347 377 389 400 411 419 419 418 416 
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SWEDEN 

Tourism Supply 

A trend towards larger enter

prises was observed in tourism 

accommodation establishments as 

the growth rate in the number of 

hotels was 12% (1 628 in 1980, 

1 828 in 1991), compared with 

49% in the number of bedplaces. 

As hotel supply outstripped de

mand, occupancy rates (bed

places or rooms) declined from 

38% in 1980 to 27% in 1991. 

Supply of other types of accom

modation estabhshments also in

creased during the 1980s. The 

number of campsites, tourist vil

lages and youth hostels rose from 

1 009 in 1980 to 1 409 in 1991 

(+40%). Many of these estab

lishments are, however, seasonal 

and operate only during limited 

periods of the year. 

Other kinds of tourist supply ac

tivities also grew. The number of 

restaurants and cafés rose by 

75%, from 7 055 in 1980 to 

Bedplaces in hotels and supplementary accommodation 
establishments ('000) 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Hotels D Tourist villages GH Youth hostels 

12 363 in 1991. The number ol 

travel agencies more than dou

bled, while the number of librar

ies, museums, and similar cultura] 

estabhshments rose by 29%. 

Road transport developed more 

rapidly than rail transport. 

Length of motorways has in

creased by 16% since 1980 tc 

1 005 km in 1992. The number oi 

buses and coaches rose by 12% 

and that of cars by 25%. In 1992 

there were 416 cars per 1 000 in

habitants (+20% since 1980). 

Rail transport has declined stead

ily since 1980. The railway net

work was reduced from 12 OOi 

km in 1980 to 10 210 km ir 

1992. The number of rail passen

gers also decreased, from 95 mil

lion in 1980 to 87 milhon ir 

1992. The number of passengei 

kilometers fell by almost 24% 

over the same period. 

Number of hotels and supplementary accommodation establishments 

1980 1985 

H Hotels 

1986 1987 

1 1 Campsites 

1988 1989 1990 

H Tourist villages 1 1 Youth hostels 

1991 
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SWEDEN 
Tourism Demand 

An analysis of nights spent in 
tourism accommodation estab
hshments reveals that demand 
rose by 44% between 1980 and 
1989, the year when it reached a 
peak. It declined by 20% during 
1990-1991 and fell to the same 
level as in 1984. This trend was 
also observed, with some vari
ation, for all types of accommo
dations. 

Hotels and campsites are the 
main types of accommodation 
estabhshments in Sweden. Nights 
spent in hotels account for about 
50% of the total, compared with 
35% at campsites. 

Swedish residents account for 
80% of the demand for tourism 
accommodation estabhshments. 
The fluctuations described earlier 
are caused mainly by the tourism 
pattern of residents. The number 
of nights spent by nonresidents 
varied by only a few percentage 
points during 1983-1989. It de
clined by 26% in the two follow
ing years. 

12000 

1 0 0 0 0 -

1980 

Nights spent by residents and non-residents by type of 
accommodation -1991 ('000) 

Hotels Campsites Tourist villages Youth hostels 

Residents LJ Non-residents 

Nights spent by residents and non-residents in 
accommodation establishments('OOO) 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Residents Non-residents 

Nights spent in different accommodation establishments (Ό00) 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 

Hotels LJ Campsites Tourist villages ■ Youth hostels 
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SWEDEN 

In 1980 hotels accounted for 

52% of the nights spent by non

resident tourists, compared with 

37% at campsites. In the follow

ing years the number for camp

sites grew faster than for hotels, 

and in 1989the peak yearthe 

distribution evened out at 43% 

for campsites and 44% for ho

tels. In the early 1990s campsites 

lost more nonresident guests than 

hotels did and in 1991 the dis

tribution was about the same as 

in 1980. Tourist villages and 

youth hostels received only about 

10% of the nonresident tourists 

during the 1980s. 

Scandinavian tourists, mainly 

Norwegians, have always formed 

the dominant group among non

resident tourists. However, the 

number of nights spent by Nor

wegians has almost halved since 

1987. In 1991, for the first time, 

the largest share in nights spent 

by nonresidents was held by 

Germany (24%), followed by 

Norway (19%), Finland (10%), 

and Denmark (9%). Tourists 

from The Netherlands, the 

United Kingdom, and the United 

States, each held a share of about 

Seasonal net bedplace occupancy 

rates for hotels show that sum

mer months (JuneAugust) are 

busier than winter months 

(NovemberFebruary). In 1991 

summer rates reached 32%, 

compared with 22% in winter. 

Both summer and winter occu

pancy rates have steadily de

creased from their 1980 peaks of 

45% and 32%, respectively. 

Nights spent by nonresidents according to country 
of residence, 1980 
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Nights spent by nonresidents according to country 
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SWEDEN 
About 75% of leisure and hohday Most outbound Swedes prefer Spain, Canary islands, and 
trips and 65% of business trips by other Scandinavian countries as Greece. Scandinavian countries 
Swedish residents are made tourist destinations. About 60% are also the main destination for 
within the country. About one- of all leisure trips are bound for business trips (35%). Germany 
fifth of all travel, including over- Denmark, Finland, or Norway. (15% of trips) ranks first among 
night stays (70 milhon nights), is The most frequent destination non-Scandinavian destinations, 
undertaken for business. outside Scandinavian countries is followed by the United Kingdom 

Germany (8%), followed by (9%). 
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S W I T Z E R L A N D 

General Situation and Key 
Indicators: Development 
and Impact of Tourism 

Switzerland's beautiful, unpol
luted landscape makes it one of 
the most attractive hohday desti
nations. Tourism is an important 
sector for the Swiss economy. 
During the 1980s it contributed 
nearly 8% to the gross domestic 
product (GDP), the same as the 
construction and civil engineering 
sector. 

The share of lodging and catering 
services in gross value-added (at 
constant prices) grew by 190% 
between 1975 and 1990, while 
the gross domestic product 
(GDP) increased by 240%. 
Value-added of lodging and ca
tering services as a percentage of 
GDP in 1989 was therefore only 
8%. The same trend was ob
served in the trade and food sec
tors. 

Tourism Supply 

In 1990 the 100 000 tourism ac
commodation estabhshments in 
Switzerland (hotels, campsites, 
social tourist accommodation, 
and others) offered approxi
mately 1.1 milhon bedplaces. 
During 1985-1991 both the 
number of rooms and bedplaces 
in hotels and similar establish
ments fell by 3%. The total num
ber of bedplaces also decreased 
in supplementary accommodation 

Although the total number of ar
rivals increased from 101 milhon 
in 1985 to 137 milhon in 1991, 
that of tourists (overnight visi
tors) increased by only 6%. 
Overnight visitors account for 
only 9% of arrivals because of 
the high proportion of same-day 
visitors. Foreign tourists repre
sent almost half the total accom
modation demand. 

Although Switzerland's balance 
of payments shows a growing 
negative net balance for all eco
nomic sectors, its travel balance 
has always been positive because 
inbound tourism exceeds out
bound tourism. The growth rate 
for the net travel balance has, 
however, fluctuated over the 
years; it rose by 17% between 
1980 and 1986, fell by 32% in 
1987/88, and climbed again in 
1991. The rise since 1989 is due 
to the 11% increase in interna
tional tourism receipts as a result 
of higher personal disposable in
come in the OECD countries and 
improved price competitiveness 
in Switzerland. 

Arriving visitors ('000) 
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SWITZERLAND 
estabhshments, except social 
tourism accommodation estab
hshments and campsites. The ra
tio of bedplaces in hotels to those 
in supplementary accommoda
tions remained stable. 

Hohday dwellings (Ferienwoh
nungen) grew in number during 
the 1980s. They are not usually 
included in official tourism sta
tistics, but they are of significant 
importance to domestic tourism 
and winter season tourism. 

Bed-places in hotels and supplementary accommodation 
establishments (Ό00) 
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Transport infrastructure 

Length of lines (km) 

Passengers carried (Mio.) 

Passengerkm (Mio) 

Motorways (km) 

Stock of buses and coaches 

Cars (1000) 

Cars per 1000 inhabitants 

Railways 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

2926 2 969 2 969 2 969 2 972 2 972 2982 2 982 2985 

216 225 228 237 259 260 264 271 268 

9 179 9 381 9 325 9 810 10 803 11033 11060 12 383 11831 

Road 

1980 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

1 170 1 495 1 502. 1 520 

11087 11428 11473 12 600 13 731 13 488 13 595 13 392 13 509 

2246 2617 2678 2712 2761 2899 2993 3065 3 098 

355 405 412 415 419 436 446 452 454 

The number of enterprises in

volved in nonaccommodation 

tourist activities (restaurants, 

travel agencies, car rentals) grew 

during the 1980s. Growth rates 

were: 2% for restaurants, 5.6% 

for car rentals, and 6.5% for 

travel agencies. 

Rail and road transport recorded 

appreciable growth rates. 

During 19801991 the number of 

rail passengers rose by 22%. 

Length of lines increased by 2%. 

There was no cutback in invest

ment, as in Austria; instead, ex

isting capacity was improved. 

These positive developments in 

rail transport raised passenger 

kilometres by 20%. 

Motorways were expanded and 

totalled 1 520 km in 1992. The 

absolute number of cars in

creased by 30%. The number of 

cars per 1 000 inhabitants in

creased from 355 in 1980 to 454 

in 1992. Swiss tourism, like 

Austrian, is strongly linked to 

the development of road 

transport, as a large share of 

visitors come to Switzerland by 

car. The government has 

therefore invested heavily in the 

development of an efficient road 

system. 
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SWITZERLAND 

Tourism Demand 

Switzerland's reputation is built 

on its scenic and unpolluted 

landscape. For this reason, ac

commodation demand is higher 

in mountain and lake resorts than 

in cities. 

During the 1980s, the total num

ber of nights spent in accommo

dation estabhshments increased 

from 75.2 milhon in 1980 to 78 

milhon in 1991. Growth rates 

were low until 1988. The situ

ation has improved since 1989 

because of successful marketing, 

higher personal disposable in

comes in other OECD countries, 

and improved price competitive

ness of Swiss resorts. 

A breakdown of accommodation 

demand during the 1980s shows 

an increase of 3.7% for hotels 

and of 8% for campsites. Only 

social tourism accommodation 

demand decreased slightly 

(0.3%). 

Nonresident demand increased 

by 2.8%, compared with 4.3% 

for residents. In 1991 resident 

demand accounted for 50.3% of 

total Swiss accommodation de

mand. However, resident de

mand could have been higher 

than usual in 1991 because of the 

700year celebrations and a 

lower number of foreign tourists 

due to the Gulf war. 

Residents prefer campsites, so

cial tourism accommodations, 

and hohday dwellings. In 1991 

resident demand accounted for 

46% of nights spent in hotels, 

compared with 75% for camp

Accommodation demand by areatype, 1991 
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S W I T Z E R L A N D 

sites, 73% for social tourism ac

commodation estabhshments, 

and 55% for hohday dwellings. 

Germany ranked highest among 

the countries of residence of in

bound tourists in 1991. It was 

followed by The Netherlands, the 

United Kingdom, and France, 

The proportion of nights spent 

by German tourists has remained 

stable since 1980 at around 45% 

of total nonresident demand. The 

most important nonEuropean 

country was the United States, 

with 1.8 milhon nights spent in 

1991. 

Switzerland has a higher occu

pancy rate during the summer 

season (JuneSeptember) than in 

winter (DecemberApril) for ho

tels and similar estabhshments. 

During the 1980s, occupancy 

rates increased for both seasons. 

The total number of Swiss resi

dents going abroad to spend their 

holidays has steadily increased 

since 1989. The net departure 

rate remained unchanged at 76% 

despite a population increase 

from 6.4 milhon in 1980 to 6.5 

milhon in 1985. Swiss tourists 

normally prefer to travel by car 

(63% in 1984) and 34% stay in 

hotels and similar establishments. 

During the 1980s, expenditure 

within the country by resident 

tourists increased by 58%, com

pared with 92% for nonresidents. 

Growth in expenditure by Swiss 

tourists (107%) was higher than 

that of tourism receipts in Swit

zerland. 

Resident and nonresident demand by type of 
accommodation, 1991 
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S W I T Z E R L A N D 

Seasonal bedplace occupancy rate in hotels and similar 
establishments, 1980-1991 
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